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FOREWORD

This investigation was authorized by the Chief of Engineers by first

indorsement, dated 14 May 1963, to a letter, dated 10 May 1963, subject:

"Project Plan for Research on Properties of Ceinentitious Materials--

Investigation of Expanding Cements," and forms a part of item 614 of the

Civil Works Engineering Studies program.

The work was done at the U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment

Station (W-TES) under the direction of Mr. Thomas B. Kennedy, Chief, Concrete

Division, by Mr. Bryant Mather who prepared this report.

Col. Alex G. Sutton, Jr., CE, and Col. John R. Oswalt, Jr., CE,

were directors of the WES during the investigation and the preparation

and publication of this report. Mr. J. B. Tiffany was Technical

Director.

o:
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SUMMARY

It has been known for more than a century that the reaction of cal-
cium alumninate with sulfate ion to form calcium sulfoaluminates (or "cal-
cium aluminum sulfates") is accompanied by an increase in volume. During
most of this period, the reaction has been regarded wholly as a harmful
one, the consequences of which are deteriorative or destructive to con-
crete. This report attempts to review and summarize available information
oi . .cnts, as evl...ed both in the United States and elsewhere,
from the standpoint not only of the chemical and physical mechanisms in-
volved, but also of the potential and actual applications that might be
made of these products by the Corps of Engineers.

Beginning with the work of Lossier in the 1940's, continuing with

work in the U.S.S.R. in the 1950's, and the work of Klein and associates
in the United States in 1958, this reaction has been studied with a view
to employing the resultant volume increase to achieve beneficial results.

The general consensus is that much basic knowledge needs to be ob-
tained regarding the numerous potential expansive combinations of materials
to relate their behavior to the specific physical-chemical mechanisms that
are involved.

mental knowledge, certain specific formulations involving specific mate-

rials have been and are being used successfully in full-scale engineering
applications. In the U.S.S.R. extensive development of a concrete pipe

manufacturing plant designed to utilize expansive cement has taken place.
The status of the U.S.S.R. work in 1961 was given in these words: "These
results permit us to consider shotcrete casting as the chief method for
manufacture of large diameter pressure pipes." It is therefore not clear
from this review that the routine use of expansive cement in the industrial
manufacture of concrete products has been achieved in the U.S.S.R.

In the United States, a variety of experimental projects has been
completed or is under way. Some of these have involved model structures,

others involve full-scale elements including pipes and pavements.

ix
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INVESTIGATION OF.-EXPANDING CEMENTS

SUVVARY OF INFORMATION AVAILABLE AS OF 1 JULY 1963

PART I: INTRODUCTION

Background

.7 1. Volumetric stability is a characteristic of portland cement con-

crete that has generally been sought but has never been completely attained.

Slight volumetric instability will always have to be tolerated since it

appears impracticable to develop a concrete that has no tendency to expand

(or swell) on heating or on wetting, no tendency to contract (or shrink)

on cooling or drying, and is completely free from any tendency to shrink on

initial loss of moisture or fzom any tendency to expand or contract due to

chemical reactions that occur during or after placement.

2. It has been suggested by Lorman 1* that the terms "shrinkage" and

"swelling" as applied to concrete be limited to changes in volume due to

changes in moisture condition, i.e. drying or wetting, and that the terms

expansion" and "contraction" be limited to changes in volume due to
2changes in temperature, i.e. heating or cooling. Powers has noted that

it is convenient to follow this usage and has proposed additionally that

volume change produced by the freezing of water in concrete be designated

"dilation," the reverse of which is "collapse." In this report the term

expansion" is also used for increases in volume caused by identifiable

chemical reactions involving the production of reaction products that

produce such an increase. This usage is analogous to that by which the

term "autoclave expansion" is applied to the increase in volume due to

hydration of calcium oxide or magnesium oxide, and that in which the term

"expansion" is used for the length change of mortaa bars in sulfate re-

sistance tests. In the lather case the change in volume results from an

aluminate-sulfate reaction to form sulfoaluminates in a manner similar

in many respects to the mechanisms of expanding cements.

* Raised numerals refer to similarly numbered items in Selected Bibli-

ography at end of text.

1
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3C
3. Hansen and Offutt3 state the reactions of tricalcium aliminate,

gypsum, and water that produce the t:o forms of calcium sulfoaluminate as,

follows:

a. 3CaO.A12 0* + 3CaSO .211(0 + 25H 0-)

88.8 222.3 450.o' 1
3CaO.Al 2 03 3NaLSO 4 .3112 0

;} : 71h. 7 (46.4) .,

8

b. 3Ca.Al203+ CaSO 4 2H20-lOSHO.-)

88.8 74.1 18o.o

3CaO.Al 0 CaSO. 12H 0
2 3 It 2

319.6 (23.3)

1' The numbers in the first line below the formulas are volumes participatihi-

in the reaction. The number in parentheses is the volume added to the
Volumes on the right side of the equation so that they equal the sum of

the Volumes on the left side. It is noted that the reaction products

occupy less volume than the sum of the volumes of the reactants, i.e. both,

of these reactions take place with a contraction in volume. If th re-

actants dissolved and then precipitated as the reaction products, there

should be a contraction. The second row of numbers is the ratio of the

volume of the anhydrous tricalcium aluminate to the volume of the calcium

sulfoaluminate product. In the first case the volume of the product is

eight times the volume of the tricalcium aluminate used in its formation.

4. Efforts have been made to perfect techniques for selecting and

using concrete materials so as to prevent excessive volume change. Certain

specification requirements for portland cements and aggregate exist because.
it has been found that their imposition tends to prevent the use of mate."

rials that are responsible for either excessive shrinkage, or contraction,

* Subscript 3 was originally given as "4, a typographical error. 4

2 MO
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or excessive swelling, or expansion. Efforts have also been made to

counteract the residual, apparently unavoidable tendency of compositions

based on the use of portland cement as a binder to shrink on drying. These

efforts have found their most successful applications in the producticn of

preplaced aggrepate concrete and so-called "shrinkage-resistant grouts."

Both of these applications have been the subject of investigations at the

U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES) as part of the

Civil Works Engineering Studies program.4,5

5. In recent years, especially with the extensive development of

S the technology and use of prestressed concrete, there has been a growing

interest in and development of expanding cements. This has not been merely

to tend to compensate for the inherent residual shrinkage due to drying or

carbonation of concrete, but to develop positive stress, "self-stress," in

restrained concrete members. The position of the Corps of Engineers re-

'f garding prestressed concrete was stated as follows:

Perhaps the most important application to date of pre-
stressed concrete in Corps 6f Engineers civil works
structures has been in anchorages for tainter gates.
In addition to the advantages of reduced deflections
between the noloa. and loaded conditions and the re-
sulting more favorable stress condition in the concrete
piers, the use of prestressed anchorages has resulted
in a significant economy over conventional anchorages.
Prestressed concrete is also being utilized in the con-
struction of bridges and powerhouse roof slabs.

7

Purpose and Scope of This Report

6. This report attempts to review and s'm'marize available informa-

tion on expanding cements, as developed both in the United States and else-

where, from the standpoint not only of the chemical and physical mechanisms

involved, but also the potential and actual applications that might be made

of these products in the civil works program of the Corps of Engineers.

Corps of Engineers Policy on Expanding Cements

7
7. In its report to the U. S. Senate, the Corps of Engineers made

the following comments regarding expanding agents as concrete admixtures:

3
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L ! This is not a new class but new materials do oc-
casionally become available. These materials perform

* Ithe function of counteracting the shrinkage (setting
shrinkage) which occurs during the early stages of

* stiffening. They find usefulness primarily in mortars
and concrete for setting machinery bases and in cer-
tain special types of concrete such as preplaced ag- 4
gregate concrete. Small quantities of aluminum powder
are useful for this purpose and some of the products I
on the market sold for this purpose are basically alu-

minum powder. Others use other metallic forms includ-
ing finely divided iron. The behavior of these mate-
rials particularly those including iron is difficult
to predict and control. Composition of the portland ;4
cement used with these materials substantially affects
their behavior and performance. The corps is currently
engaged in an investigation aimed at developing im-
proved purchase specifications and practices for use

V I of these materials. IThen perfected these will elim-

inate the need to refer to these materials in contract
specifications by trade name "or equal" and will pro-
vide for improved performance of these materials in
corps work.

This is the only statement of the Corps of Engineers policy regarding

expansive compositions that was located during this review.

IA

4A
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PART Ii: STATUS OF KNOWLEDGE OF 1MDPANSIVE CEMENTS IN 1952-AND 1956

Status in 1952

8
8. Lafuma reviewed available data on expansive cements as of 1952

and summarized them as follows:

The disadvantages of the shrinkage of cement are
well known and attempts have been made to counteract
this shrinkage by bringing opposing factors into play.
Prominence has been given to the advantages that could
be derived from a slight expansion of the cement with
regard to the characteristic properties of concrete.

The first satisfactory solution for industrial
purposes was found by Hendrickx, activities in this
sphere having been stimulated by Lossier to Whom we owe
the chief applications.

The necessity of obtaining a controllable expan-
sion that will remain constant with time practically
enforces the use of Candlot's salt as the expansion
agent; it is made from a sulpho;aluminate clinker ob-
tained by burning a mixture of gypsum, bauxite and "carbonate of lime.

Expansive cement, properly so called, is preparedfrom a ternary mixture comprising:

properties to the final product;

sulpho-aluminate clinker, which is the expansion
fagent;

blastfurnace slag, the stabilizing agent, the
slow action of which enables the expansion to
take place besides absorbing the excess of sul-
phate of lime.

The composition of the three constituents, their
relative proportions, and their fineness are the prin-

cipal factors whose influence should be considered with
regard to obtaining the required expansion.

A more extended excerpt from his paper is given in Appendix A.

Status in 1956

9. Lea9  summarized knowledge of expanding and nonshrinking cements
I in 1956 as follows:

The value of a cement which would suffer no overall

U5
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change in volume on drying has long been realised,
while for some purposes, such as underpinning and other
types of repair work, a small overall expansion which
would tighten the joint between new and old work would
have advantages. It is to Lossier in France that the
application of such cements is due, the methods ofmanufacture being developed by R. Perre at the girm ofPoliet et Chausson. Essentially these cements[ 10, 11,12]
consist of three elements (1) a Portland cement, (2) anexpanding agent, (3) a stabiliser. As originally de-veloped in France, the expansive agent was produced byburning a mix of 50 per cent. gypsn, 25 per cent. redbauxite and 25 per cent. chalk which it was thoughtmight produce an anhydrous calciumr sulphoaluminate
clinker that would expand on reaction with water. Ac-tually the product proved to be a mixture of some 38per cent. calcium sulphate, 38 per cent. calcium alu-minate, mainly 5Ca0.3A12 03 , and ferrites, and 20 percent. y 2CaO.Si02 . The essential expansive agent wasthus the mixture of calcium sulphate and calcium alu-minate. A mixture of high alumina cement and calcium
sulphate should, therefore, be an alternative but,since the rates of reaction of the constituents is an
important factor, it has been found convenient to con-tinue to use the clinker. The theory of the expansiveaction has not been clearly demonstrated, but it mustbe presumed to be made up of two parts, the reaction
of the calcium sulphate and the tricalcium aluminate
of the Portland cement and the reaction of the calciumsulphate and the less basic aluminate in the "sul-phoaluminate" clinker. It is well known that a ce-
ment can be made from calcium sulphate and high aluminacement, or from calcium sulphate and blastfurnace

slag, which has no expansive properties, but in the
presence of a high lime concentration in solution
arising from the Portland cement, depressing the sol-ubility of the aluminates, the formation of the sul-phoaluminate from these materials causes expansion.
The function of the stabiliser, which is blastfurnaceslag, is to slowly take up the excess calcium sulphate
and bring the expansion to an end. By a judiciousproportioning of the three elements it was possibleto produce a cement in which the expansion just offsetthe drying shrinkage--the non-shrinking cement--orwith a small overall expansion--the expanding cement.A minimum proportion of 8 per cent. of the "sulpho-
aluminate" clinker by weight of the Portland cementis required and the safe maximum is about 20 per cent.
The slag content varies from about 15 per cent.
upwards.

The exlansion only continues as long as theconcrete is kept moist and careful control of curing

60I



1is therefore necessary, particularly as it is appar-
ently difficult to make successive batches of the ce-
ment with the same expansive characteristics. The
non-shrinking cement is in a sense misnamed, since the

'U neat cement expands about 0.2-0.4 per cent. during the
first week of wet curing and then, when allowed to dry,
shrinks by about the same amount. The expanding ce-
ment is adjusted so as to give an expansion of 1-2 per
cent. for the neat cement over a period of wet curing
of about 10 days as a maximum. In concrete the expan-
sions are, of course, less than in neat cement and,

aceording to Los1.(eu, about 15 per cent. of that of the
neat cement f.r a 1. 2 2 : 4 concrete, about 20 per
Sent. for a L . I /P : 3 concrete, and about 50 per
cent. for A : - mortar. These ratios, however, vary

with ihp nt)±nat: Rnl, the cement and some tests only
show &a.cl Lower ecia':iohz. The strength of these non-
shrinking -. d expmding cements is somewhat lower than
that of Portland vement at ages up to 7 or 28 days.

The production of these cements has so far been
,,l.uy on -. very small scale f;nd tney have been used
oniy for special structural repair i.ork under closesuoerv'.sion. In ,ew of the necessity to terminate

fmoist curing when the desired expansion hux occurred,
.losc: supervision appears essentia.l.,

Other methods of producing expanding cements have

aice b'n examined. Mixtures of Porland cement, gfan-
ulated slag and fypsum were fou.1 c by Keil and GilleLl3 ]
to conti,,ue to expand over long periods, but with the
add.: ,on of 10 per cent. of high alumina cement the main

period of expansion was limited to the first 14 days.
Portland cement, supersulphated cement and high al a

cement are anotncr mixture claimed to be suitable)

and also Portlay' cement, ctalcium sulphate and dried 14

and ground hydraced pozzolanic cement.1 Calcined

dolomite and hard-burnt lime are other suggestions for

expanding agents, but control of the time and volume of

the expansion is obviously essential and with such

agents probably difficult.

1%
z1
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PART III: DEVELOPMENTS BETIEEN 1952 AND 1961

10. The two major developments involving expanding ements between

1952 and 1961 were (a) improvement in procedures for and knowledge of the

phenomena involved in expansive cements, and (b) greatly increased interest

in its use in prestressed concrete technology. Also during this period a

group at the University of California, of which the most active member was

Alexander Klein, undertork work in this area for the first time in the

United States. These developments are well illustrated in the following
16~

extract of a paper by Lin and Klein.

Summary of Earlier Investigations

11. Lin and Klein noted that the initial major developments in ex.

10
pansive concrete occurred in France about 20 years ago, principally by

Lssier. The expansive cement consisted of a blend of portland cement, a

blast-furnace slag "terminator," and a ground clinker having a composition

that included dicalcium silicates, calcium aluminates, and hard-burned -al-

citun sulfate. Very little use is now being made of this cement in France

since it is difficult to control the expansion, and the magnitude of self-

stressing was generally inadequate for prestressed concrete.

12. Expansive concrete for pressure pipes has been investigated

intensively in the U.S.S.R. since 1953.17 The expansive cements used in

the U.S.S.R. are mixtures of portland cement, calcium-aluminate cement,

and calcium sulfate (either gypsum or plaster). In the use of the French

expanding concretes, mixing and placing of concrete was by conventional

methods for concrete, but special methods of curing were required, -both

the slag terminator and cessation of water curing being used to end the

expansion. In the U.S.S.R. the expansive mixture for pressure pipes is

a mortar, having about 10 sacks of cementing material per cubic yard and K
being placed by shotcrete methods, centrifugation, or vibrosqueezing

equipment. Final setting occurs in a matter of minutes, after which

elements are coated with paraffin and kept in water at 20 C until the

strength is considered adequate. Thereafter, the structural elements

are placed in a water bath at 70 to 80 C, the paraffin melts off, and

8



the expansion of the mortar takes place under the action of the hydro-

thermal curing. The curing is continued until the expansive reaction is

completed, the degree of self-stress obtained being governed by the amount

of restraint provided by the tensioned steel. Final curing is carried on

under water at 20 C.

13. The earliest major research in the field of expansive concrete

conducted in the United States was reported by Klein and Troxell at the

University of California. This study was directed toward the use of cal-

cium aluminosulfate clinkers and blast-furnace slag as admixtures to

concretes to produce expansion. The principal contribution of their study

was proof of the existence of a stable compound in the system

CaO-A1 2 0 -SO 3 , determination of its characteristic X-ray diffraction

pattern, and those of the several hydrates of the particular calcium Al

aluminosulfate anhydrite. The unrestrained expansions for mortars con-

taining about 10 sacks of cementing material per cubic yard of mortar,

were at best about 1.0 percent. With restraint, such expansions would

be far too low to provide adequate stressing of steel and concrete for

prestressing purposes.

14. Further studies of expansive concretes containing expansive

cement of modified composition and properties, conducted at the University

of California from 1958 to 1961, were reported by Klein, Karby, and

These studies covered tests of 2- by 2- by 1-in. concrete prisms

and concrete pipes 12 in. long of 12-in. diameter and 2-in. wall thickness.

They were made with expansive concrete chemically stressed through the

mechanism of external restraint which was accomplished by steel rods or

steel shells. The quality of the concretes was determined necessarily

only after removal of the restraint. C

15. The relations developed between strength and free expansion,

strength and restrained expansion, strength and water-cementing material

ratios for the expansive cements of vaxious proportions provided the

[ necessary significant information required for the design of concrete

elements to be chemically prestressed employing internal restraint, and

further, provided data for predicting and controlling the magnitude of

t expansion for the designed restraint.

9
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Investigations by Lin and Klein 16

16. The investigation described by Lin and Klein was a laboratory j
study which used internal restraint in specimens of pressure pipe and flat

slabs approaching sizes used in practice. Pilot specimens were made and

tested to correlate the chemical and physical properties of the cement and

concrete with the behavior and strength of the various structural elements. -

The elements were provided with gages to enable measurement of strains

developed in the steel and in the concrete as a result of the chemical pre.

stressing process. After prestressing, the elements were cured and dried 4
[ to conditions of practical equilibrium in order to provide data with re-

spect to effects of anchorage or absence of anchorage on slip, and to

stress losses incidental to slip, drying shrinkage, and creep. Finally,

the elements were tested to determine the behavior and strength of the

prestressed elements.

17. From the results, Lin and Klein concluded that the strength

and the behavior of structural elements of the types fabricated and tested,

can approximately be predicted by conventional theory of elasticity and
principles of prestressing, provided the chemical and physical properties

of the concrete to be empl Oyed are determined in advance of design. At

the same time, it became apparent also that certain factors, not considered

highly significant in conventional concrete, may have a greater influence

and will need further adequate study to permit accurate and reliable

analyses and designs.

18. The immediate most promising application in the prestressing

field lies in the produc ion of pressure pipes, in which great savings in

manufacture are clearly ndicated. Also, in the field of airport and high-

way pavements, there is promise of practically crack-free jointless pave-

ments ," with concrete of relatively thin section to carry the required

loads even under adverse subgrade conditions. The manufacture of precast

thin shells and precast walls using expansive concrete also holds great

promise, although the art and technique are yet to be developed. However, 'I

since eccentric prestressing with expansive concrete has not yet been in-

vestigated, there is ho present indication of the economy or desirability

of making either beamL or floor panels.

10
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19. In order to reduce variables to a practical minimum, only one

composition of portland cement and one composition of expansive component

were employed in the production of expansive cement and concrete in the

tt-. investigation reported by Lin and Klein.

Prestressed pipes

20. Construction. Four pressure pipes, each 36 in. long, were

manufactured and tested in the course of the investigation. For all pipes,

the concrete contained 10 sacks of expansive cement per cu yd of concrete,

the cement being a blend of 7 parts of type I portland cement (53 percent

C3S, h percent C3A, low alkali) and 3 parts of preground calcium alumino-

sulfate clinker. A local sand (FM 2.67) and a No. 4 to 1/2-in. local

gravel were used throughout for pipe concrete, the sand being 46 percent

of the total aggregate. The ratio of water to expansive cement was 0.325

for pipe I and 0.3] :.). pipes II, III, and IV. A water-reducing retarder

was used in the _r. :t of 4 oz per sack of blended expansive cement. For

all concretes used in this investigation, the mixing, placement, curing,

and drying were conducted at approximately 70 F.

21. Although the concretes, mixed in a pan-type mixer, were quite

! stiff' (slump 1/2 in.), they were satisfactorily placed through the use of

a vibrating table designed for the purpose. Both internal and external

L casting forms for the pipes were of cardboard, 1/2 
in. thick, treated with

paraffin. The cardboard forms were removed at an age of 6 hr for pipe I,

and at 24 hr for pipes II, III, and IV. Subsequent to casting, all pipes

were stored in fog at 70 F, 30 days for pipes I aid II, 20 days for

pipe III, and 50 days for pipe IV. After fog-curing was completed, the

pipes were stored under drying conditions at 70 F and 50 percent relative
humidity.

22. In order that self-stress values in steel and in concrete could

be determined, SR-4 gages were fixed to the steel reinforcement and were

waterproofed, and specially constructed waterproof gages were embedded

in the concrete. Smooth rods were also employed in addition to strands

for longitudinal reinforcement to facilitate mounting strain gages. 
Gage

points were provided on the surfaces of the pipes for observation of v
length changes by means of Whittemore gages. Wire strain gages were pro-

vided to allow measurement of stresses in both circumferential and d,

11
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longitudinal steel reinforcement. For pipe II, gages also were placed

along the longitudinal strands to study the development of bond.

23. As determined previously 1 9 this concrete in the absence of re-

straint may have undesirably high free expansion and low strength. How-

ever, when adequate restraint is provided against exparision, even in one AR
direction, concrete of high compressive strength can be produced. To

obtain optimum economic stress in the high-tensile steel, an expansion of

the order of 0.6 percent would be required. Assuming an elastic modulus

E of 28,000,000 psi, this magnitude of strain would produce an initial

prestress in the steel,

0.006 x 28,000,000 = 168,000 psi.

To insure bond between steel and concrete before the development of pre- I
* stress, the concrete must gain strength at a rapid rate to a value suf-;

ficient to establish adequate bond before the expansion becomes of too
high a magnitude. Furthermore, the expansion must substantially terminate
at a predetermined age and maintain a stabilized level with subsequent

curing. It is desirable also that subsequent drying shrinkage and creep
of the concrete be of limited amount. It is apparent that the percentage

of steel reinforcement must correctly be chosen to obtain the predetermined-
strain in the steel. Such design involves a predetermined relation of the
expansion of the given concrete and the percentage of internal steel re-
inforcement or restraint for given anchorage conditions. At high values

of steel stress, where slip may occur, adequate anchorage also is involved
in the design.

24. For the four pipes the development of stresses in the circum-
ferential and longitudinal steel and in the concrete are shown in subse-
quent figures, and a summary of the significant values of pipe dimensions
and of stress development is given in table 1 (page 19).

25. It is noted that the maximum stresses developed in the steel

were about 100,000 psi, which was sufficient for test purposes. The mag-
nitudes of the steel stresses can be significantly increased by (1) de-
crease in the amount of steel reinforcement- -the most economical procedure;
(2) increased expansion of the concrete--in the present instance the least 4,

12, 
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econumical; and (3) both decrease in the amount of steel and improved

anchorage to reduce stress loss due to slip.

26. Fig.1 indicates the development o~f self-stressing in pipe I

,4 -o I n--,l ... I- _ t 'i, tL
Me$.. in Longqtud.nal Re, toewt _X-0.66%b

100,000 1 - __ . j,_~o I'' -

Fig. 1. Tensile stresses St ,oIoo i- M Hoop R -i--of I-Tnt
in reinforcement of pipe I u 60,000 It M. h Iight of Pip

due to expansive self-
stressing 40,000 o-Heop_ Ren._ ... 06 _%

20,000 I ot tv, of Pipe

1 2 4 S 10 O_ .. 0 6 0 o1o 0

AGE IN OAYS (LD SALE)
Lin and I"lein, Reference 16.

during 30 days of curing in fog at 70 F, mad of subsequent drying at 70 F

and 50 percent relative humidity to 90 days age. Stresses greater than

120,000 psi were developed in the longitudinal strands, although no me-

chanical anchorage was provided.

27. The corresponding compressive stress in the concrete in the

longitudinal direction was 800 psi. It is apparent that good bond existed

between the strands and the concrete 
as early as 4 days ag. However, the

rapid increase in tensile and bond stresses on longitudinal steel resulted,

in the absence of appropriate anchorage, in a bond failure and subsequent

slip at 6 days age. This slip resulted in a notable reduction of stress

in the longitudinal reinforcement, amounting to about 35 percent. Due

to the slip, the gages were damaged and no reliable observations were

i. possible after 12 days age.

28. The tensile stresses developed in the hoop reinforcement at

midcheight of the pipe were almost stable at 5 days age, resulting in a

compressive stress of about 650 psi in the concrete. A reduction of stress

was observed in the hoop reinforcement at the top of the pipe, again prob-

ably due to slip and lack of anchorage.

29. The corresponding maximum compressive stresses in the concrete

13
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1400 are shown in fig. 2. These

200 - - -I . stresses were calculated under the

o-I- IZ_ iassumption that the entire cross

'eC--|c. 011t, S19SIO .,In., section of the pipe was uniformly

- stressed. When the pipe was ex-

- posed to drying, a reduction of
stress in the concrete occurred

in the amount of about 120 psi.

The final effective self-stress was

I 2 4 6 a 10 4o thus found to be 530 psi.
AGE IN DAYS (LOG SCALE) 30. The observed behavior of

Ln and Kein, Reference 16. the pipe while curing in fog is of

interest. Circumferential cracking,
Fig. 2. Compressive stresses in
concrete of pipe I due to expan- or delamination, in the top end of

sive self-stressing the concrete pipe was observed for

both pipes I and II, and substan-

tial increased expansion at the top strip, both due to lack of adequate re-

straint. It is noteworthy that no delamination or unrestrained expansion

occurred at the bottom of either pipe I or pipe II, restrained only by

bearing the weight of the pipes.

31. From tests conducted on externally restrained bars of concrete,

it appears that, if expansion is restrained in one direction (longitudinal
in the case of the bars) sound concrete is produced. it appears also that

in pressure pipe, if adequate bond stresses are developed, the pipe will be

restrained longitudinally as well as circumferentially. The question still

remains of the distance from the end of the longitudinal strands to the

point where adequate bond stresses will be developed and how this distance

is related to restraint of the top or end strip of pipe.

32. For pipe II the development of self-stressing of steel and of

concrete is shown in figs. 3 and 4. As in the case of pipe I, stresses

were determined from strain measurements, and again attention was given to

the development of bond stresses along the longitudinal reinforcement. The

stresses developed in the 3/8-in. longitudinal strand are shown in fig. 3
for positions at both the midheight of the pipe and the quarter-point below

the top of the pipe, referred to the casting position. As in the case of

z, °14



St01e4 1. Fog

USS/a8 ~*of 14#4, 3E~~glf P~pg A,k.05

Fig. 3. Tensile stresses in UOWat 1l ho~. Top

longitudinal reinforcement -0 000

of' pipe !I due to expansive

a slf-stessngAGE INDAYS LoSCALE)

-~~~~~ ---il--I HFI Lin and Klein, Reference 16.
Tootle S01114% O IOP 014MOIe.OM~ all U~dho;1 I A.0

HI:P= Fig. 4.Tensile stresses3 in
2000 due to expansive self-stressing9 4 ato L a so so 

fLin and Klein, Reference 16.

pipe I, aL.-horage was provided by bond only. Tensile stresses amounting U
to 58,000 psi and 80,000 psi were developed in the longitudinal reinforce-

ment at quarter-height from the top and at midheight of' the pipe, respb6-
tively. The corresponding maxi- oo
mum compressive stress devel-41f

was 50 ps. Als as n th

3case of pipe I. bond failure, goo- - -

slip, and. consequent stress re- 400Y

U duction occurred, first at M

quarter-height from the top, iI IL
and subsequently at mid- 1 2 , 10 20 _j4 0I 0

AGE INt DAYS (1,00 SCALE) "'" 1 0 Al

hihofthe pipe. Lin and Klein, Reference 16.

3.In fig. 4, develop- Fig. 5. Compressive stresses in concrete
ment of self-stress in the hoop of pipe II due to expansive self-stressing

"A
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i ~reinforcement of i/.4-in.-diameter smooth wire is indiae boha h OP

of the pipe as cast and at midheight of the pipe. Although the hoop re-

inforcement for pipe II using 1/4-in, smooth wire was heavier than the

1/8-in, smooth wire used in pipe I, the percentage of circumferential steel

was kept the same in both pipes by increase of pitch in pipe II to 3 in.

as compared to a pitch of 1 in. for pipe I.

34. By 14 days age, tensile stress over 90,000 psi was developed

at the midheight of the pipe; at 30 days age, tensile stress was over

100,000 psi. However, stress in the hoop reinforcement at the top of

the pipe was negligible due to lack of bond or of adequate anchorage.

35. The respective maximum compressive stress developed in the con-

crete (fig. 5) was about 920 psi in the circumferential direction. When

the concrete was exposed to drying at 70 F and 50 percent relative humidiy, 

a stress reduction of about 110 psi occurred, the final effective prestress

amounting to 810 psi in the circumferential direction (and about 280 psi

in the longitudinal direction).

- 36. Although the performance of the pipe appeared to be satisfactory,

again cracks were observed at the top of the pipe around the hoop rein-

forcement. The laminar cracks appeared only on the upper surface at the

top end of the pipe. These cracks proved that the top strip was not ades '

quately restrained and consequently expanded freely outside the restrain-

ing hoop reinforcement. Other parts of the pipe were stressed satisfac-

torily because of the restraint resulting from development of bond along

the longitudinal strands.

37. A study of the behavior of pipes I and II suggested a design

to overcome the localized cracking and to produce an adequately self-

stressed pipe for subsequent tests under hydrostatic pressure.

38. Pipe III differed from pipes I and II in that special anchor-

age was provided for each of the !/4-in.-diameter longitudinal high-

tension wires, utilizing washers and wedges. In addition, expanded-

metal rings were placed at both top and bottom ends of the pipe to elim-

inate unrestrained sections of the concrete pipe. Special care also
was taken to provide adequate anchorage for the hoop reinforcement. The

development of circumferential stresses in pipe III is illustrated in

figs. 6 and 7. The major amount of the prestress was developed in less

16



:, . than 7 days. JHhen the pipe was 12,000 ___ _

i i subjected to drying at 70 F and ,.000_

S50 percent relative humidity, -1 0
drying shtrinkage and creep ac- ' ;<"

Bott0m edgeut 20,000 psi or about 20 per- 4,o.

cent. It is of particular in-

terest that with the special an- LL- •

chorage on the hoop reinforce- 2 4 6 a to 1 o 40 0o 16o" t~og slli-. owi,,l
I 
at so% *. Z;c, t~

ment, stresses in the hoop re- AGE IN DAYS (LOG SCALE)
Lin and Klein, Reference 16.inforcement were identical at

4 both top and bottom edges of the Fig. 6. Tensile stresses in hoop re-' inforcement of pipe Iii due to ex-
pipe at about 92,000 psi, and but- pansive self- stressing

• slightly greater at the mdheight

of the pipe at 100.,000 psi.

SAlthough the percentages of steel

460 ! in both longitudinal and hoop r6-'V inforcement were substantially

-- less than for pipes I and I!,

,4 2 __ steel stresses were about equal* i!_ .l~ i~ !  . i.to the stresses obtained in pipes

I and II. While the stress in

2 4 6 .o 2 40 o00 the concrete was only 600 psi, as
rag Storole ' I Dql;. o 50% Rt iK ,.,dy

AGE IN OAYS (LOG SCALE) conpared to 700 Psi for pipe I and
Lin and Klein, Rcference 16.

900 psi for pipe II (circumfer-
Fig. 7. Circumferential compressive ential stresses at center of pipe),
stresses in conqrete of pipe III due

to expansive self-stressing subsequent tests indicated that

the economy of steel was justified

with respect to the satisfactory resistance of the pipe to internal pres-

sure and to center loading resistance. However, most important, pipe III
proved that the objectionable sl"ip phenomena can readily be overcome with
adequate anchorage.

39. The design of pipe IV was practically identical with that of

pipe III, except that the expanded-metal rings used in pipe III to pre-

vent cracking at the top concrete layer were omitted in the fabrication

17
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of pipe IV. The longitudinal steel was anchored with washers and wedges,

and the anchors were subsequently embedded in the concrete during casting.

40. Figs. 8 and 9 show that stress development was almost linear at

all positions in the pipe UP

80.0o. maximum stabilized stresses
-l ,, l.. o, .€.lCW was achieved. Neither bond

I -""' " ffailure nor slip occurred at

40,000 B - Boo,0 ge 1-400, P IWOp efe.' any position in the pipe.

20,JiO However, the omission of the

2 4 I restraining rings of expanded

,. ig ~e~.--~""~"' oW metal resulted in somewhat
AGE IN DAYS I.O SCALE)

Lit, and Klein, Reference 16. higher expansion and some-

Fig. 8. Tensile stresses in reinforcement what higher stress in the

of pipe IV due to expansive self stressing hoop reinforcement at both

the top edge and the midheight

of the pipe, as compared to con- . '-jI Viii

ditions in the hoop reinforce-

ment at the bottom edge of the ;40 ril

pipe. It is apparent that with

* horizontal casting of pipe in-
o .24o - , -

stead of the vertical casting

employed for the four pipes, ,0-

and appropriate end restraints
2 4 6 1 10 20 40 1 0 SOIO

designed to accommodate shaped 00 SC OALs E )

ends of pipe for joints, it Lin and Klein, Reference 16.

should be possible to achieve Fig. 9. Circumferential stresses in

reiatively unifoym stressing concrete of pipe IV due to expansive

of hoop reinforcement through- self-stressing

out the length of the pipe.

41. While the maximum circumferential stress in the concrete at the

center of the pipe, at 640 psi, was about the same as for pipe III, a lon-

gitudinal stress of 500 psi was obtained at the center of the pipe, as com-
pared to only 370 psi for pipe III. Lin and Klein believed that the

;.,,,4 -18



relatively low longitudinal stress of 370 Psi for pipe III was due to the

use of six extra No. 3 anchored rods, added for the purpose of achieving
grete riiiyo hitei"ae gis itrioso oeetdrn

~'P ~, casting. In the absence of the extra steel for rigidity in pipe IV, some

L~h displacement occurred in the hoop reinforcement due to heavy vibration dur-

ing concrete placement. As a result of such displacement, the ratio of

S steel to concrete area at the top of the pipe was estimated to be about

05percent wiethat atmidheight adbottom wsa o.07 percent a

compared to a design value of 0.60 percent throughout. T4 spite of the

lack of end restraint at the top, and displacement of hoop reinforcement,

a the concrete stresses, developed along the pipe in the longitudinal as well

as circumferential directions, were in close agreement. When pipe IV was

exposed to drying conditions at 70 F and 50 percent relative humidity,

V stress loss due to drying shrinkage and creep amounte~d to about 19,000 :p~i I

i n the steel and to 110 psi in the concrete, or an average stress loss of

about 17 percent.

42. For rapid comparison, the dimensions, circumferential and lon-

gitudinal steel reinforcement, and maximum stresses developed in both

stel ndconcrete at the center and ends of the pipes are summarized for

j all four pipes in table 1.

Pipe Dinnnon: and Stress Developnentz

Pipe '

Direnzzions

II.12 12 14.23
OD, in. 1'..8 16 is 18
Wall thic~ress, in. 1.4. 2 2 2

PpleghIn3636 36 36
Circferctl~lsteel

of concrete area 0.89 0.88 0.60 0.60
Size and type 1/8-in, wire 1A4-m. wire 0.196-in, wire 0.146-in.wire
Pitcsai ng)reie.pro3ection in./

Lonitudna (steel n. ~ 6, ;:~ r~ acord C e

Size of *4re, in. 1/1 3/8 1/4 1.P lype of wire 7-wire strands 7-wire strand: Smooth high tension wire S.,ooth high tension wire

AnchoragesNoeNn(-No3rosanhrd Acrd

stress in steel, psi

Center 78,000 101.,o 00000 90,000
End 6200M009~w115,000

0 Max lonitudinal
stes in steel, psi

Center 12.000 00,000 66,000 108,00o

End -- 57,CO0 66,000 -

Max stress in concrete, psi

CircurnforentiLa±, center 703 900 600 GOO0

Long.itudinal, center 8;.0 5Wo 370 500

19H



43. Tests of pressure pipes. The tests of the pipes by external,

loading included subjecting the pipes to internal hydr-oStatic pressures- tol_

failure, and subsequently to center-load tests to failure.

44. For tests of resi-stance to internal pressure, the pi-pe to be

tested was first sealed at both ends by means of 0-rings and steel plates

Then the pipe was fillcJ. with water through an inlet in the steel plate11at the bottom of the pipe, and pressuire was applied first to zero compre-,' :
sion in the concrete ana then to the cracking load. After being unloaded,"-

the pipe was reloaded to recurrence of leakage. Only pipes I, III, and'

IV were tested in this manner.

45. All four pipes were subjected to the center-load test, also

known as the three-edge bearing test. In testing pipes I, III, and IV-

by the center-load test subsequent to completion of testing by internal

pressure, the pipes were set horizontally on the bearing block in such ;

manner that the position of the crack from the internal-pres sure test mnd4

an angle of 45 deg with the vertical.

46. The results of all loading tests on the four Pipei, are sunmna

rized in table 2. Based on these results, it, is apparent that for the

particular compo-cition of expansive concrete emyployed in their manufac-6

ture, a maximum prestress in the embedded steel between 80,000 anid

120,000 psi can be obtained as a result of the chemical prestressinig.

Because of creep and drying shrinkage, stresL. losses occur amounting to

a maximum of about 20,000 psi. Some anchorage is necessary for both 1lon-

gitudinal and circumferential steel in order to insure bond between steel

and concrete.I

Ta,.le 2

Recult of Pire Te -

I ~ipeII I
__ __ _ _U_ I:1

In tcrnml. re:sre Te- c

Average effective circirerential pre-trezz. pzi 530 810 4490 530

Cb.,ervcd Internal pres~curc at leakage, pi 360 -- 220 250 '
The.orctica1 Interval prec.urc at lvakmgy, pal

(correqpcw,ding to a' dten-.Ilc atrengt of 0.101) 300 P- 7,) 310

PAtlo of ob--ervcd/thcocrtical. value: 1.2 -- 0.82 0.82

C' TcrIod'ea-sa

Center load at observed crackir, It 13^C(0 31,700 2.6Ro 30,0W0
C,.dler lo'vd at ultirate, lb 21,000 5.5,200 119,500 65,Oc.Z
i1,Coretic'd ultim.ate load 23,800 '.8,5W0 53,600 63,500

4!tio of cxqcrl.=ental./theorelical vaIuc l1I 1.12 1.o2
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147. Table 2 shows that the ratio of experimental values to theo-

retical values is equal to 1 or more for the center-load tests, and is

1.2 and 0.8 for tests of resistance to internal pressure. Considering

that these tests were preliminary and exploratory, and that no knowledge

exists as to the state of stress in the chemically prestressed concrete,

l.or as to the relation between the state of stress, if known, and re-

sistance to internal pressure, the authors believed that the correlation

between experimental results and the approximations of theoretical values

is surprisingly close.

Slab s

48. Following the investigation of chemically prestressed pressure

pipes, a further xploratory study was carried on in the manufacture and I
testing of relatively thin slabs. Two slabs were manufactured in this

series, one a 6- by 6-ft slab, 2 in. thick, with "two-way" reinforcement;

the other a 5- by 8-ft slab, 3 in. thick, with "one-way" reinforcement.

The concrete used in both slabs was of the same composition as that em-

ployed in the pressure pipes, except that the expansive-cement content

was a total of 9 sacks per cu yd, of which 7 sacks was the portland cement

and 2 sacks the expansive component. For the concrete used in the slabs

the maximum size of aggregate was 3/4 in.

49. Two-way slab. The actual dimensions of the two-way slab were

6 ft 6 in. by 6 ft 6 in. by 2 in. at the time of casting. The reinforce-

ment consisted of 1/4-in.-diameter, high-tension steel strands 6 ft 4 in.

long. The spacing of reinforcemetit in each direction was 3 in. The wires

in the first direction were all placed at the center of depth of slab,

and the wires in the perpendicular direction were alternately placed first

above, then below the steel of the first direction in order to insure

symmetry of reinforcement. All reinforcement was fitted with a washer

and a wedge at each end of each wire to provide anchorage against bond

fa'.lure and slip. All steel was supported by wire chairs to prevent dis-

placement during casting. The ratio of steel to concrete area was 0.59

percent in each direction.

50. Concrete, with water-cementing material ratio of 0.30, Was

mixed in a pan-type mixer; it contained 4 oz of a water-reducing retarder

per sack of cementing material. The concrete, of 1/2-in. slump, was

21



placed with external vibration provided by a steel table. The form for
the slab was placed on the steel table prior to casting, and the finished
slab was initially cured in place on the steel table for two days, under
burlap kept wet by continuously flowing water. At 2 days age, the slab was
stripped, mounted vertically in a carrier, and transported for further cur-;
ing to a fog room. Curing in fog at 70 F was continued to 35 days age.
The slab was thereafter exposed to drying at 70 F and 50 percent relative.
humidity to 90 days age.

51. The development of stress in the steel reinforcement during cur-
ing and expansion, and subseouent stress loss on drying are shown in

fig. 10. Expansion and strcss development were determined at three po-

sitions in the slab--midspan,
Ouar-r-$pan quarter span, and near the120000 

,,_

edge. Stress development was---

found to be equal in rate and
- - - 000 magnitude in bcuth directions,

o i , the stress syrmietry being
Ia tV , subsequently verified by the

,- crack pattern when the slab
2,000 was tested to failure.

4 100 52. About two-thirdsI00% at0 I g) 30 140
,0 ouid ,5,--- 0% Relotiv Humiddy of the maximum stabilized
AGE IN DAYS WOG SCALE)

Lin and Klein, Reference 16. stresses were developed within
Fig. 10. Tensile stresses in reinforcement the first two days of water-of two-way concrete slab due to expansive curing. Thereafter, the rate

self -stressing of expansion and stress de-

velopment was somewhat slower than would have been the case with continued -

water curing instead of the fog-curing. The maximum steel stress produced-
at midspan was 121,000 psi, and the final value was 102,000 psi after
stress loss due to drying shrinkage and creep. The final stress in steel
at the quarter span was 100,000 psi, practically the same as at midspan.
The final steel stress near the edge of the slab was about 82,000 psi.
The reduced stresses near the edges of the slab are believed to be due to
some slight movement of the anchor wedges at ends of steel strands, inas-
much as the concrete embedment gages at all three positions showed a

22
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uniform maximum expansion of 0.40 percent.

V 53. .It is indicated in fig. 11 that the average compressive stress

in the concrete at the time of best (90 days) was about 560 psi. This

value was utilized in calculating the theoretical bending moment and the

theoretical ultimate stress, using the crackline theory.

*54. The method of test- Md-$o

ing the slab was to hold down /YF I
7200

the four corners and apply a 0 1
uniform load over the entire

slab by applying air pressure , -47 110
to a rubber bag mounted under- IV __360~~ i

neath the slab. Th larsa l

length was 5 ft 10 in. in each a
0

direction. Poisson's ratio was 120 'j

assumed to have a value of 0.20. 0 •S 020 30 W so so00-The 100./ R.14otii. HuJni ty --.-., 5%Restivo) Hmdtymaximum bending moment was AGE IN DAYS (LOG SCALE)

calculated as O.l14wL 2  at the

edge of the slab and O.llwL2  L.1 and Klein, Reference 16.

at midspan. Fig. 11. Compressive stresses in two At

55. The compressive way concrete sab due to expansive
self-stressing

strength of concrete of the

same mix design, cured in the same manner as the concrete for the slab,

determined for 2- by 2- by 4-in. prisms cut from uniaxially stressed 2- by

2- by 12-in. bars and having 0.40 percent expansion at the end of fog-

curing, was 6500 psi. The. modulus of rupture was assumed to be 12 percent

of 6500, or 850 psi, for use in theoretical calculations. Subsequent tests

of 2- by 2- by 12-in. prismsuniaxially restrained, after fog-curing and

drying shrinkage, showed a modulus of rupture after removal of the re-

straint amounting to 1100 psi.

56. Using the calculated modulus of rupture of 850 psi and an ef-
fective prestress of 560 psi, the resisting moment of the slab at cracking

was calculated as
' - M=850 + 560 2

or

940 ft-lb per ft width of slab

23
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The cracking load was computed as

940 = O.14wL
2

or

w = 200 lb per sq ft at initial cracking ,

Since the weight of the slab, 25 lb per sq ft, acts dovnward, the total

upward air pressure required for cracking was computed to be 200 + 25 , N

or 225 lb per sq ft. The actual pressure measured at the appearance of

first cracking was 260 lb per sq ft. Hence if a modulus of rupture of'

1100 psi and a compressive strength of 580 psi had been used in the theo-

retical calculation the theoretical and experimental results would have

checked exactly.

51. The ultimate resisting moment can be calculated approximately,

assvi.ing steel stress at 200,000 psi, as

= M = A f jd
s s

= 0.1424 x 200,000 x 0.80

= 22,800 in.-lb

1900 ft-lb

Using the crackline theory,
~8 x l900
! w =/.63 x 5.83

= 447 lb per sq ft, and

447 + 25 = 472 lb per sq ft at ultimate,

whereas the actual observed pressure at the ultimate was

460 lb per sq ft

58. The slab after test showed a crack pattern of nighly symmetricall i

character. The symmetry of the crack pattern is believed to reflect for

the most part the high degree of symmetry oi' prestress distribution in the "

concrete and in the steel, in the two directions of expansion and restraint

59. One-way slab. The nominally one-way slab was fabricated using

the same concrete-mix design as for the two-way slab. The overall

24
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dimensions of the one-way slab were 8 ft in the long direction, 5 ft

3-3/4 in. in the short direction, and 3 in. in thickness. A wooden form

was constructed with special arrangements for external vibration of con-

crete for the slab. No difficulties were encountered in placement, level-

ing, or finishing of the concrete. Vibration for placement was continued

for 60 sec.

60. The slab was flooded with water for 2 days, raised free of the ,

form, and placed in fog at 70 F. Fog-curing was continued to 14 days age. 9
Stabilization of expansion occurred within this period for all practical /
purposes, the rate of expansion becoming very slow after 10 days. The

slab was stored at 70 F and 50 percent relative humidity between 14 and A

40 days age, then returned to fog at 70 F for 5 days prior to being tested

under load.

61. High-tensile steel wires, 0.276 in. in diameter, anchored at

both ends, were placed at 6-3/4 in. on centers in the longitudinal direc-

tion only. The ratio of steel to concrete area was 0.3 percent. In the

transverse direction, five 3/8-in.locating bars of deformed structural

steel were placed about 2 ft apart. These locating bars were used with-

out end anchorage. 4"

62. The expansion of the concrete at the center and edges of the

slab is shown in fig. 12 for both the longitudinal and the transverse

directions. In the longitudinal . ii"

direction the maximum expansions TRAI Z SVER

were 0.44 percent at the center -6 - - - - - -

of the slab and 0.48 percent at 05

the longitudinal edges. This is LON,,T,,INAL

a 10 percent greater expansion -
0

at the center of the slab than I03- - i,.
that for the two-way slab, ac- 0-

counted for by the lower ratio 0.1

of steel to concrete area of

0.30 for this slab as compared , 20 3 4 IGO

* to 0.59 for the two-way slab. CURING AGE. DAYS (LOG SCALE)

Lin andl Klein, Rleference 16.
As can be expected, the expan- A

sions in the transverse Fig. 12. Two-dimensional expansion
of one-way concrete slab
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direction, which was reinforced lightly with conventional steel without

end anchorage, were substantially higher than those for the longitudinal

direction, being 0.64 percent at the center of the slab and 0.71 percent

at the transverse edges. It is apparent that the effect of bond in the

transverse direction reduced transverse expansion to some degree. V The

expansion was about 60 percent greater in the transverse direction than

in the longitudinal direction, whereas other test data indicate that in

long members of small cross section with axial restraint only, the trans-

verse expansion is 80 to 100 percent greater than that in the direction >1
of restraint.

63. Shrinkage was low during the 26 days of drying at 70 F and

50 percent relative humidity, the net expansions at 40 days age being

0.43 and 0.45 percent in the longitudinal direction for the center and I
the edges of the slab, respectively, and 0.61 and 0.70 percent in the

transverse direction for the center and the edges of the slab, respectively.,

64. The tensile stresses in the steel are shown in fig. 13. The I
major portion of the stresses,' 1~~40 '.. . -

I" I in response to the rate of expan-
10 -- - - sion, were developed during the I
_ I--RE AT CENTER first four days, stresses beirng

maximum and constant by 10 days

. - age. The maximum stresses were

TM..... developed in the longitudinal

-ILL T _ direction, amounting to 130,000

- psi at the edges of the slab nearii the points of anchorage, and
S0 404 126,000 psi at the center of the

AGE IN DS (LOG SCA slab. The stresses developed at

n ,.4 days after casting amounted to
Fig . a Development of tensile
stresses in steel of one-way slab about 94 percent of the maximum
due to expansive self-stressing stresses. :

65. Relatively high tensile stresses were also developed in the

transverse structural steel bars without anchorages. At 2 days age a A

stress of about 42,000 psi, and at 5 days age a maximum of 44,000 psi

were reached. Between 5 and 14 days age, the stress decreased to

26



41,000 psi due either to slight amounts of slip cr to yielding of steel.

66. The transverse steel appeared to have a very desirable effect

upon the general behavior of the slab. It not only induced compressive

stresses in the concrete in the transverse direction, but also reduced

somewhat the transverse expansion of uniaxial elements.

67. Calculated compressive stresses in the concrete induced by the

chemical prestressing are shown in fig. 14. The rates of stress increase

-2 - -__ reflect, of course, the rates of

II.. stress increase in the steel.

IT-- IN ho significant difference oc-

- 30- -CENT curred in the compressive
0 /_ stresses between the center and

0

- - edges of the slab in the longitu-

, - -I- - -dinal direction. The maximum

120 compressive stress achieved in I

-the longitudinal direction

~ i. I. Ktz - -averaged 375 psi, which was de-3 4 14 4O4 wO creased to an average of about
k--------IN DAY (LOG SCALE) - a~f

AGE ,, DAS LO SCALE, 355 psi due to shrinkage on dry-
Lin and Klein, Reference 16.

Fig. 14. Development of compressive ing. A compressive stress of
stresses in concrete of one-way slab about 65 psi was observed in the
due to expansive self-stressing transverse direction of the slab

throughout the whole curing period after 2 days age.

68. For testing, the slab was simply supported along two edges,

leaving a clear span of 7 ft 6 in. A uniformly distributed load was ap-

'plied through the use of air pressure as in the testing of the two-way

slab. In the testing, as the slab was loaded, progressive values of de-

flection and strain were observed. From the plotted load-deflection and

load-strain curves it was inferred that microcracking could start as

early as a live-load stress of 280 lb per sq ft when the curves began

to depart from a straight line, whereas the actual cracking load was ob-

served to be 300 lb per sq ft. The observed ultimate load was 400 lb per

sq ft of air pressure.

69. Assuming an effective prestress in the concrete at the time of

testing to be 360 psi, the modulus of rupture can be computed as shown
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below, based upon the cracking load of 300-lb-per-sq-ft air pressre nd

weight of slab at 38. A
Net upward load =300 - 262 lb per sq ft

wL2

Maximum bending moment =

_262 x 7.5 x 7.5 i

= 1840 ft-lb

6M
Maximum tensile stress =-

6 x 1840 x 12
12 X 3 X 3

=230 psi

Modulus of rupture = 1230 - 360

870 psi

70. To compute the ultimate load, it can again be assumed that the

steel developed an ultimate stress of 200,000 psi, while the lever arm c&mqi.r

be approximated as 1.33 in. by applying the Whitney theory for a rectan- 

gular stress block in concrete of 0.85 fV with f' = 6500 psi. Thus, for :!

As = 10 X 3 = 0.113 sq in. per ft of slab, the ultimate moment per

foot of slab is:

M =A f Jd

- 0.113 x 200,000 x 1.33

, 30,000 in.-lb

-2500 ft-lb

71. At 400-lb-per-sq-ft ultimate air pressure, the tested maximum

moment is:

M wL2

(400 -38) x 7.5 x 7.5

-2540 ft-lb
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which agrees closely with the value of 2500 ft-lb calculated above and
4indicates the validity of the assumptions.

72. Major cracking occurred at midspan as expected for the type

of support and loading employed in testing the slab to failure. One

major crack occurred at a pressure of 300 lb per sq ft, at which time it

was observed that loss of end anchorage had occurred to a considerable

extent. Hence, no further cracking occurred on loading beyond the pressure

of 300 lb per sq ft. K

Hlyperbolic paraboloid shell

73. An 8-ft-square hyperbolic paraboloid with a rise of 1.5 ft was

fabricated with a concrete imix containing 7-1/2 sacks of portland cement

and 2-1/2 sacks of expansive calcium aluminosulfate cement per cu yd of

concrete, using a maximum aggregate size of I/i in. The membrane was K
0.8 in. thick and the cross section of the edge beams was 3 by 3 in.

IHigh-strength steel wires of 0.105-in. diameter were used as reinforcement.

The wires were spaced 2.5 in. each way, providing reinforcement in the

amount of 0.43 percent. The edge beams were reinforced with four simil±

wires.

74. As in the case of the two slabs, expansion was stabilized at

0.4 percent, in this case at age 20 days, water-curing being used through-

out. Water-curing was continued to 50 days age, and the shell was then

subjected to drying shrinkage to 70 days age, at which time the shell was

dimensionally stable for all practical purposes with a net expansion of

0.35 percent.

75. The shell was tested under uniform live load applied by air

pressure, being supported both horizontally and vertically at two corners

diagonally opposite. First crack occurred under a net load of 345 lb per

sq ft, and the shell collapsed at a net load of 585 lb per sq ft.

76. The shell was fabricated as a graduate research project by John

Choi, a graduate student in the Structural Engineering and Structural

Mechanics Division of the Department of Civil Engineering at the University

of California, Berkeley. Testing of tUe shell and analysis of the be-

havior of the shell under loading were carried on under the supervision of
~20

Professor Vitelmo V. Bertero.
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Conclusions .

t77. Lin and Klein felt that the most significant conclusion to be
drawn from these tests was that the structural behavior of such chemically

prestressed concrete elements as pipes, slabs, and perhaps shells can

generally be predicted by the usual elastic and plastic theories for struc-
tural analysis. In this instance, this conclusion is applicable only to

the particular composition of expansive cements utilized in the fabrication

of the structural elements involved. For this composition, the parameters

involving expansion, shrinkage, stress, and strength relations had pre-

ously been established. Hence, sufficient data were available to predict i!
• ~~and to control the behavior of the expansive concrete utilizing expansive '

components manufactured in the laboratory. The authors emphasized that the

composition and manufacture of expansive cements are still in the research °"

and development stage, particularly with respect to utilization in members i

hiaving very high degrees of stress in steel and in concrete,.;:

v78. It is evident that further development is likely in the nature i

and properties of the expansive concrete which, while not detracting from

the promise now shown in applications to chemical prestressing and shrink- *)

age compensation, will require further thorough study of many factors not L

hyet covered with respect to mechanical and structural, properties of these -

concretes.

L o
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PART IV: RUSSIAN WORK

79. Mikhailov2 reviewed the status of work pertaining to expanding

cements in the U.S.S.R. as of 1962 as a principal paper in the Fourth

International Symposium on the Chemistry of Cements. His review described
-.waterproof expansion cement, called WEC, ... developed

in 1942. It is obtained by dry grinding of high alumina
cement, gypsum, and artificial hydrocalumite (C4AH?). Its
functioning is based on quick formation of high-sulrate sulfo-
aluminate (ettringite). It quickly develops high strength,
provides full shrinkage compensation, sufficient expansion,
and great watertightness. It is excellent for repair and res-
toration of concrete structures, and as a waterproof layer.

...stressing cement, called SC, is a more recent develop-
ment, and research on it is continuing. It has three compo- t
nents: finely ground portland cement clinker, high alumina 3
cement, and gypsum. Typical percentages are 66:20:14 when the
portland cement has moderately high C3A content. Use of a low
percentage of water (25-30 percent) in 1:1 mortar gives good
results under hydrothermic Treatment (up to 1000C) after a day
of natural hardening. Low-sulfate sulfoaluminate forms first.
Recrystallization to high-sulfate sulfoaluminate in the already
hardened mass causes expansion, with retention of the bond to
reinforcing steel, thus stressing the latter. High strength,
watertightness, and prestressing possibilities make stressing4 cement a valuable binder for prestressed construction.

Theories of chemical action are presented, and research
developments are discussed. Methods of producing self-
stressed piping are described and compared.

80. More extended excerpts from Mikhailov' s review are included in

Appendi B.q
81. Budnikov stated that the addition of about 30 percent of gypsum

to aluminous cement in the presence of a liquid phase results in a chemical

.I- , interaction of gypsum with calcium aluminates to form a hydrosulfoaluminate,

and that when hardening occurs under moist conditions an expanding cement

j, , of high impermeability to water is formed without decrease in strength.

Using 25 percent anhydrite, a nonshrinking cement is obtained.

82. In water-cured samples of aluminous cement with 30 percent gyp-

sum, about half the combined linear expansion takes place the first day.

Samples 230 mm in diameter and 50 mm long were prepared from mortar) and

samples 100 mm in length were prepared from concrete mixtures. The con-

4. crete contained 280 kg of cement, 170 P, of water, 690 kg o! building sand,
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and 1300 kg of crushed granite. At an age of 3 days, the samples were im,

I permeable to water under 8-atm pressure. It was found that gypsum-

aluminous cement in rich mortars of 1:2 and 1:2.5 (by weight) compositi6

and in concrete with 377 kg/m of cement and a water-cement (W/C) ratio df,

0.45 is frost-resistant; in mortars and concretes of the consistency and

composition sta~ted the gypsum-aluminous cement withstood over 200 cycl 6

of alternate freezing (at -17 to -22 C) and thawing (in water at 17 + 3 c)
for 16 hir.

83. Trial determinations of the adhesion to reinforcing steel of

concrete made with expanding cement were undertaken by th method of'

pressing down steel bars 14.4 mm in diameter and 125 mm in length. The

concretes tested had a W/C ratio of 0.60. Each dimension of the concrete

cubes tested measured 100 mm. In the case of air-curing. the average Valut

of adhesion proved to be 64 kg/cm, and in the case of water-curing,

40 kg/cm2

84. The temperature rise during the hardening of expanding cement

does not influence its strength. Tests showed that at 60 to 65 C, with

alternate drying and saturating with water, the expanding cement was

stable.

,
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PART V: STATUS OF KNOWLEDGE OF EXPANSIVE11
CF D!ET.US AS OF 1 JULY i963

8F. Czernin 2 3 in 1962, regarded expansive cements as still in the

exptrimental stage, but observed that they may become of considerable

interest in the future. lie noted that they were composed of portland ce-

ment rich in aluminates, gypsum, and blast-furnace slag. The aluminates

in the portland cement react with gypsum to form calcium sulfoaluminate;

the slag "... is supposed to act as a stabilizer by which the intentionally

pruduced gypsum expansion can be controlled and stopped altogether at a

suitable stage." He adds "...since the extent of the expansion produced A

in this way is difficult to control, and the final stress produced in pre

stressing elements is not very high, this interesting special cement has

so far been used only in certain special cases."

86. Idorn 24 noted that research has been conducted on the role Of

calcium aluminate sulfates in concrete for more than 100 years. Most of

this work has been based on the hypothesis that crystallization accom-

panied by volume increase of the "cement bacillus" was a major cause of

expansion and concurrent disruption of concrete exposed to sulfate solu-

tions, e.g. sea water. Later on, studies of the influence of the calcium

aluminate sulfates on the initial setting of portlaid-cement paste also

commenced. And most recently, successful efforts both in the U.S.S.R.

and in the United States of America have proved that expansive forces

ascribed to the crystallization of calcium aluminate sulfates can be con-

trolled and utilized for prestressing of concrete members instead of exter-

nal mechanical devices. This development may be said to reflect a remark-

able range of opinions on the calcium aluminate sulfates. Once this sul-

fate crystallization was considered a common cause of rapid and severe

duterioration, but today it is utilized as a means of manufacturing con-

crete according to the most advanced construction principles.

87. Admittedly such self-stressed concrete has not yet proved

durable; but on the other hand, it might be possible that other deterimental

' ; agencies could, upon further research) be tamed and utiliz -a. Today,
expectations of such kind may with some right be stamped as banalities,

and one might prefer the more limited question: To what extent are still
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>nonrevealed factors involved in the chemical reactions between aggregate

particles and components of cement paste in concrete? Idorn further sug;

gested that there appeared to be a need of renewed research on the lime-

alumina-sulfate-water system, aimed at a more accarate description of th '

potentially expansive combinations of cements, admixtures, and particular,

rock types in aggregates, and with due regard also to the environmental

exposure conditions, the structural qualities of concrete (e.g. perme-

ability), and the construction principles. The need for the low-C A3
cements for concrete in sea water may be considered one subject of such

studies, and the further development of self-stressing cements another.

As a whole it is important to remember that the range of deleterious c6m-
binations within the outlined system is only a small part compared with

the area of beneficial combinations. However, it should also be borne

in mind that with deleterious combinations, exceedingly rapid and disas-

trous deterioration has been experienced in several cases.

88. The conservative viewpoint exemplified by the remarks of
.23 .24gCzernin and Idorn quoted above may be contrasted with the apparently

rather extensive use of expansive cements in practical engineering applicaT-'
tions that were described by Mikhailov at the Symposium in which Czernin<
was also a participant. This viewpoint may also be contrasted with the
increasing use of the materials developed by Klein and associatesl6 '18,igA
experimental structures including full-scale paving projects. One of

ths6these was described in March 1963 as follows: J
Connecticut's highway department takes bids this spring on

project that includes an experimental section of expansive
concrete pavement. The section will be the first of its kind
in this country.

The three-lane, 1500-ft-long section of Interstate 84 I
in East Hartford will use reinforced concrete that expands
after it has been placed as a result of using an expansive ce-ment made by combining bauxite with Portland cement in the
manufacture of the cement. Since expansion of the concrete
places the reinforcing steel in tension, producing a pre-.
stressed slab, the Pavement is said to be "self-stressing."

Departmental engineers point out that less concrete is
required with this type of construction, since a thinner pave-
ment can be used. Tentative plans call for the experimental
section to be 6 in. thick, increasing to 9 in. in the outside
2 ft of each lane to permit the use of standard paving forms.
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The engineers also believe that riding qualities of the new
pavement will be better than the conventional design since 1
transverse joints are spaced much farther apart (500 ft in the
1-84 experiment).

Planneci longitudinal steel will be 1/2-in.-dia, seven-wire
strand (ASTm 416), placed at one-half pavement depth with 14-in.
nominal spacing. Outside strands will be 3 in. from each edge
of the lane. Strands will extend the full length of each
500-ft section and be held taut throughout )aving operations.
Transverse reinforcement will be No. 7 bars spaced 24 in. c-c
and placed alternately above and below the strands with the
bars bent 90 deg at the ends to form hooks.

There will be standard keyways where lanes abut, but no
tie bars or bonding between slabs. High quality concrete of
low slump will be used. In order to minimize friction between
the pavement and the subgrade, the contractor will cover the
subgrade with about 1/2 in. of bituminous concrete and cover
this layer with, two layers of polyethylene sheeting before
placing concrete. ,

Present plans call for reinforced concrete sleeper blocks,
20 ft long and 7 in. thick, to be placed with their top" sur-
faces at subgrade elevation. The sleepers will be centered be-,4 "neath the joints at the ends of the experimental section and
at the joi'nts between the 500-ft slabs.

Centered in each block and extending across the roadway4 - will,be a 12-in.-wide flange beam section cut in lane-widths.
Top surface of each of these beams will be at finished grade.
The top surface of each sleeper block will, be covered with a -

two-layer polyethylene bond -breaker.

- ' As the pavement is built, the contractor"will bulkhead
S the end of each slab 7 ft 3 in. from the center of the trans-

verse beam., The strands, wiil extend through the bulkhead, so
there will be space in which to grip and hold the strands taut

L' < dtuing concreting operations. They will also place, through
the bulkhead and parallel to ,the strands,' deformed steel bars

that will extend at least 3 ft on each side of the bulkhead.

After the concrete has'been pladd -it is expected to
expand enough to rbduce the space from 7 ft 3 in'. to about
6 ft. Later thig remaining, space ove.- the slpeper will be
filled with conventional reinforced concrete -

Because of the thickened:-edge design. of the proposed
pavement, it is planned to keep the-top surfaces of the sleeper
blocks uniformly 9 in. beld& finished grade. For this reason,

R each expansive concrete" section vill-have-a transition sec-
tion; the plan is to make the 9 ft closest to the ,bulkhead
9 in. in unifor.m thickness, changingto the 6-in. slab with
thickened edges in another 3 ft. -

The Bureau of Public Rciads is contributing 90% of the cost
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and also providing engineering support. T. Y. Lin and Asso-
ciates, Van Nuys, Calif., consultants, in joint venture with *1
contractors C. W. Blakeslee and Sons of New Haven, Conn., and
the Permanente Cement Co. of Oakland, Calif., are collaborating Iin the experiment. " k

89. Other experimental pavements were placed in California in the
summer of 1963. 5 Tnterest in expanding cements has also recently beenRai~26
manifest in other countries. Chopra and Rai have published a paper in '71

wh ich:

The suitability of the following methods of preparing ex-
pansive cements is discussed critically, with supplementary
experiments conducted by the authors: (a) Portland cement
mixed with CaSO4 and the dried hydratioQ products of lime and
burnt kaolin (Budnikov and Kosuirevu[1 5i); it is considered pref- ,
erable to mix dry predetermined quantities of the four con-I
stituents. (b) Portland cement mixed with granulated high-
A12 03 slag, lime, and gypstun; these cements are not considered
truly expansive even when stabilized with 10-15 percent of
high-Al203 cement. (c) Portland cement mixed with bauxite and
CaSO[ instead of with a sulfc-aluminate clinker; the expansive
action of these cements is inconsistent and also very sensitive
to the quality of the materials and method of preparation. (d)
"Self-stressing" cements made from a mixture (74:14:12) of
portland c meit, gypsum and high-alumjna cement cured 6 hr at 70
(Mikhailov 7J); the portland cement should optimally contain
C3 S 48, C2S 27, C3A 11 and C4AF 8 percent, but expansive ef-
fects are strongly influenced by the amount of mixing water and
by the nature of the alu.minous component; that is, kaolin,
slag and bauxite are inferior to high-alumina cement. The
mechanism of expansion and the role of stabilizer are dis-cussed; more information is needed to develop a more rational A
method of preparing expansive cement.

90. An application of expansive cement to grouting was described 34by Pol.ivka and Klein.27 This application is similar in many respects I

to that investigated by the wEs 5  and mentioned by Cassidy. The report

by Polivka and Klein included the followiing:

A news item entitled "Selff-Stressing Concrete Slab Tested in Pilot J9Installation" appeared in Pit and Quarr for December 1963, p 40, whichstated that in June 1963 a prototype slab of self-stressing concrete wasmade at the Prestress Division of o. W. Bl.akeslee and Sons, Inc., Hamnden,
Conn.
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Studies were made of bond strength characteristics of
grouts containing an expansive constituent. In one set of

grouts, aluminum powder was utilized to produce expansions
prior to setting. In the other set of grouts, a calcium

sulfoalwinate expan ;ive component caused expansions of the

grouts subsequent to setting. For both cases there were

studied neat-cement -routs and sand-cement grouts.

For grouts containing aluminum powder, expansion was ter-

minated within about 3 hours after mixing. For grouts contain-

ing calcium sulfoaluminate expansive component, termination of
expansion for all practical purposes was within 5 to 7 days
after grouting.

Test results indicate that the grouts containing the cal-

cium sulfoaluminate expansive component develop much higher
bond strength than the grouts containing aluminum powder. The

ultimate bond strength of a neat-cement grout containing 30
percent of expansive component by weight of cementing material

was more than double the bond strength of a grout containing
aluminum powder in the amount 0.03 percent by weight of ce-
menting material.

The greater bond strength of grouts containing the expan-

sive component is due to the comprcssive self-stress developed

in the grout which is restrained from expansion in the pre-

stress cable. This compressive self-stress increases the fric-

tional resistance of the wire.

Sand-cement grouts showed higher bond strengths than the

neat-cement grouts. It is believed that this difference in

bond strength is due to the greater frictional resistance of

a sand-cement grout as compared to a neat-cement grout.

...it appears that the use of grout mixtures containing

the calcium sulfoaluminate expansive component used in this

investigation will produce considerably higher bond strength,

f than those obtained with conventional grouts.

INTRODUCTION

When the tendons of post-tensioned prestressed concrete

members are to be bonded to the concrete, the prestressing

cables are usually grouted with a cement grout. The grouting

not only provides the bond between steel and concrete but

also protects the steel against corrosion. Depending on the

size of the prestressing cables, there is injected either a

neat-cement grout or a sand-cement grout. [28] These grouts

usually contain a small amount of aluminum powder which

causes the grout to expand during the first few hours after

mixing and insures more complete filling of the cable

ducts. [29]

Recently there was developed at the University of Cali-

fornia an expansive material which causes grout to ex- d
pand after setting of the grout has taken place. This
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material is a calcium sulfoaluminate which when used with
portland cement produces a c menting material to develop self-

stress in concrete members[
l  19'. Properly designed con-

crete members can be self-stressed (compression in concrete
and tension in steel) by the use of this material to desired
practical stress levels through adjustment of mix proportions
and amount of expansive component. The reaction causing the
expansive forces is completed within 5 to 7 days after
casting.

In this investigation, the expansive calcium sulfo-
aluminate component was used as one of the constituents in
neat-cement grouts and in sand-cement grouts. Whereas the
use of aluminum powder helps to insure more complete filling
of the cable ducts, the use of a component which causes expan-
sion after setting will improve the bond strength. Reported
herein are the results of an investigation in which the bond
strength characteristics of the two types of grouts ae
compared.

TEST PROGRAM

Grout Materials and Mix Proportions.

Since the main purpose of this investigation was to
determine the effect on bond strength of a grout which expands
after setting as compared to a grout expanding prior to setting,
the test program included essentially two principal grout compo-
sitions, namely: (1) grouts containing an expansive yomponent
(calcium sulfoaluminate) which expand after settingtl ),lJ and
(2) gro ts coqtaining aluminum powder which expand prior to
setting T2%0J- The bond strength was determined for both neat-
cement grouts and for sand-cement grouts. Altogether six grout
mixtures were employed, three neat-cement grouts and three sand-
cement grouts. The mix proportions of these six grout mixes are
given in the following tabulation:

Cementing Material,% by weight
Grout Portland Expansive Aluminium

Mi_z Type of Grout Cement Fly Ash Component Powder

A 8o 20 -- 0.03
B Neat Cement 80 -- 20 --

c7 -- 30 --
D Sand Ceme 80 20 0.03

Gru muet aei(l:1 by 80 -- 20 --
F 70 -- 30 --

Grout mixtures A and D which contained 20 percent of fly
ash and 0.03 percent of aluminum powder by weight 'A' cementing
material (cement plus fly ash) were selected as being representa-
tive of the types of grouts that are considered to be appropriate
for grouting of prestress cables. The fly ash, representing a
typical suitable finely divided pozzolanic material vas employed
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to reduce the tendency towards bleeding and segregation of ,

the gr ut and to improve the pumping characteristics of the
grout. I2J Cementing material hereafter refers, as the case

may be, either to cement plus fly ash or cement plus expan-
sive calcium sulfoaluminate component.

All grout mixtures contained a commercial water-reducing

retarder in the amount of 0.20 percent by weight of cementing 1,

material. The use of a water-reducing retarder in grouts will
reduce their water content for a given consistency, will re-

duce any tendency towards premature stiffening, and will retard

the setting of the grout. All of these properties are desirable

for grouts to be employed for grouting of prestress cables. 
29i

The sand employed in the sand-cement grouts (1:1 by irt)

was a fine river sand practically all passing 30-mesh sieve

and having a fineness modulus of 0.76. The gradation of this
sand was as follows:

Sieve Size, U. S. Std ....... 16 30 50 100 200

Percent Passing .......... . l.100 98 87 39 9 f

The water-cementing material ratio of grouts was adjusted

until the desired consistency was attained. The mixing pro-
cedure and the method of measurement of consistency by the
"Flow Cone Apparatus" was the same as that described in ref-
erences [29] and [30). Essentially the consistency is determined

as the time required for a given volume (1725 ml of grout to
flow from a cone-shaped vessel through a discharge tube 1-1/2-
in. long and 1/2-in. in diameter. This time of efflux of the
grout, in seconds, is called the "Flow Factor."

The free expansions of the grouts were also measured.

For the grouts containing aluminum powder (grouts A and D)
the expansion characteristics of the fresh grout were deter-

mined and the expansion expressed as percentage of the original r
grout volume. Details of the expansion test are also described
in references [18] and [19]. Since the free expansion of these

fresh grouts terminated at about 3 hours after mixing, the test
was discontinued at this age.

Bond Stress, psi(b)

Grout Cementing Material W/C, At First Slip Observed At 0.01-in. Slip of

Mix (a) (by weight) by Wt at Unloaded End Loaded End Ultimate

NEAT-CEME2T GROUTS
(Consistency Factor 22 see)

A 80%C + 20% F + Al 0.30 65 200 210

B 80 ' + 20% E, C 0.3b 120 270 320

C 70 
+ 30% E, C 0.34 24o 380 460

SAND-CEWUEf GROUTS
(Consistency Factor 28 sec)

D 80%c + 20% F + Al 0.49 95 260 270

E 80% C + 20% E, C 0.52 170 350 490

F 70% C + 30% E, C 0.53 350 480 510

(a) C = portland cement, ASTM type I.

F F=fly ash.
E, C = expansive component - calcium suifoaluminate.

Al = aluminum powder, 0.03 percent by weight of cementing material.

(b) High strength steel wire 0.196 in. (5 mm) dia, 9-in. embedment.
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For the grots containing the expansive component, the

free expansion characteristics of the hardened grout could

not be determined since the large expansions produced by this

component would severely disrupt a hardened grout bar, mak-

ing measurement meaningless. As reported by Klein, Karby,
and Polivka,[19] the use of thic expansive component pro-

duces free expansions of about 1 to 3 percent (depending on

many factors described in their paper) for concretes of
substantially lower cementing-material content than for grouts
employed in these tests.

Properties of Grouts.

Water content of the grouts was gaged to produce a
Flow Factor of 22 seconds for the neat-cement grouts and
28 seconds for the sand-cement grouts. The water-cementing
material ratio of the neat-cement grouts ranged from 0.30
to 0. 34 and for the sand-cement grouts from 0. 49 to 0. 53 by
weight. The use of 0. 53 percent of aluminum powder caused
a 12.5 percent free expansion of the neat-cement grout (grout
mixture A) and an 8.0 percent expansion of the sand-cement
grout (grout D). The aluminum powder used was a 100-mesh
leafing type having a specific surface of 31,000 sq cm per
gram.

Bond. Test.

The bond stress and the slip characteristics were de-
termined on a high-strength 0.196 in. (5 mm) diameter steel
wire which was grouted in a vertical position over a 9-in.
length inside a 1-1/4-inch diameter steel tube. The tube,
which was a standard flexible prestress cable hose was em-
bedded inside a 9-in. concrete cube.... The cubes were made
of concrete having a compressive strength of 6,000 psi at
28 days.

Prior to being grouted, the wire was centered inside
the 1-1/2-in, steel hose by passing it through the centers
of rubber stoppers placed at each end of the tube. The
bottom stopper was also provided with a 3/8-in. diameter
injection tube, and a similar tube was installed in the
top stopper to act as an overflow for the grout....
After the 1-1/4-in, steel tube was completely filled with
grout, the two openings were sealed and remained sealed
for 7 days, the age at which the bond test was performed.

The bond test itself was carried out following the
same procedure as the standard procedure for determining
the bond characteristics of concretes, ASTM Designation
C234.31...

The high-strength wire (0.196 in. or 5 mm in di-

ameter) had an ultimate tensile strength of 240,000 psi

~4o
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and a modulus of elasticity of 29.5 X 106 psi.

TEST RESULTS

The bond strength and slip characteristics of grouted
wire uere determined at age 7 days in three specimens for each
one of the six grout mixtures. The test results are given

in the tabulation of p. [39] and in fig. [15].

The grout mixtures containing the expansive calcium
sulfoaluminate component had a considerably higher bond ,
strength than the corresponding grouts containing aluminum
powder. For the neat-cement grouts, for example, the grout
containing 20 percent of calcium sulfoaluminate expansive con-
ponent by weight of cementing material (grout B) had an ulti-
mate bond strength of 52 percent higher, and the one contain-
ing 30 percent of expansive component (grout C) 120 rercent

higher than that of the grout containing aluinum powder
(grout A). Similarly, the bond stress at 0.01 in. slip of
the loaded end and at the first observed slip of the unloaded
end was considerably higher for the grouts containing the
calcium sulfoaluminate expansive component than for the grout
containing aluminum powder. This superiority of the bonding
quality of grouts containing the expansive component is to

be anticipated since the expansion of the grout after harden-
ing, which is restrained by the concrete member, will develop Ali
a self-stressing condition in which the grout is in compres-
sion and is forced against the 3restress wire. As described
by Klein, Karby and Polivka.[19J The magnitude of self-
stress might be of the order of 1,000 to 2,000 psi. Since

the bond of a smooth prestress wire is purely a frictional
phenomenon, an improvement of the frictional resistance under
such conditions of self-stress would be expected.

It is pointed out that these tests are of a limited

scope. It can be anticipated that bond and slip character-
istics can further be improved by increase in the amount of 41

calcium sulfoaluminate expansive component above the 30 per- ip

cent employed in these tests. It is likely also that further
improvement could be obtained for grouts containing aluminum

powder by increasing the percentage above the 0.03 here

employed.

The use of sand-cement grouts produced higher bond

strengths than those for the corresponding neat-cement grouts.
SFor example, the sand-cement grout containing 20 percent cal-

cium sulfoaluminate (grout ,) had an ultimate bond strength
53 percent higher than that of the corresponding neat-cement
grout (grout B). The greater frictional resistance of a sand-

cement grout as compared to that of a neat-cement grout is

probably responsible for the higher bond strength.

Measurements taken on the unloaded end of the prestress

411.
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wire showed that the bond stress at which the first slip of
the wire was observed is closely related to the ultimate bond
strength. The higher the bond strength, the greater the bond
stress needed for the free end of the wire to slip. Again, a
higher proportion of calcium sulfoaluminate component would prob-
ably enhance performance.

Figure [151, in which are plotted the slip of the loaded
ends during the bond tests, clearly illustrates the results
discussed above. These curves represent the average of data ob-
tained on three bond specimens. Variation between individual
specimens was plus or minus 13 percent from the average plotted.
The values at which the loaded end slipped 0. 01 in., given in
the previous tabulation, were obtained from these curves.
91. Subsequent to the completion of the preparation of this manu-

script Dr. Shu-t'ien Li, Professor of Civil Engineering, South Dakota School

of Mines, informally made available for study a manuscript he had prepared

entitled "The Revealing Expansive-Cement Concretes. '4 He gave permission to

quote extracts from it for inclusion in this summary. A number of such

extracts follow:

Expansive cements and concretes, though they are seemingly
new artificial engineering materials, have had a long history
of development. During the past 74 years, there have been re-
current efforts toward evolving expansive cements. "However,
successful endeavors in producing such cements and their widen-
ing applications to controlled expansive concretes have only
occurred within the last 15 years.

In 1949, it was ascertained by F. Ferrari that a controlled
formation of expansive sulfoaluminate will occur only in a
medium supersaturated with respect to calcium ions and main-
tained at supersaturation during the formation of this salt.

Expansive cements were made [at the Portland Cement Asso- g
ciation] by mixing portland cement, calcium aluminate cement,
and gypsum in varying proportions, and were thus similar to
the "stressing cements" used in U.S.S.R. In contrast to
U.S.S.R. expansive cements where the mixtures were produced
by intergrinding, the PCA expansive cements were, however,
produced by simply blending commercial portland cement, cal-
cium aluminate cement, and gypsum in a concrete mixer just'I prior to the addition of aggregates and water. The gypsum
used was of reagent quality. Using differently blended mix-
tures by varying portland cement from 42 to 80 percent, cal-
cium aluminate cement from 4 to 50 percent, and gypsum from
4 to 20 percent, PCA researchers investigated the effects of

* Published as "Expansive Cement Concretes - A Review." Journal of the
American Concrete Institute, Proceedings, vol 62, No. 6, June 1965,
PP 689-706. (In the 3d line from the bottom on p 689, as published, the
values "8" and "3.6" are interchanged.)
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composition, and of time and temperatire of cure, on mortar
strength, free expansion, shrinkage, and development of stress
in restrained specimens.

The PCA studies have shown that free expansions of
several percent may be produced by expansive cement mixtures
of portland cement, calcium aluminate cein-vt, and gypsum.
The magnitude of the expansion may be controlled by the com-position of the mixture and by the temperature of cure.

In the PCA studies, expansive mortars that were cured
sufficiently to complete the expansion and were then al-
lowed to dry in an atmosphere of 50 percent relative
humidity shrank about the same amount as conventional mor-
tars, that is, 0.1 to 0.2 percent. However, as the ex-
pansion before shrinkage may be a few percent, a consider-
able net expansion is available for inducing stress in
restraining steel.

Although conditions of tests were necessarily somewhatdifferent, a scrutiny of test results of U.S.S.R., UC, and
PCA expansive cements shows, in general agreement, the
following:

(1) Free expansions of several percent may be produced
by either of these variant products.

(2) The lower the water-cement ratio of the mix is,
the greater will be the subsequent expansion.

(3) Unrestrained expansion adversely affects compres-
sive strength. However, if the expansive concrete
or mortar is adequately restrained, high compres-
sive strength can be attained.

(4) All the three variant products can induce compres-
sive stresses in expansive concrete or mortar by
uniaxial restraint. However, such induced maximum
compressive stresses were considerably higher in
the expansive concrete for the UC tests than were
the corresponding mortar stresses for the U.S.S.R.i

and PCA tests. The UC tests reported a maximuminduced compressive stress of 1200 psi versus

700 psi for the U.S.S.R. tests and 530 psi for the
PCA tests.

It must be realized that the composition and manufacture
of expansive cements, the fabrication of expansive-cement con-
crete members, and chemical prestressing are all still in the
research and development stage. Though the writer has un-
questionable faith to envisage a multitude of potentially verypromising applications, he is obliged to encourage further

thorough exploravions which seem necessary before expansiveconcretes can be used in a routine fashion. Such further
studies obviously appear to lie in the following areas:
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(i) Determination of optimun compositions, proportions,
and fineness of components of the expansive cements.

(2) Determination of optimum proportioning and curing,
with the objective of producing expansive concretes
having predetermined optimum characteristics.

(3) Determination of optimum utilization of expansive
concretes in members having high degrees of stress in
steel and in concrete.

(4) Evaluation of loss of steel stress as affected by
shrinkage and creep of concrete, and slippage of
reinforcement.

(5) Determination of other factors, so far not yet
covered, with respect to mechanical and structural
properties of expansive concretes.

(6) Formulation of design criteria for expansive- A

concrete mix and expansive-concrete members with
respect to desired degree of chemical prestressing
and shrinkage compensation.

California Experimental Sections

According to D. L. Spellman, two experimental sections
were installed in 1963 in California: one for the construction
of a portion of the Antelope Valley Freeway near Palmdale in A

District VII, and the other for converting U.S. 99, near Lodi
in District X, to freeway status. For the Antelope Valley
Freeway section two cement factors were used, 6 and 6-1/2 sacks
per cu yd, while a single cement factor was used in all units k
of the Lodi section.

stDue to comparatively less expansive cement used, the re-
sults of these early experimental sections have not been
striking. After 58 days, following removal of curing membrane
on the Antelope Valley Freeway section, the average distance
between cracks in the expansive-cement pavement units was 60
ft, while the average in the control units was 56 ft; the
average d'stance between cracks for the air-entrained units
was 48 ft, while the average for the nonair-entrained units
was 70 ft. In the Lodi section, after about three weeks of
natural drying following the end of the curing period, the
average distance between cracks in the expansive-cement pave- 141

ment units was 68 ft, while the average in the control units g
was 65 ft. Gauge readings showed thau vertical expansion
was greatest, transverse movement was intermediate, and longi-

* tudinal movement was almost nil. Appearing to the writer,
these early results would, however, indicate:

(1) That a larger percentage of the expansive component
could have been used;

(2) That friction to expansion between the pavement and
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its subbase might have not been reduced to the
minimum;

(3) That more full control of transverse movement would
help to develop more longitudinal compressive stress
for the same volume change of expansive concrete;

(4) That the nonair-entrained concrete may have had much
less drying shrinkage; and

(5) That end anchors alone would be sufficient for
longitudinal restraint, and no resort to lugs cut
into the subgrade would be needed, as measurements
and analysis of strain data at the Antelope Valley
section had shown.

The Blakeslee Pilot Slab

On June 14, 1963, a prototype slab was cast at the Pre-.
stress Division plant of C. W. Blakeslee and Sons, Inc., at
Hamden, Conn. This slab was constructed primarily to furnish
information to the State of Connecticut Highway Department,
which had scheduled to construct a full-size experimental pave-
ment, using self-stressing concrete, near Glastonbury, Conn.,
in the fall of the same year.

Originally made for another purpose than constructing a
prestressed slab, the expansive cement did not contain as much
of the calcium sulphoaluminate as would be required for the
desired expansion. Consequently, it was necessary to use ten
sacks of cement (less expansive component) per cubic yard on
this pilot project as compared with only about 7 sacks of ce-
ment (more expansive component) on the later Connecticut
experimental pavement.

The mix design consisted of 940-lb expansive cement,
940-lb sand, 1,180-lb 1-1/4-in. traprock, 740-lb 1/2-in.
traprock, 2-i/2-oz. Darex per cu yd, 40-oz. plastiment per
cu yd, and 300-lb water. The concrete was given a slump of
3 to 4 in. due to hand methods versus a desired slump of I
to 1-1/2 in. if finishing machine and spreader were avail-
able. Pouring was onto wetted forms and polyethylene sheet-.
ing. A double layer of such sheeting was placed over 1-in.
layer of bituminous concrete laid over a compacted subgrade
of spoil and quarry floor. Ambient temperatures were be-tween 60 and 75 deg F.; the temperature of the concrete never
exceeded 90 deg F. Z

Longitudinal reinforcement for the slab was provided by
twelve 1/2-in, and six 3/8 -in. diameter prestressing strands
onforming to ASTM Standard A-516-59 T. The strands were
spaced 9 in. on centers over the width of the slab, anchored
to steel wide-flange beams embedded at the midpoint of end
sleeper slabs. Transverse reinforcement was provided by
No. 4 and No. 5 deformed bars spaced 8 in. on centers. The
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transverse steel was alternated over and under the longitudinal
cteel and wire-tied to the strands. This heavy transverse
steel was used to limit expansion in the transverse direction.

Finished dimensions within the forms were 185 ft 6 in.
long, 13 ft 4 in. wide, and 6 in, deep, Sufficient gap was
left between the end form and the steel wide-flange beam
anchorage to allow for the expansion of the concrete.

After three days, measurements showed that the concrete A
had expanded 0.225 ft at one end and 0.275 ft at the other,
an expansion of 0.27 percent over the original length.

Compression tests on cores from the pavement averaged
2,882 psi ranging from 1,855 to 3,940 psi, all corrected to '

a 7-day value. No cracks were evident on the surface or sides
when the forms were removed. The slab was loaded with metal
casting forms on the seventh day, and prestressed beams were
cast on top of the 8-day-old slab.

This experimental pilot test slab at the Blakeslee plant
demonstrated that the idea of using a self-stressing concrete
with steel cables is a practical method of obtaining pre-

I stressed slabs at a minimum cost. Except the need of having
equipment to start fog curing as soon as the slab surface is
finished, the technique of using expansive cement differs very
little from the ordinary practice.

The Connecticut Test SectionI Connecticut's highway department had a 1,500-ft-long
experimental section of expansive-cement concrete pavement
built in 1963 on Interstate 84 in East Hartford. In its
manufacture, the expansive cement was made by combinLng
bauxite with portland cement. Engineers of the department
claimed that (1) less concrete would be required with this
type of construction, since a thinner pavement of 6 in.
thick could be used, (2) riding qualities of the new pavement

would be better than the conventional design since transverse
joints would be spaced as farther apart as 500 ft in the 1-84
experiment.

Longitudinal steel of 1/2-in.-dia, seven-wire strand
(ASTM 416) was placed at one-half pavement depth with 14 -in.
nominal spacing and outside strands 3 in. from each edge of
the lane. Strands were extended the full length of each
500-ft section and held taut throughout paving operations.
Transverse reinforcement of No. 7 bars were spaced 24 in. I
c-c and placed alternately above and below the strands with
the bars bent 90 deg at the ends to form hooks.

Standard keyways only were provided wheke lanes abut,
with no tie bars nor bonding between slabs. The concrete
used was of high quality and low slump. To minimize frictionbetween the pavement and the subgrade, the latter was first
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covered with 1/2 in. of bituminous -oncrete and then two

layers of polyethylene sheeting before placing concrete.

Reinforced conczr'Le sleeper blocks, 20 ft long and 7 in.

thick, were placed with their top surfaces at subgrade eleva-

tion. They were centered beneath the joints at the ends of
i '. !the experimental section and at the joints between the 500-ft

slabs. at

Anchorage of strands was provided by 12-in. wide-flange

beam sections extending in lane widths and centered in each

block, with top surface at finished grade. The top surface
of each sleeper bl, ci was also covered with two layers of

polyethylene bond breaker.

The end of each slab was bulkheaded 7 ft 3 in. from the
center of the transverse beam. The strands were extended
through the bulkhead, providing space to grip and hold the
strands taut during concreting operations. Tbxough the bulk-
head and parallel to the strands, deformed steel bars were
placed extending at least 3 ft on each side of the bulkhead. 4

It was expected that after the concrete has been placed,
the space of 7 ft 3 in. would be reduced to about 6 ft. This
remaining space was later filled with conventional reinforced
concrete.

Due to the tendency of the type of expansive-cement con-
crete used in the experimental section to set rather rapidly,
difficulty was experienced in the finishing operations. The
pavement texture, therefore, is slightly different from the
adjacent conventional pavement. However, this phenomenon has 4'
since been overcome technically.

The Bureau of Public Roads contributed 90 percent of the
cost and also provided engineering support.

As to service performance, reliable information has not
become available because as of July 6, 1964 the highway has
not been opened to traffic.

APPLICATION AND TESTS OF SiIRINKAGE-COMPENSATED-C AENT CONCRETE

Folded-Plate Roof Construction.

The year 1963 also witnessed the application of a new
shrinkage-compensated cement to concrete roof construction to
eliminate shrinkage cracks. The 100 x 43-ft folded-plate roofwas cast in place for a two-story branch office building of
14idvalley Savings and Loan Association, in Yuba City, Calif.

UJtaggered columns carry 10 kite-shaped folded plates, with
maxirmn width of 18 ft, five pointing toward one long wall and
five toward the other. Each kite-shaped folded plate is sup-
ported by three 12 X 12-in. reinforced concrete columns, one
suppc.-' being under the tail of each kite, the other two under
the corners 18 ft apart at. the opposite wall. The fourth
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wc,,.rier .anLilevers 6 ft beyond the exterior wall.

uTlt plates are 6 in. thick where they join the columns
biz t,..... to 3 in. at the top of their 5-ft rise.

TypL:cal roof reinforcing consists of No. 5 bars spaced
-- 3A 1:,.c-c and No. 3 bars 9 in.c-c.

A mixture of 86 percent portland-cement component and
14 percent expansive-cement component was selected for the
ro. This blend provided enough expansion to stretch the
rcinforciug bars by about 0.1 percent. The concrete was a
Iow-sl.mp mix. Specifications call for concrete strength of
3,00 psi Ln 28 days.

Except for the use of shrinkage-compensated cement, this
,concrete roof construction followed the normal concreting
practice. However, counting on the crack-free concrete to
waterproof itself, the designers did not specify a water-
proofing compound.

In the eight months since construction was completed,
the roof had remained watertight, according to a published
release in January 16, 1964. After drying, the concrete had
only five hairline cracks. Its engineers believe that they
could have been caused by finishing touches during construc-
tion, and they consider that the critical period of this
prototype field test has passed.

Lightweight Concrete Roof Construction

In the course of obtaining approval from the Los Angeles
City Department of Building and Safety for experimental use of

* shrinkage-co1.pensated cement (Chem Comp) in lightweight con-
crete roof construction in a two-story commercial building
with roof parking, laboratory investigations were undertaken
in 1963 by Raymond G. Osborne Laboratories, Inc. of Los
Angeles at the request of Concrete Research and Development
Corporation. The main concern was whether shrinkage-
compensated-cemcnt lightweight concrete would develop ade-
quate strength.

The Chem Comp cement had been made by intergrinding 1.4
parts expansive component with 86 parts Cushenbury 'Type I,
II low alkali cement. As a control, a trial mix (No. 1) for
a nominal 4,000-psi concrete was made using the said low
alkali cement (585 lb). Two Chem Comp mixes were made, one
(No. 2) containing the same amount of finished cement (585 lb)
as the control mix and the other (No. 3) containing 14 percent
more finished cement (665 lb). Finally, a second control mix
(No. 4) was made containing 14 percent more low alkali cement
(665 lb) than the first. The average concrete weight of each
of the four different mixes was slightly less than 121 lb per
cu ft, all fine and coarse aggregates, free and absorbed water,
admixture, slump, and air content being very nearly the same.
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At 28 days the compressive strengths showed the 
following

satisfactory results:

Mix No. 1 2 3 4

Comp. Strength 5,500 4,765 5,135 6,015
(psi)

Secant Modulus of
Elasticity at 28 days 3.107 2.914 3.023 3.063

(1,000,000 psi)

At 41 days, concrete of mix No. 1 had a shrinkage of

-0.035 percent, while concrete of mix No. 3 had retained an ex-

pansion of +0.031 percent.

Approval was given to go ahead. The roof was post-

tensioned in two directions to provide watertightness. The

roof slab was placed in two approximately equally sized sec-

tions, one section with Chem Comp-cement lightweight concrete

and the other portland-cement lightweight concrete. The dimen-

sions of each section were roughly 148 ft by 58 ft, with the
same nominal slab thickness of 6 in. The Chem Comp section

contained a re-entrant corner where the ramp met the roof.

Curing was by sprayed-on curing compound.

The Chem Comp concrete was made of mix No. 3. Three job-

cast standard 6 X 12-in. test cylinders and three cores cut A

from the slab at each age showed average compressive strengths
as follows:

Job-Cast Cylinders Cores Cut from Slab

Av. Comp. Av. Comp.

Age Strength Age Strength

(days) (psi) (days) (psi)

28 5,34~6 29 4,735
60 5,877 293 4,787
90 6,090

Through age six days, when the roof was post-tensioned for
both sections, no cracks had appeared at any location of the

shrinkage-compensated-cement roof deck, though there was a re- ", 4

entrant corner; while in the companion half of the roof deck,

with no re-entrant corner, placed with portland-cement concrete,
a regularly spaced pattern of drying shrinkage cracks was

visible. Internal reinforcement and all placing and finishing
operations were alike and the same as in normal concrete prac-

-m tice in both cases.

From the above laboratory tests and field observations,

engineers of the Concrete Research and Development Corporation

have drawn the following conclusions: A"
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(1) Normal strengths can be obtained in normal concrete
mixes using shrinkage-compensated cement. I

(2) Srengths obtained in shrinkage-compensated-cement

concrete trial mixes show a direct relationship with
the aniount of portland cement in the mix.

(3) The advantages of shrinkage-compensated cement can be
obtained in the field without departure from standard
engineering and construction techniques and practices.

STEERING GEARS OF EXPANSIVE CEMENTS AND CONCRETES IN U.S.

In the U.S. at thie present (1964) a spectrum of Federal,
state, academic and institutional, professional, and industrial
interests and their steering mechanisms in advancing the tech-
nology of expansive cements and concretes may be viewed from
the following:

(1) The National Science Foundation is supporting "A
Basic Study of Expansive Cement and Expansive Con-
crete" (P-I1493, GP-616) with a grant of $114,900 for
two years in Fiscal 1963 and 1964 by Vitelmo Bertero
and Milos Polivka in the Institute of Engineering
Research, University of California at Berkeley.

(2) In the Division of Highways of the State of Cali-
fornia Department of Public Works, its Materials and
Research Department is continuing field performance
observations on the Palmdale and Lodi expansive-
concrete-pavement test sections respectively on the
Antelope Valley and U. S. 99 Freeways. Concurrently
in New England, the State of Connecticut Highway
Department continues observations on the field per-
formance of its East Hartford test section on Inter-
state 84, of expansive-concrete pavement to which the
Bureau of Public Roads of the U.S. Department of Com-
merce contributed 90 percent of the cost.

(3) In the Division of Structural Engineering and Struc-
tural Mechanics, University of California at Berkeley,
several faculty and research members, notably T. Y.
Lin, Alexander Klein, Vitelmo Bertero, and Milos'
Polivka, are continuing their research, both basic
and applied, in the field of expansive cements and

concretes. Coincidentally, another advanced study
and research group led by Shu-t'ien Li and William
V. Coyle on the faculty of the Department of Civil
Engineering at South Dakota School of Mines and

Technology, delves in the applied technology of trans-

lating scientific and technological findings in ex-

pansive cements and concretes into operative and

optimum criteria for use in design and construction

practices. Their research and development mission
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is aimed at filling the gap between scientific re-
search and engineering practice...

(6) After Alexander Klein, a research engineer at the
University of California at Berkeley, had developed
expansive cement over a six-year period, an indus-
trial combine, holding the basic patent rights to
products in the field of expansive cement, has been
organized with the corporate name of Chemically
Prestressed Concrete Corporation. This is enough
evidence in their high hopes for its ultimate suc-
cess. Comprising a cross section of inventors,
producers, engineers, and contractors, this re-
search, development, and promotional firm has its
holding shares owned by Permanente Cement Co.,
Medusa Portland Cement Co., C. W. Blakeslee and
Sons, Edward K. Rice, T. Y. Lin, Alexander Klein,
and R. R. Pegram.

Besides licensing the patent rights to expan-
sive cement to any domestic cement plant on a per-
barrel royalty, the corporation is investigating its
potential as a regularly marketable product and doing
the promotional work. Though still a development
product prior to general sale, mixtures of shrinkage-
compensated cement and regular portland cement be-
came available on the West Coast through Permanentej
in December 1963, and has become experimentally
available in the Midwest, through Medusa. Another
formulation of expanding cement and portland cement
producing a concrete that prestresses itself by
stretching high-tensile-strength steel may also be
supplied upon order.

These Proprietary materials are produced through
basic modifications in the design of portland cement
raw mixes. They have been produced in normal port-
land cement rotary kilns, and may be prodaced in
quantities. The present (June 9, 1964) premium in
California is $1.40 per barrel over the delivered
price of Type I cement. On an F.O.B. mill basis,the price is roughly $4.80 per barrel in bulk and$5.19 per barrel in bags, both subject to a 20 per

barrel cash discount.

(7) So far in this early developmental stage only two of
its member companies, the Permanente and Medusa, of
the Portland Cement Association are licensed pro-
ducers of expansive cement. Its industry-wide
interest as reflected by the work of the PCA Research
and Development Laboratories may be seen from, but -Alimited to, the paper[ 3 2 i released in 1963, of G. E.
Monfore on their staff on the investigation of
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mortar properties of expansive cement made with port-
land cement, gypsum, and calcium aluminate cement.!' These ingredients were not interground but simply

blended just prior to the addition of fine aggregate
and water--a way of adding expansive admixtures to the
mortar mix.
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APPI9DIX A: EXTRACTS FRCQ4

AND DISCUSSION OF PAPER BY H. LAFUMA

8*i. Extracts from "Expansive Cements" by H. Lafuma and the discus-

sion thereof follow:

It will hardly be necessary to stress the disadvantages caused by the
shrinkage of concrete in buildings; one of the more obvious results is the
formation of cracks that will enable aggressive agents in the atmosphere or
water to reach the interior of the concrete and the reinforcing steel. Shrinkage
will also cause internal stresses inside the concrete and make it more brittle.
And finally, it is an important disturbing element in the design of reinforced
concrete structures.

Shrinkage ;s the property possessed by concrete of contracting on drying;
it is closely re.,ted to the moisture content; the contraction increases when
the concrete dries but will change to swelling when the concrete re-absorbs
water. In other words, the apparent volume changes are reversible, at least -*

approximately.
The study of shrinkage in concrete is extremely complex on account of

the many factors that influence the phenomenon. It varies with the type of
cement used, its fineness, the preparation of the mix, the amount of mixing
water, the admixtures of soluble salts, the curing conditions etc. Only
vague, or even contradictory data are available on the influence of the quality
of the c'ement itself and, so far, it seems that the systematic investigations
carried out in America have not been able to establish the influence of the
various constituents, the results of various authors who have attempted to
do so being in complete disagreement.

Therefore, the main effort has been directed towards reducing the amount
of shrinkage by improving the manufacture and curing of the concrete.
During the last few years, a great deal of attention has been paid to the
possibility of counteracting shrinkage by the compensating action of certain
factors--hence the idea of cements with compensated shrinkage-or even
to transform the shrinkage into swelling, as suggested by Mesnager and
later by Caquot and Lossier who pointed out the advantages that might
ensue in improving the characteristics of the concrete.

To eliminate shrinkage entirely it would be desirable to produce a swelling
equal to the shrinkage at any given moment, and this would mean that the
swelling should take place during the drying period, which seems impossible.
Consequently, it was necessary to adopt the following approximate method:
swelling, exceeding the amount of shrinkage, is produced for a period of
time lasting as long as possible, so that subsequent contraction on drying
offsets the original swelling. The method applies to cement a phenomenon
first taken advantage of in connexion with building plasters in which one
of the constituents -anhydrous plaster-produccs a certain amount of
expansion that compensates the shrinkage of the hemi-hydrate.

Figure 1 gives a schematic representation of the principle.

Raised numerals refer to similarly numbered items in Selected Bibliog-
raphy at end of main text.
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In practice, the compensation of shrinkage will require a cement producing 2

a swelling of the order of 2 to 3 mm per metre; expansive cements have an

initial swelling exceeding 7 mm per metre.

The materials that may be used as expansion agents are: lime, magnesia

and calcium sulpho-aluminate. As Le Chatelier pointed out, the expansion

is closely linked up with the hydration in the solid state without any previous

solution : it is the result of the powdered condition of the hydrates formed,

producing an pparnt increase in volume that would prove detrimental to

the mechanical strength of the concrete if it were left entirely free and

unrestrained. Excessive expansion could result in complete disintegration of

the concrete mass.
The necessity of obtaining a controllable expansion that will remain

constant with time practically enforces the use of sulpho.aluminate as an

expansion agent, but there is still the possibility of using it under various

1" A

Figure 1.

forms since there is a certain latitude in the choice of the source and the

amounts of alumina, calcium sulphate and lime required for its production.
The idea and industrial adaptation have been effected by Hendrickx and
his assistants.

The first expansion agent to give satisfactory practical results was a
sulpho-aluminate clinker.

Starting from the idea that high temperatures might produce a combination
of sulphate with lime and alumina, the technical experts of the firm "Poliet
et Chausson" have tried simultaneous burning of gypsum, bauxite and
calcium carbonate. The existence of a chloro-silicate 2CaO.SiO,.CaClj,
described by Le Chatelier, seemed to support the initial hypothesis of an
anhydrous sulpho-aluminate.

After several laboratory tests, industrial production of the sulpho-
aluminous cement was commenced, using a wet-feed rotary kiln. M. Perre,
director of the Beaumont works describes the process as follows

44"A2 , i ,T " "



The mix is prepared by wet grinding of a mixture containing about
50 per cent gypsum, 25 per cent red bauxite and 25 per cent chalk, to a
fineness of less than 3 per cent residue on the 900 sieve. The mix containing 3'
42 to 45 per cent water is then burnt in a "Polysius Solo" kiln, with a
length of 70 m and a diameter of 3-20 m, burning pulverized fuel. Burning
takes place readily, clinker forms at an appreciably lower temperature than I
Portland cement. The material forms into conglomerates with a diameter
of about 50 cm. These conglomerates break up automatically on entering4. the cooling chamber. Burning is carried out with a large quantity of excess
air in order to reduce the amount of free SO,. <I

When the clinker has cooled, it is crushed and ground and this produces
the sulpho-aluminous cement that will be mixed with Portland cement for
the manufacture of non-shrinking and expansive cements.

The chemical composition of the sulpho-aluminous clinker may be as
follows, for instance:

pitr Colt
Insoluble matter 2-8
Soluble SiO 7-0
Feo, 5"7
A11O 19.9
CaO 413
MgO 0.1
TiO, 08
Loss on ignition 0.9
so, 22-1

It must be pointed out, however, that subsequent investigations on the
clinker did not cbnfirm in any way the original hypothesis regarding its
composition.

X-ray analysis revealid the presence of important amounts of: free anhy-
drous calcium sulphate; calcium aluminate, particularly CA,; calcium silicate
Y-C'S.

Consequently, the clinker is probably composed of a mixture of the follow-
ing substances: calcium sulphate 38 per cent; -f-dicalcium silicate 20 per
cent; aluminates, ferrites and aluminoferrites 38 per cent; impurities
4 per cent.

X-ray examination does not reveal either ferrites or auminoferrites,
neither does it show up small amounts of impurities, and there is no "dust-
ing" due to the presence of dicalcium silicate because the proportion of
calcium sulphate will prevent it, according to the well-known observations
of Candlot.

At this point, it might be useful to give a few brief considerations on
sulpho-aluminous cements of this type. There is no reason why they should

4not be used. They are the only ones to produce remarkable strengths at
early ages, comparable to those of aluminous cements. They have been
studied and investigated on several occasions but have never been produced
on an industrial scale. It would be possible to use either a mixture of high-
alumina cement and calcium sulphate, or to burn a mixture of gypsum and
bauxite, since the fina product is a mixture of calcium sulphate and calcium
aluminate. However, from this point of view, the clinker described above
contains rather too much lime. The difficulty that prevented industrial
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ipplication, is the more or less unavoidable irregularity of the man~ifactured

product, which is prohibitive in cement manufacture.

But, quite apart from these the retical considerations, the 6%nker described

above is being used for the manufacture of expansive cements, in a mixture

with Portland cement of normal composition and of the best possible

quality.
The fact that sulpho-ahimitious clinker is a mixture of calcium sulphate,

calcium aluminate and dicalcium silicate, and not a new sulpho-aluminate

compound is suflicient proof that it is not absolutely necessary to use it

but that there arc other possibilities, such as a mixture of high-alumina

cement and calcium suiphate, or of bauxite or pozzolana and calcium

sulphate. But since the main factor is the rate of dissolution of these various

substances, it may well be impsrtant whether the expansion agent is prc-

pared by thermal treatment or by simple mechanical mixing.

But, to get back to expansive cements to be found on the market they are

composed, in principle, of two cements; each cement is stable on its own:

artificial Portland cement, which forms the basis and gives its own properties

to the mixture; sulpho-aluminous cement, which constitutes the expansive

agent.
A third, stabilizing, substance is added, i.e. hlastfurnace slag, whose slow

action enab!cs the expansion to take place over a given period of time and

which subsequently absorbs the excess calcium sulphate. An adequate

choice of the grading and proportions of these three constituents will make

it possible to contro) both the extent and the duration of the swelling.

Figure 2 shows the action of slag in a cern,-t causing a large amount of

expansion.

Usso,-, c. o, - .

Time 151 y

Figure 2.

Mixing should be carried out with the utmost care, since any irregulaity
will have a considerable influence on the results. The composition of non-

! shrinking cements is very similar to that of expansive cements, the only _

~difference being that expansive cements contain larger amounts of sulpho-

Aaluminous cement in order to produce the required expansion.
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completely under control as regards its extent and its duration. Premature i

expansion would lower the initial strengths. The expansion can be delayed
by using rather a coarse grading for the sulpho-a1uminous cement. It is
useless to try to prolong the expansion beyond a period of about ten days
on account of the difficulty involved in keeping the concrete suffciently
wet to enable the reactions to take place.

Figure 3 represents the duration of the swelling as a function of the

fineniess of the sulpho-aluminous cement.
It is quite easy to understand how the duration of the expansion is a

function of the particle size of the sulpho-aluminous cement: finer particles
will hydrate more rapidly. Moreover, finely ground cements will show less
expansion, since the expansion represents the difference between the apparent

initial and final volumes, and the finer the cement, the greater its apparent

initial volume.
The amount of expansion can be controlled by the proportion of sulpho-

aluminous cement added to the mix.
Expansion will start only when more than 8 per cent sulpho-aluminous

cement is present.
The curve representing the swelling of expansive cement its a function

of its SO, content is, of course, entirely similar.
Elongation starts only beyond 4 per cent of SO,. The Portland cement,

has also a certain amount of influence. For similar SO, contents, the differences
in elongation will be small but there may be an appreciable time lag on

account of the strength of the Portland cement. The higher the strength,

the slow-er the swelling because the two fo~rces involved act in opposite

directions; the expansion will be delayed in proportion to the strength of

the Portland cement. The following table gives the mechanical characteristics

A5
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of a few expansive cements in relation with Portland cement (Figure 6):
A Portland cement

B Expansive cement so, 4.4 per cent total swclling 2"75 mm per m.
C ,, ,, 5'35 ,, ,, .. .., 5'90 ,

';D ,, ,, 5.90 ,, ,, ,, ,, 9'65 ,
30E ,, ,, 6'30 ,, .. .. , 13'00 ,,

The test specimens used in this investigation were cured in water after
demoulding. If the specimen is kept restrained in a mould during the curing
process, a certain amount of self-stressing takes place and this increases the

strengths to a considerablc cxtcnt, as shown in Figure 7.i '

One of the advantages of expansive and non-shrinking cements is the
improvement in water.tighmress resulting from the absence of incipient]
cracking during the period of expansion. The cracks, started during the time

%2.

when the concrete is still plastic, are the main cause of any subsequent
permeability.

One disadvantage should also be mentioned; cements of this type aerate
very easily. Figure 8 shows the strength and expansion values of an expansive
cement kept for a certain amount of time in ordinary sacks or in sacks
impregnated with tar.

To study the applications of expansive and non-shrinking cements would

exceed the scope of the present paper. Lossier, who advocated their
use in the first place, has described in the technical press a number of remark-
able and spectacular applications-full references to these applications have
been included in the bibliography. It will be sufficient to mention the
following three points.

The first concerns the difficulties involved in the use of cements of this
type. Since the expansion is, in fact, the difference between the initia! and

D oA8
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the final apparent volume of the concrete, the expansion will be adequately
defined only in so far as the compacting ofthe fresh concrete is itself adequately
defined. (

The second is relative to an important difference between expansive and
non-shrinking cements. Contrary to what might be expected at first, it is
easier to ensure a given amount of expansion than to compensate for the
normal amount of shrinkage. This is due to the conditions of placing.
When expansive cement is being used, the expansion is produced by syste-
matic wetting of the concrete. Consequently, it will be sufficient to use a
cement with a small excess swelling. Wetting of the concrete is stoppedwhen the. desired amount of expansion has almost been reached and, after
a few hours, the swelling stops at the required limit. But the same technique
could not be applied to non-shrinking cement and it is more difficult to
control the wetting conditions and, consequently, to control the expansion.

The last point refers to the problems of large-scale industrial manufacture of
specialized products of this type, although there is no doubt about their
interest from the technical point of view. Cements of this type will necessarily
find a very limited market and their manufacture will not have a very great
commercial appeal. Commercial firms producing these cements do so without
any great financial incentive and technicians should appreciate the fact that
cement manufacturers have interested themselves in the solution of these
problems.
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2. H kanson3 3 in discussion of Lafumats work noted that he had:

... fcllo%,ed the development of ciment expansif in France with a
great deal of interest and I have read a good deal of the literature on it. In
spite of this, there is one point that is not clear to me. I should like to ask
what stresses are bct up in the concrete and to what extent are they relieved?

We have made some simple experiments on beams 10× 10× 70 cm and
20x20x70 cm. We immersed them in water and fixed them into an ap-
paratus, having demoulded them after two days. We controlled the length
of the specimen and kept it constant by means of a screw. The stress was
measured by means of a rather exact device underneath the beam and it was
always found that at first the stress increased; later it decreased, sometimes
practically to zero. Sometimes it remained at about 5 to 8 kg. per sq. cm.
The maximum varied between 15 and 27 kg. per sq. cm., and was reached
within a week, the stress decreasing soon after. It appears to me that in
concrete which is fairly well restrained, this cement acts in the following
way. At first it expands and sets up a stress but owing to the plastic flow
that stress is more or less relieved and after the first two weeks when there is
no appreciable stress to counteract the shrinkage it appears to me that this
concrete will shrink and crack just like ordinary concrete.
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3. gafuma replied that:

... the expansive force has been meaured in

numerous experiments in France and is found to be about 30 to 40 kg.
per sq. cm., becoming stabilized by creel) at about three-quarters of its
maximum value. Concrete made from expansive cement if dried out under-
goes a shrinkage of the same order as normal concrete, measured with
reference to the dimensions attained at the moment of beginning the drying

i cycle.

4. Meyer34 in the discussion of Lafuma's work8 asked for Lafuma's

view:

... on the possibility of using
expansive cements for concrete roads, keeping them constantly under com-
pression and thus avoiding joints. A British engineer has proved that the
weight of the concrete slab is suflicient to ensure that there will be rio blow-
up. According to the very interesting experiments mentioned by Mr. 4
Hakanson,[33]. think the possibility is not very gret. Professor Lafuma men-
tioned in his paper that if the expanding concrete is restrained in its form an
increase in strength takes place on account of the extra compression. I should
like to know how the concrete acts when it is released; in other words,
how much of the unrestricted expansion is regained and how much is con-
verted into creep? I know that some investigations have been made but I
should like to have this point elucidated.

5. Lafuma replied:

It is not possible to give a definite answer to Dr. Meyer's query. Limited
trials on road sections in expansive concrete suggest that it is possible to
increase the spacing of the joints. If the concrete is restrained during the
period of rapid expansion, the expansion produced on releasing the re-
straint is only that to be expected having regard to the restraining force
and the elasticity uf the concrete. But restriztion of the expansion will
affect the wechanical properties of the concrete.

Notable authors, such as Lossier, have subscribed to the view that expan-
sive cement can be used to bring about self-stressing, but I do not per-
sonally believe this, for the following reasons.

The expansion of the cement is due to the formation of calcium sulpho-
aluminate under particular conditions, the mechanism resembling thatinvolved in the staking of quicklime. I shall discuss the latter reaction, '

which is the simpler. The absolute volumes involved in the reaction CaO+
-IO = Ca(C)l), are I c.c. + I c.c. = I 8c.c. As is general in hydration reactions,
there is an overall diminution in absolute volume. An apparent expansion
results because the calcium oxide becomes hydrated without first dissolving
in the water. The reaction takes place in the solid state, and since 1.5c.c.of
hydrate is formed from every lc.c.of oxide, there is necessarily an expansion
accompanied by pulverization and disruption of the solid mass.
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SIn the case of expansive cement, the expansion is due to the formation
of sulpho-aluminate, but because of the cohesion produced by the other
constituents, there is no disruption; the cohesion naturally diminishes if
the cement is not restrained.

The stress developed by the hydration of lime is restricted, as Le Chatelier
has shown, for the following reason. The solubility of hydrated lime is
increased by pressure. It follows that in a moist mass of hydroxide sub-
jected to pressure, recrystallization takes place relieving the stresses; there
is always space for this because of the absolute decrease in total volume
accompanying hydration.

sThe same limitation applies in the case of calcium sulpho-aluminate,
and that is the reason why in my opinion it is not possible to achieve such
high tensions in the steel as are obtained mechanically in prestressed concrete.

Cowan3 5 in the discussion of Lafuma's work8 asked for his views:

on the results of tests on expansive cement concrete
recently carried out in the civil engineering department of the University
of Sheffield.

It seemed reasonable to assume, and indeed it had been suggested by
various writers, that the expansion of the cement, if resisted by suitable
steel reinforcement, could be utilized to produce initial compressive stresses

gin the concrete similar to those which would be induced by mechanical
prestressing. Two barrels of expansive cement manufactured by Poliet et
Chausson, Paris, were procured and two beams were cast together with
the appropriate subsidiary test specimens. A 1:2:2 concrete mix was used

( wihL ;W, . ctCz rztic cf 0'5. The di.',nions of the beans were 6 in.
by 9 in. by 8 ft 6 in. long. Each beam was reinforced with four half-inch dia-
meter high tensile steel bars with an ultimate strength of 150,000 lb. per
sq. in., one bar in each corner of the rectangular cross-section. The beams
were fitted with thick steel end-plates. The bars passed through these end-
plates and were threaded at the ends and fitted with nuts bearing against
the end-plates. These nuts were made finger tight only. It was assumed
that the expansion of the cement, duly observed in our subsidiary tests,
would induce tensile stresses in the steel and corresponding compressive
stresses in the concrcte.

One of the beams was tested in pure bending, and the other in pure
torsion. The results were compared with experiments on four Portland
cement concrete beams, of which two were normally reinforced and the
other two mechanically prestressed. I may add that the torsion test is ex-
tremely sensitive to small increments in initial compressive prestressesf36]We
found that the strength of the expansive cement beams was only slightly
higher than that of the normally reinforced Portland cement beams, and
well below that of the mechanically prestressed beam.

We thought that this negative result might be explained by the apparently
very low cohesive strengths of the expansive cement at the time when most
of the expansion takes place. If the expansion is resisted in one direction,
the volume flow of the concrete would then produce expansion mainly
in some other direction. In the case under discussion the expansion parallel
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1 "> ~ to the axis was resisted by the steel reinforcement while the expansion across

the beam was opposed by the steel mould. The concrete, could however,
expand without obstruction in an upward direction. 4

If this is the correct explanation of our test results it would limit severely
the possible applications of expansive cement for the purpose of prestressing,
since it could only be used in confined positions. All the successful applica-
tions of expansive cement of which I am aware are, in fact, of this type[37]l
should be very glad to have Professor Lafuma's views on this point and I
would also be grateful for any further information on the mechanics of the
expansion process.

7. Lafuma replied that:

In the particular experiment quoted by Dr. Cowan it may be that expan-
sion took place vertically, but even if this were not so, the results would be
explained by what I have already said.

The formation of cttringite (sulpho-aluminate) is also controlled by N
the temperature, anomalies appearing at 30 to 40*C as shown by KuhI and
confirmed by Brocard and myself. The experiments of Dr. Gille are as
far as I know the orly ones of their kind.

8. Gille in the discussion of Lafuma ts work noted that:

In his excellent paper on expansive cements Professor Lafuma had shown
the difficulties that their use on a large-scale basis involves. In our investi-
gations we found that besides other influences temperature also affects the
expansion, expansion going up with the decreasing temperature. There
was a remarkable difference even between the behaviour at temperatures
about 190C and 32 0C, as shown at the right of Figure 1, that is, in the
temperature range in which concrete is usually laid. It is presumed that
these differences depend upon altered conditions for the formation of
ettringite.
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Figure I.: Change in length of mortar and concrete spccimens with time, when made
with expansive cement.
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9. Andrews 9 in discussion of Lafuma's work noted that Lafuma had:

... mentioned in his paper the expansion of gypsum

plasters and I should like to make one or two comments on this aspect
even though it is somewhat outside the main theme of this symposium.
It is well known that mixes of plaster of Paris and water expand on setting

to gypsum, though consideration of the density of the phases involved
shows that there is a reduction in true volume. The expansion is caused
by the arrangement of the gypsum crystals which, in growing, create pores
in the set material. The set product, still containing a considerable propor-
tion of water, shrinks on drying, a characteristic of most porous materials.
The unrestrained expansion is normally many times greater than the shrink-
age. It becomes less as the p~ropo~rtion of mixing water increases and can
be significantly affected by other materials present or added. Its magnitude
may vary between zero and 0.5 per cent linear or even higher. Tests at the
Building Research Station have shown that the shrinkage on drying from
saturation to equilibrium in air of 65 per cent relative humidity is also
dependent on the proportion of water used for mixing, becoming less as
the proportion is increased. It may vary between 0.01 and 0.02 per cent
and increases if the humidity of the air is reduced.

The setting cpan.ion of plaster of Paris, even if it is fairly high, is nor-
mally no disadvantage. Indeed, for producing plaster casts it constitutes
one of the most useful characteristics of the material as it enables the finest
details of the moulding to be accurately reproduced. In some instances,
however, its expansion may gtve rise to difliculties and defects. In building
the use of plaster with a high setting expansion may cause distortion of
building boards to which it is applied or may affect adhesion to smooth
surfaces such as some types of concrete. In dentistry and in s6me engineer-
ing work it can lead to undesirable dimensional inaccuracies. Methods
are known and used for controlling the setting expansion of materials
based on plaster of Paris. In dentistry and other work, plasters with a very
low expansion and a convenient setting time are obtained by the use of

potassium sulphate and borax. In building plasters a mixture of a keratin-
type retarder and a small proportion of lime gives a satisfactorily low ex-

pansion. Such additions are considered to effect a reduction in expansion

chiefly by modifying the crystal habit of the gypsum formed on setting,
but a disadvantage of the use of lime is that it carbonates during storage

and eventually becomes ineffective. Portland cement has the same effect

as lime in reducing the magnitude of the setting expansior. and has the

advantage of a slower rate of deterioration through carbonation during

storage.

10. Goria and Appiano in discussion of Lafuma's work
8 noted that:

In his paper Professor Lafuma concludes his description of the chemical,

physical and mechanical performances of Lossier's cement by mentioning

three particular points.
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The first concerns the difficulty when using these cements, of defining
the amount of expansion (that is the difference between the initial and the
final apparent volume of the concrete).

The second essentially points out the difficulty of controlling the wetting
conditions and consequently the expansion.

The third refers to the problems of production on an industrial scale.
For the third point we remark that in agreement with the experiences

of other authors (13,14,15]the simplest way to manufacture these expan-
sive cements is by merely grinding a mixture, thus avoiding the un-
necessary heating of the sulpho-aluminous expansive component.
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APM'ENDIX B: EXTRACTS FROM AND DISCUSSION OF PAPER BY

BY V. V. MIK}IAILOV

i. Extracts from "Stressing Cement and the Mechanism of Self-

stressing Concrete Regulation" by V. V. Mikhailov2 1 tand the discussion

thereof follow:

During setting and hardening, cement components
are hydrated and acquire new structural forms, accom-
Danied by concrete volume change.

At these changes, the internal stresses in the
colloid particles, and between them, appear and are
either partially or completely localized. Hence ce-
ment paste and concrete undergo uninterrupted volume
changes.

Cement paste expansion, in consequence of so-
called "inconstant volume, or of the influence of sul-
fate water, causes cracking, just as concrete shrinkage,
highly undesirable, also leads to cracking.

Fargoing research has long been engaged in efforts
to eliminate the harmful influence of shrinkage on
reinforced concrete, or to provide conditions to obtain
setting and hardening without shrinkage. Only in i942
was this problem basically solved, ... (by the develop-
ment of waterproof, expansive cement called WEC).

WIEC is obtained by combined dry grinding of high-
alumina cement, gypsum, and artificial CAHI3 (known
as the mineral hydrocalumite). The latter is obtained
by joint hydration of high-alumina cement and lime,
followed by drying and grinding. The degree of expan-
sion of this cement is largely regulated by change in
the proportions of components.

Formation of calcium hydrosulfoaluminate C A(CS)3H32*
(ettringite), known as "cement bacillus," concree' s
most dangerous enemy[41] and the cause of considerable
concrete building damage, is employed to solve this
problem in cement expansion not only for shrinkage
elimination but also to obtain some expansion. Calcium
hydrosulfoaluminate appears in the early stages of WEC
hydration and its formation is completed shortly after

cement setting. Ex-pansion thus begins and also ends
in the short time of the cement paste stiffening, i.e.,
during the early period and first phase of cement

* The symbol 5; is here used for SO3 . The bar distin-
guishes from S =SiO2

t Raised numerals refer to similarly numbered items in Selected Biblio-
graphy at end of main text.
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hardening, thereby completely avoiding the harmful

influence of ettringite formation.

It was in 1943 that WEC cement first came into use

to rebuild war-destroyed reinforced concrete construe-

tions; later in subway construction to replace lead for

caulking joints of cast iron tubings, guaranteeing water-

tightness, high strength, and quick building. WEC ce-

ment finds use also in coal pit bracing. Good results

were also obtained by expansion cement application in

the repair and restoration of underground infiltrated

concrete constructions.

To date we have worked out very simple and rapid

methods of tamping cracks, holes, and cavities, which

inediately stop water filtration, making the construc-

tion ready for use.

It is customary to apply waterproof cover as a

concrete jacket in underground construction, when shot-

creting with WEC concrete greatly simplifies the work.

An isolation layer of a WFEC concrete, 3.5 cm
thick, can be placed directly on the danp surface,

promptly stopping water seepage. Such layers are ap-

plied to isolate dam surfaces, hydrostation tunnels
and pipes, buttresses, tanks, and other underground

and sea constructi-ns. The method is applicable in
building repair to restore to proper condition damp or
submerged premises.

Thus, ... waterproof e:-ansion cement ... has over-
come the difficulties involved in concrete contraction.
Again, this cement is used in various branches of con-
struction to replace lead. metal, and other materials.
Creation of this cement is an example of the profitable
use of harmful factors in construction building, "ce-
ment bacillus" for example, whose formation and struc-
tural expansion are connected with the initial period of t
WEC existence, when the colloidal formation in cement "A
pa" te is maxim;m.

All knowm cements are now applied only to make
strong stone from ballast, gravel, and sand, but these
binders have unexplored qualities far beyond present
applicat ions.

Cement's "inconstant volume" and the possibilities
of regulating nonelastic expansion are as yet not prof-
itably employed. These factors establish a condition

in concrete in which the reinforcement becomes extended
and prestressed, making unnecessary the mechanical
methods now practiced. This novel idea of creating
self-stressing, obtainable bj the help of stressing 4

cement, opens wide horizons for application in building,
and provides economy in materials and expenditure.
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*..SLIre-zsing cernent: ... is a tiricocpnent, binidez
r.ade f i'nely ;i uid r,:rllanJ. cenenz, !vih-a2.umir:s

ceet nagy)sum, taken in ointalum inronortions. %
Mixed with a 1.,w ar.c uit :, water, this zemient sets and
hardens- cuick4y. Cur-ed by har-deningr iunder -the recuLirel
hydiro t lei. :cnditJons, str-essing cement acou-.ires :u=P-
ficienit str-ength, and exu.-ands. carrying thle re~'iforcer-.ent
-":.!Ig and the-reby creating; self-str essed construction.
U~h n "echnical str.engtth, waterti-gntness, and pr-estress-
ig jocssibi_ities :'iake str-essingZ ceinent a vralu~able

'Li ~n (n ej-unece-
tindr f~ ~c~reea ~nsrucion. assui-ing both

Wat-ertizlhtnes -s and high tonsion resistanice.

L, Whicnhig-lmn cement and aysum hav:e been added
-in zlne nrororoorz.acns m.akes self-stressed cemtrent.

an Mkaiv -eviewed his conceot cf te echanism- of se ttz ing4

and ardni-n :fiy.rtiad cnen a.-a fsi r develo-ping an explanation

ofL thnese mechaisms. in ?asv cemients. He stated that:

In considering thle structure of high strength explanation of these dissociations is that in cheml-
portland remnent clinker %%c distinguishi t%%o struc- if and mechanical processes cemient particles
tural varieties of clinker comipound compositions. less than 10 P disintegrate fully into particles of

(1) portlindl cement of high alumina content colloidal size (0.1 to 0.01 ;&), and formi colloidal
(g.1), in %%hici polviineral structures C3S and cement glue. Larger cement splinters of poly-

ti re glued with a glasslike mass of calcium ieaitutr C3S and C-S, cannot fully
alumiinate kC3A# and some calcium ferroahuiinate dissociate even over a long time and always
(CA F). retain kernels of cemient splinilters, untouched by

(2) browniniilerite lportlandl cemtent, (fig. 2) in wae r. Tlhe epinent, glue layer, when thle quantity
'hicli polyininei-al structures C3S and C.S are of colioidal formation increases by new colloidal
glued with a glasslike mass of calcium ferro- pricle absorption, gives a saturated solution,

alumnate(C4 F) eclusvel. Hee C is and hydrated crystallization occurs directly around
absent. thle remaining cement kernels, separated fromn thle

To stabilize thle technical properties and to former by water diffusion layers, free of soluble
regulate setti ng time, the portland ceiient, clinkers salts. Ini the process of furthier dissolviig, new
are ground %%li a sisiall ammount of gypsum, which hydrated ions and miolecules of clinker salits are
can react quickly %% ith thle alumina compounds of continuously ejected through this layer and are
the clinker in water medium. concentrated in the area of colloidal 'Structure of

Any mixture of portland cement with water, as hardened cemient paste and tire absorbed by the
a result of absorption and chemical dispersion of nearest crystalline hyvdrated formiation. Thle
the ceient gra ins, which aire splinters from the hardened cemient paste forms structures where the
mechanical grinding of clinker compounds (fig. 3), former cement, new formation, free water, and
disintegrates into separate micro and colloidal air are react ing . [433 The role of thle latter is also
particles clearly (lescribed by P. A. Rehibinder.'42] important because hydration speed and volume
Such a dissociation is accelerat-d by high solu- change, which continuously accompany the struc-
bility of alumina and ferroalumiina glasslike m-atrix tur# changes, largely depend on the air distribu-
compounds and outwedging water action (Rehi- tion in the structure. A schematic drawing (fig
binder), owing to penetration into numerous 5) shows the hardened cement paste structure,
inicrocracks of ceinen t splinters. As a result, conditionally, after the alumina compound forima-
active surfaces of cement grains quickly increase ainsfre fully hydrtd hc eursltl ie
and hydration and hydrolysis are accelerated. B this dite, which an requmlleresite dine
Special investigations (A. Smirnov) with the appl Byrths t, d cs byhanton aro s tal degreace.
cation of radioactive isotopes have shown that I enldces yhdrto rmtesrae
hir after miigof C3A with water (fig. 4), the As the hydration process of C~S kernels develops,
active surfaces of cement increase from 3,000 to tile water diffusion layer diminishes and the proess
300,000 cm2/g, or by a hundred times. The slows down and finally stops because of water
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FioiaE 3. I'olyrnineral sructure of porthand centent vruarns
PubliO~ed by Pit,! A A Ilvkov

EnWevrment 3W~ Umes

2.UR 4.Daga o omn ra ctesufc

Flou ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ emn p.aste fcmetg'a cze-ufc

deficiency. Thle More air bubbles, large and
small, spreadI through the structure, thle quicker thle change of Plastic Properties of thle Cement

is the development of solution sa turation and[ new paste, aInd aire establishled by con1tinluous and

crystallization. N. V. NlikhailoV L44] has sh1ownV regular tests with a plasto-vmscosillwvter Iiethlod

in his research on cement hydration thle existence of N. NMikhailov and F. Kalmnikova) . 441 For

Of two stages of structure formation: ev'~kind( of vellet paste there V.Xists One dis-

(a) the stage of formation with predominance tilnc u e p)oint (fig. 6) when (lie plastic strength

of thixotropic coagulation structure, with reversi- of structure increases quickly.
ble recovery after Mechanical destruction, and InI the coaguIlation -,tructure. om01 after its

(b) the stage of strengthening, characterized formation, the'processes ot calttcium hydroaMV1,i1-

lboth crystallization and coagulation structure. naecytalllizaltioni proceed quickly wvith unusual

These two stages are definitely distinguished by formation of crystalline needles ati( chains, whichi
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pierce the coagulation structure of the slowv hard-
enlmng h lent components like a framlework.

After cenent paste colloihd phase reaches dpealt 7. pcrte ofrnin c ement-cure
inut:.iii saturation of new formiations, th~ese iua7Semofhdengemtsrcue

structures are thickened an comipletely form and are attached to particles by attraction forces

inucape ovemeln ofraeework. duon no e ehuton of teing inene betwen dfitesr
Mifum t uatior n uls chgaran zd 1)l fnti tils are greedatrlyq eraed frnltp the 

breakiong pint 5) uin t e afit stag, is ao cli ked aetselyt otn bfrep ndg direct

peactd vites to e iiffaernah't sate in molecular interactio o new hydrated paric e orma-
paste structure. tions. As a result chains, needles, rods, and

By c sent ting and hardening, ions of friable splines of colloidal new particle formations
hydrated clinker salt are ejeted to the inore appeal and unite or connect by molecular cohesive
distant solution zone, free of hydrated salt forces. During CS and C2S hydration, water
influence. Moveient of these ns becomes niore exhaustion of their kernels causes difficulties,
difficult, the mnore bubbles, big and sall, in this thins the free water layer and finally stops the
solution (fig. 5). During the first stage, ions of clinker alt hydration long before expending all
calcium, alumina, and ferroalumina clinker sailts the slt reserves. To a certain extent, external
predominate, to which, later calcium silicate ions water feeding can prolong hydration, but not
al-c added. Very soon, particularly with low for at long timec. The central zones of CS kernels,
water content wn the mixture (hard paste consist- and eseilly C2th , remain as ta pern ent clinker
ency), oversaturation of solution is attained and sailt comlpound, ats has been described by Yoon ,[45)
crystallization begins, giving compounds of new If the cement paste structure had no air bubl e s,
foration, gluelike in appearance, mi d differenit each cell beween ceii nt grains (generally three)
in form and configuration. Then the process of would bc filled with water and it, hydrated ions
crystallization accelerates, following partial water of clinker sailts, forimiing only one dimeiision of
re ease, with absorption on tle new formation crystal, which could freely ove in this cell because

*surfaces, there is nothi ng to prevent free transfer in the
As a resuit of permanent water exhaustion in stream of theriial iiiolecular movement.

the irection of nonhydrated clinker kernels, the If tle cement paste cells tre air filled (fig. 5),
newv formnations, in crystallization and coagulation ions many lbe ejected to the boundary "icemient
states, are in permanent compression. Particles glue-air'', and, as a result, along thle Whole
of these formiations draw together (fig. 7), because boundary of tis cell the possibility exists of
of molecular attraction in the zones of capillary forming a great numlber of crystailline centers,
particle contacts. and, in this area, vecry deiise and disp~ersedl cementSurface capillary tension in these contacts also paste structures arise. These coisist of a ramified
draws the particles closer. 'he equilibrium now network of hydrated alumina and ferroalu'iniiia
depends on the capillary forces which attract compounds, filled (to overflow) with hydrosilica
the structural particles and simultaneously push structures. Some scientists [463aflirin that with
the particles away. Later these forces not only the hydrosilica formation a crystal of large dimnen-
act spontaneously but also through the thin layer sion caninot grow when water content is low, with
of the water jacket covering the particles, which we absolutely agree. But this refers onlY

Water molecules which have lost their mobility to hardening at temperatures 'below 100 0.
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Wheni the temiperature is Over 100 *C, and( partic- glue, p)reventing large particles front growing,
nInnay above 1,10 0C , even it nmi.xtutres withl very and providing future hligh surengi h of cemnent,

lw atrcontent , calciltiti hlyd rosilicate v rstl jist

lizes ill a fibrous nietwork Of long lathlike and~ iud- Future cemient, paste strengthi can be furtherI
like crystals knlown as a tubennlorite forinlationl,[473 2 ci eased 1)y repleatedly destroying thlese cemient
%vitlil eXplainls thle hi ~git Inechani cl Strength or the lhist e fori nationis by nl(c'han ical influnenes, for-
cemleat paste inl (Itiestioit. concet 1exaple, Vibration. Inl ttis case thlere is delloli-

Th'le S')i( et method of coceevi bropress- tioti of miany fibrous franwework ties which are
illg 48.491fol lowed b y lierinleti c concerete curing at itiitciiatel., restored, but in dense structure.
140)-1-5t) *C in thle pressed state, aimls to aittaml D)urin g hiis restoration caidemuin hiydrosilicate
strongl t oberin1orite Struict urie quickly. It has crystallization takes place, giving Very dlispersedI
llready beenl pointed ouit thlat. inl thle state of aind strong cemnent p~aste structure. It was oti
sirkiet tie I oo nat 1ion, vecii it' gli ie (consist s i tie fly this pincile di.at iet hods of vib roinixing, vib ro-
of 11l1 it1in ait anl fe rvoaimiii n a b ydu a ted clinike r punching, v ib rop ressing, etc., were (developed.
cota) pouinds, wich fotill siflivi en tly dev eloped WV len thle. aluminn andl ferroalum mai crystalline
fibrous Splines tlndl fratnlework. hyd rated formiations predloiinate in cemlent, paste

''lhs 5St rue tune itself 1a mmnot p)1ay ani 11p0 it atit st'ruchti ic, it, is possibl 1e)y Varuying thle at i outt of
role inl cementil PW1 a't -e rngithen i g, b u t ('an to at wa ter', andI by inet'han ical coercion, vibration and
rons';deraiblie exteeat insure unliforl dist ribut ion thiernial curing to build and rebuild cemnent, paste
of hlydrated silicate in dhe whole voluitie of epiment, strutture to attain iaxinin strength.

3. '0'ince one ol' the two tcype., of' expansive cement described by

M, NI:ti v i u-- ! i r n i p 1iraly for it.3 watertighuness, he described the

phenomleniol 01' wa : htt: . o Llow -;:

lDuring" thle setting and hardening of mlatily
kniown cenuetts, thle 'oluie of mnaterials decireases, =-f1-
because of tmoie denise, plticing of If (!rat ed clinker 3a ,8a~

- salts than cemient grainls pilus, free water. /

'Phlerefome thle pmitnary cemient, paste volmnie +l~-l-~ -47rap, (-- 8a 2)
3 (C+IV+.A) (decreases its volumne by iiydli'ttion to

r C l+ -1 IC(. l) I anti the interaction forces ats

whlere (h,=Ithe Original voluitie of thle amlount of K = 'L 3)
cemlent thlat, reaictedl, Il"= water volumle for- this,
hiydration, A =air volumne, K~ ratio of thle spe-

0 ~ pcific v ol l 'o f t h y i lae d ol i ct o i .i w hie e 1 -w a te r v o i nte i ii c o n ta c t, a in clin a tio ll
"oti n tl s e i i o in e o th m i t r of c e t a ll le Of s hiarp co n ta ct, Sid e, X = (istailce b etw een

fittll water t itot reacted. fr
FJ(11u1tiomt (1) sli10%%s thlat, by hlydi'ti on til eon fIr ' lattched c'olloidlal part-icles, without taking

Ciete vl uim iitiderges it m ia Is~tii i knto taccount, w~atemr layci s, ri=%working dianmeter
Kz. 1. TI1"i e e is also p1)1 'si cal s irintkage by to-, of ofcpiaycnat =tverage par'ticle dimen-

lic WOt m',II, ii cviiir.( 't mitici Isitii ikitge Si~on, to (let eritte thle numllber of pamrticle contacts
Iarg' aitliI C!,l sctjll nvlltl i atg i ' ' if) uit Isiurtface, -y -surfac tension of wtater.

sett ;itg and mi'ii Ieafrstl holl vof cme nt1p durn ile ceniett ptiste systeni, under these inter-
senitlg 1i exampn tle t 1- oiif-ttiniacit iett action forces, is always inl at Sttite of external coin-

pus eslrikugein1 li:;is 0.7 Ileretit of pimiarv tesoi conlstatity ehian ging value when thle stir-
lenth tiidfot loit lndcetieit ~tst I iecett oum~lngair huidity chianges. Thle change of

Shrnkae i tiso ugeif emet psteis att'- tis Colln pression in structure causes cemient paste
hliidenled, causi n (liclty duritng hiole aitd volm htge n hrnae

fcenlient joint t'amlping. Later, by (1lt'y stortige, ~ rmkg tib aemtdb q()
;1physical shrinkage dlevelops as ceioeit paste dries. ~

of Ceeniiit, plis te incereases, f 1,300111 -

post'et istoige elliign i appe r an oiie no -34r y 2 1 r 2-

volumle c'hatige inl ceitient pi Ste Occurs. 3 2
Thle iiit-ei'aet-ion between the0 colloidal forilnatioms 'f\1,300On ,300 Fii ',

of cemjent patste is regulated by cohiesive forces of
capillary c,)ntaect (fig. 8). Th'le thleory of capillary

q tiat .Ils + 2,y x ,30 In +Az (4)
contact, worked out, iii 1941,(43] silows htti 2-z130i
interaction is deteriiiied by free water surface
curvature in capillary conitacts between nlew
conient paste foriations and is described as where prcrtivo humidity of thle air.
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capillary contacts (43,50J continuously chafnges. Uni
If at any early momient the humidity of the sur- I Stblevoiane .........
rounding air and the water content of the cemnent chngn ue.
paste w ere in equilibrium, at the next inoment, by 2 setting timse: tntbfr........ m
increasing the hurnidity, equilibrium disatppears M Final set, not later than.' ..... ~ -. ,. 10 mn.
and water condensation begins, which relieves thle I creenN.0, o oe hn.12prel

particles' capillary coinpression, lowering shrink- (b) Pssed th~rough screen No,90, not em than5 73 prCent.
age. If unljiritedlhumid flow of air is m~aintainedl, (a Cuesnr0 n mninde with cement
there is full compensation of shrinkage conipr~es- p atefnrma pliiyat er-sore

sion. When hardened cement samiples are stored Ae go:.
in water, its unlimited ingress produces concrete tt~. . . . 73 kg'ctu.

swlig u nthis case interp~article pores and( 23. -as..............3k0gcmss.

spaces filled with wae nrae fteesmls()Prims 31.5 X 15aIOmn made witih
are ..., censimtmortar of normal plasticity, 1:2 (byaeplaced in dr air, peint aste quickly loses weight), stored Ir lifnter msixing!

water froin the large pores, arid gives higher shrink- 24 fr............. 1 i~o kglcm'.
age than in the normal hardening condition. Onl 3 mont s 2................ 1wjgiit

the other hand, in Iry air froin the first niomient of wihcl: Etongatonoc.5 Of nsnists1ss55ph

cemnt etiiiand( 'uiiui(a no is than ................. 003i, percent.
is absent, an( cement paste loses water the more (ib) In wae atrI hour and tested at arc 02ge cet

1 .ntless than. .02pretra~pidlly the larger the pores of tile cemnent struc- 1 o soeta... .0.~ percent.
ture. As a result high shrinkage appears, conl-
nected with water decrease in the capillary con-
tacts. With very dry air and large pores, Witter CemientL paste in normnal storage after long water
loss is so rapid that cemient hardening nraty corn- storage gives greater shrinkage than cemtent Paste
pletely stop. Trhis water loss is accomnpanied by wihntalcrgini.

a hgh hrikag (pysial actr).'1'me nipr- Cemlents are alplied in structures ats mortar or
tanceiof shruinaei wpyate retetori, espeily dr- concrete. The exte nl effect of shrinkage is lesstane o suficentwatr etetio, epecall dtr- than in pure cemient, because of aggregate resist-
ing tile timec of setting arid first perio,.l of harden- ance. But thle degree of cemlenit paiste shrinkage
ing, is clear. in the cells between aggregates is tile samec; there-
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SN
fore in the cement paste structure high1 tenlsile WEC application provides full shrinkage comn-
stresses arise, which can result in microcracks. pensation and sufficient expansion. WE~techni-

fMicrocracks permit water seepage which pene- cal properties are given in tablo 1. [Si I
trates through the concrete, not only by applied Lab testing of WEC must be done in definite
pressure, but easily because of its own weight. sequence, differing considerably from the ordinary
The consequences of cement shrinkage are seen cement testing. It must be remembered that
in cases of cement repair of filtrated cracks and
holes when the cement paste cracks, or the cracks WEC storage and transportation is permitted
appear on the hole edge. Invisible microcracks only in hermetic packing. WE C technical data
can easily be seen when filtration begins at once must be controlled monthly.
upon application of water pressure.

4. Mikhailov21 described the conditions of formation and the

stability, structure, and manner of crystalization of the calcium aluminum

sulfate (C3A(Cs)1 2 ) as follows:

Former investigations of calcium silicate and cement grinding, with hydration on a glass plate
aluminate products of cement hydration have ana- with a low quantity of water, placing on the glass
lyzed new cement paste structure formations. But in a very thin layer and pressing with the glass't such research gives a picture only of the hydrated cover to spread the paste. Some samples are
system with igh water content, then hermetically isolated b, glue or paraffin.

Furthermore, the newest technique of concrete Thus we obtain nondisturbed cement paste sam-
production uses less water in concrete, with the pies, which are stored in dry air, humid air, and
result that the structure formation develops water.
differently. It must be said that this method, though only

We can affirm that cement hydration with low qualitative, answers the questions: Has the struc-
water content gives quite new formations hitherto ture the formations we are looking for? When do
unknown. In this connection, we also worked out they appear or disappear? Positive advantages of
new methods that influence structure formation. this method of analysis are the possibility of pro
Finally we were able to externally affect structure- longed and continuous optical study of all changes
building processes and deliberately conduct and which occur in structure formation, and the possi-
change them. bility of protecting hydrated compounds from

This rebuilding presents large-scale possibilities, carbonation (by C02 in air).
still untouched, to obtain new cement paste Studies by Danelian on high-alumina cements
structure forms. with various compositions gave the following

Broad research by famous scientists in the average chemical content:
direction of studying cement paste structure and
the mechanisms of their formnation and growth, by 810, AiO, FeOs c&O M1g0 50, U~sson
petrographlic microscope, electron diffraction, and . . . .. 4
electron microscope give no results. This is 2.3 44.3 I 4.5 35.o 1.4 1.9 0.40
because these methods cannot test and study the I 2
processes of hydration of cement with low water T e iy Acontent. Thlis cement consists chielly of OA and low

At times this confuses the researcher since the quantities of C2S and C2AS. Immediately after
conditions do not corres ond to realit.'" mixing it gives a hexagonal structure rich in

Difficulties increase )ecause the influence of crystalline water-CAH34 , with index of refrac-
cement paste structure formation is operative not tion 1.487-1.480.
only at the time of setting, in the first minutes Table 2 gives structural formations und strength
a.d hours of cement hardening, but at any other of high-alumina cement paste hydrated at 0.3-0.4
time when the original cement paste structure is water cement ratio, and stored in dry air, humid
sufficiently formed and strengthened, air, and water.

Defects of all microscope methods of cement -Itxaonal formations of C3 AH34 and C2AHs
paste structure analysis result from the manner of appear in dry storage, but are unstable and soon
sample preparation with high water content, when disappear, recrystal izing into forms of the low-
the required structure form does not appear, or of calcium CAH 0 . The strength does not increase
sample preparation by paste grinding, rubbing, with KInie, and remains at a low level, about
and surface polishing of hardened cement paste, 250-6.ro kg/cm .
when the structure studied completely disappears Hexagonal forms CAII and C2AH8 which
or basically changes. Therefore for microscopic are more stable appear in humid and water
analysis we appfied special microphotographic storage. Here cement paste strength reaches
methods with very thin nondisturbed cement paste 950 kg/cml at the age of 1 yr.
samples which were hydrated on glass (method of Specimens hardening in water give a similar
Yoong[LS)). The feature of this method is in fine picture. Here new forms with 1.480-1.498 light
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j TABILE 2.-Ifigh-aturnina cernent

Age, dayr
Cement pste Storne ______--. - - -- _______

properties condition 3 42I0 8 7

Now hydrated cerntnt Air .CA..A....AI C&AI11 CiAlia 1.
formnation.

Hunmid air... C&AlII, CiAli s C6AH14. CIAI!, CIAlIa CiA la

waittr ... CtAIlm, 1 519-1.531 CiA ha CiAlle CiAiI. (.AII,j
CsAlla, CoAlit 1.480-1 498 1.47 7-1 49S

Compression strength, Air.............. 2 .... ............ 7 370 321......
kg/iix humid air .... 840 10.93

Water ... .. 761 V19 .....

refraction, which can, he attributed to C3AI11 tent is high, which results fromn altumina cc
aire visible. This structure dliffers frail! those of hydrated together with limec.
the ne"w formations brought. about by alumina All hexagonal calcitn! hydroalumfinate fo
cemient hydration inl suspension, w~hent tlit prod- tions become unlstabile andl recrystallize ill
uicts of hydration aic C2A11 8, C4A1I13, and (l C3A~f8, cubic form, C3A11 8 . Hexagonal formiatio
(lependiing onl lime contenit. ht'ydration at high temperature I as never

rile hexalgonial forms CAll, and C,Al 113 Were Seell whenl gypsuil is absent. It is dif
veiv definlite inl investigations of watter storage wilen cement is hydrated together with gyp
samp~les. These structures canl be daoseriied its Inl this ease hexagonial fornis tire quite still)
alternations of hydroxyl layers: C2AlI 5 -as nor1mal 111 and high tempjerature. GypSui!! it
2Ca(O0lX.22A1(0I 1)3.31lI0O; CAI 11 -- as 2( 'i 01012- (hat ely reacts with CA1I 13:

All h!exago nal calcium ilydroaonif!i nittes, its is Q4 4.1113 ±3(CS)112 +iI(1 C11(CS),11 32 ±CI
known fromt the literature, have a family likenless
inl electron diffraction. C2A11 8 11115ita tendeilcy By insuring contact with water the tori!!
af te ratie o (iseteitCA1 adAl 3  Of C2A(CS)II132 quickly endls. It appears ill

by th reacion:form! of ]athlike rods tt low little coticentr
2Cai(011h.2A1(Oh1)3.311 20-82Ca(011)2.AI(OIIX.- and inl forin of tinnest needlles ait h it lI

311 20+Al(011), centration. Gypsumn binding in, C31(C)j'f
acceleratedl by adding C4 Al112.

but the layer structure (does not break, only one TablIe 3 gives tile structure formation, stre
layer of AI(0J10 3 attinis the(, amorp1Jhous State, data and volunme chlanges of WVNC cemient p)

Illydro0Iit"' unte tittainls highl lille 'onltent. for- salilpes hyvdrated ait 0.3-0.4 water-cemnent ri
mation, C4A11 IS inl the Innunl, wVill tile little coil- anmd stored ill (fry air, humid air, and wvater.

TAmm 3. Pricomponent waterproof cenment II'NC
Alumina oemeit -75 perellt by weight

OyPSMnrm (('ASOo 0 514,O)-6 23 pwercent by AelghtArtificial hydrocalunmite CtA l!,-18 75 pereet by weight

Cement pste Storw e Age________ _______ _ __ _ _

New hydrated forn. Air....... ..... CAln CaAmm, CIAII. C Ails 149-.0
tion. .i, It . 4191-i.041 ........... 1wi

Humid sir.t_. CiAlls CPAlt, CIA111 CiAII. CiAlls CiAlle...........

CiA Cg~hi:, CjA tC§Sjlhs CjA (C9)jiI, CjA (C35)jjIm1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CIA(CS)3111 ...........

Water ..... .....50-.528 1.522-1.537 1.619-1.628 C3Aif, CiAll, CiAllo ...... .....

compressive strength Air ...... 207 .202225 .... i...
Wi ae .. 210 ......~.4

atr20..275 380 430.............. .........

E o e o rs fn i..-0.08 -0 16 -0.18 -0 22 -.022 -0.47 -0 47'
I lumnid air -0 05 +0021 40 12...04 +4......
water... 0o 09o +015..........+049 +031......
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Cement WINC is at variety of WE4C, l)ut wvith agonallItes. Vcliespretanthwar
lower )vsun aind higher ('4A1113 con'tenlt. It content limlitedl, at first hydlration results only in

gives 0i te xpllsiOn ill lluild storage and is the "low sulfate" structure, fornierly unknown.
call waterproof nionshrinking cemlent. But this formation is unstable, aind with gypsumn

Tlhis cemlenit is cllmrae terized by quick setting, p~resent aind high wvater content, recrystallizes into4
quick hardening, aind inlst a Wt aneouis watertight- the "high sulfate'" stru~cture of calciumi sulfoalumi-
nless. nate- 3A (CS) 3! 13 -WithI intensive expansion.

Due to this property, WNC is nlpplied for C3A(CS)1112 has plate structure, siilar to
caulking strongly filtrated cracks, holes, cavities, hexagonal calciumn hydroaluniinate, and its farina-
etc. tion does not lead to expansion.

Table 3 shows that WVNC, after mnixing gIves TFable 4 gives new structure fornis and light
hexagonal forinatiomis C2AIll, and (C,A(CS),1F3 fi t refraction~, specinien strength, aind volumne change
on' One. Oin the third (lay of hardening, thle high- for high-alumiin cemeont, gypsum, and line
litte formiation C,AII,3 (does not appear, because hydrated together in the proportions 88:4:8 at
of thie latter's quick reaction with (Ill with forna- 0.3-0.4 water content, and stored ill dry air,
tion of C3A(CS) 3l 1,2, showing light refraction of humnid air, and wvater.
1.464-1.458, but, only inl the case of humid aind At 3 (lays CAllg and OA(CS)1 2 aire found in
water storage, lIn dr storage no traces of all samiples, ats wvell ats at 14 (lays. Later, CA
C3A(CS),ll 32 aire found. lin long storage (over (Cg)ll 12 disappears lin air-stored samuples, but
360 days) crystals of gyp .ui were continuously C,A118, C4AI 3 and gypsum aire present. 'rest
present. 5l)eCitnensi showv shrinkage whichf reaches 0.44

j WNC strength is low (at characteristic of this ceent, at 270 days.02 anCA(SI 1 ,i
cement). It s50 percent of normnal 1-g;h-al-ainina fluinid air aind water-stored samnples were stable
cemlent strength in huid( storage, anid only 25 ait 3 dlays, but at 28 days, the water-stored sainples
percent, in (Iry storage. But dlespite this, WNC showed the high sulfate structure of calciumn
is indispensible when th, -i is destruction to sulfoalumiinate, and expansion was 0.73 p~ercent,
repair. causing cracking. Gypsui crystals were also

'F'he process changes basically by adding limte to very plainly seen. At 180 days "low sulfate"
highaluinacemient instecad of artificial hydro- structures; disap~pear because of comiplete recrys-

caluinlite C.A11i13, wvhen gysu ispesent. C2Al18  tallization into the "high sulfate" formn. Expan-
and C4AI111, forniations thien a ljsp ear, react with sion reaches 2.47 percent, cracks open wide, and
gypsumi, and formn calciuml slfoallumlinlate, now ats gypsum~ disappears comipletely. Because of large
a "low sulfate" structure-Q~A(CS)1 12 With lighit expansion, specimien strength is low, and after 1
refraction 1 .489-I1.504 and chain-connected hex- yr of water storage is 176 kg/cmn2.

TABLS 4. Tricomponent waterproofeentl

Alumina cement-S percent by ueigbt

0 ps ..n (Caso, o.611:6)-4 percent by weight

Lso(CaO)-g percent by weight

- - .7Z7 -Age, days ',II S

New hdaecment Air ........... 1. -. 2 cAi .4- 1.- 40f, 1.480-1.408...........

fomain. IHui ar CjA(C§$Ism CA(C§)Im,, C fit. CAlli, C.AIIs,

'Water ..... C3AMf CiAlls C3~l ClAlls CiAlI CIAii,

CAC)jj jAC)lsC,A(csi)lli, CaIC),iI ,(C)Itcs)SiIa ..................................................................

Compressive strength Air .... .... ... 7 9 313 ...... 70

kglcmn' Humid air .. 172. ... 2. 1...
Wae.......192 ....... 247 248 179 -.....

~~0 Ei'nration () Ai.......-0.08 -00 0 2 -0.24 -0.30 -0 44 -0 31
orsirnkre() uidfa. +00Oi -1-0 0. +0 73 +23 2 45 +2.60

Water ..... +0.06 +0 15 +0.26 +0 70 1 +2.11 +2 47 +2.43M

5. Stressing cement, dlesignated "SC," by Mikhailov, 2 1 was described

by him' as follows:

Trhe use of gypsumi was for a time., highly rec- following slow recrystallization into C3A(095hH 32
olfiflendled as ant addlitive for portlanid cemient to led to a drop in strength and somietimes to conl-
attain rapid hiardening and strength increase. cr04.0 destruction. This feature was intensively

Naturally, this comnposition did not achieve good studied in Germnany by the Dyckerhoff firm, [52)

results, as thme forniation of C3A(CS)H1 2 andl the inanufacturers of special brownmnillerite sulfate-
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resistant cement which does not increase the Coll- sulfate" forimation Until it is finally disintegrated

crete volume andi is not destroyed whenl gypsuiti Into anl adhesiv fnely (hspersed mass. This inix-

cement with a large tricalciumli a uinlate content, to be unfit for use e t expansive power is
isaddct yfr ingscetfo oml t ret. no eydraul i ro etail nd ow woulapear

wvhich togeter with at lowv water content g ivste veryretAsxpindndtalbow such a
"low-sulfate'' form of sulfoalumlinate of calciUm, hardening Celnent nutrnt nnre lwtr

withsitseqentdestuctve ecrstalizaiol ino dos nt cusehydrosul foaluil ma te recry'stalliza-

niectiOll two exmpes oprtlalid ceontents (se 'P)ie cement Pseinl this case exaissome-Ifigs. I and 2,attention shudbe paid to thle what onl account. of the mix waterbtino
fact that sufficient iron Oxide ill thle cement to at destroyedl. However, if such at cement patste is
high dlegree retards thle formiation of .(dangerous immersed in water even after 1-2 yr, thle recrystal-
forms of calcium sulfoalumninate, even in calcium lization process is renewved with great force and

hydroxide saturatedl media. Complete absence of the system is completely destroyed, forming anICA is a characteristic feature of this browninil- adhesive mass.
lerite cement, which is whny it is not destroyed in It is clear that this type Of cemlent cannot ever
sulfate wvater. be used for construction purposes.

In other countries, scientific thought seeks to Investigating the hardening processes of port-
counteract thle destructive influence of sulfate land cement clinker mixed with gypsum in vari-
water by introin l oaiinolicnree oLIs prop)ortionis, we noted that, even for small

(luring mixing. D'Ans and Eick,[531aiid Eitel[54) additions of gypsum reactig with C3A, the for-
have shiown tiat addiiig rzolan does not mnation and I-erystalli?.ation of calcium hydrosul.
eliminate thle formation of cc Ciuni1 hydrosulfoadu- foalunfinate took some time, longer when water
linmlate. It only retardled ettringite formnation for igess into the system became me-re difficult.
weeks andl months. it is possible to mnake up the initial combination

Thle formation of the "low-sulfate" form of cal- of coniponents with low water content so that
ciunil hydrosulfoaluinlate Proceeds -violently, and upon isolated storage of the cemient paste (with-
subsequeiit reci'ystimllization in tot tie "igh-suh fate" out water admission) the expansion stops at a
form occurs in mechanical mixtures of portland definite age. However, when water is admitted

mixture of 65 percent portland cement, 15 percenit As an) sxmpe eihot dstroyin thle system.on
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()f lihe sainple in erventaero. The' dotp line

Shows ev pam ii-oi of sal ple duiiin g isolatted storage
in1 pt)t flilt i-atecIi foil At I 5 days, ex pansion
is alaulic ta level of *2,U p-reent. ('ement,
paste strength tit t his ago, vquals 667 kg/cm2 ;
after 28 days 8001 kgb'iin'. If such sampjles are -

taken from isolation Oil 1, 3I 4 and 6 days find( I- 4A.

iiiinerin %N, it Ia e I I Im~ e\ 1 (1 rapily~ find
Samples tire coinp I ely ilist it eg i.it ei. Sam pleCs .,*.-.

imlmersed aifter S dliys, and ha11ing tit that tilie ait

d 'stroye( ed ouipllet cly it mid retitte a j e ui rsitupe with-
ou1t any1 MIgMS of eracks. At 1 days, i.e , aifter 4
(lay.s 01 water~i storilge, t he samlples hald expandedl
i S peiCenit (fig. 10) and thefsitremigt h was only 42

kg/cI". H owever. (lur-1ng fmiller wvater, storage,
tit 2S danys thle sti-4'ngthi reaiied 208 kig/ct n2, and
at 60 dIays, 391 kg/cm2 . Sampilles ituterseil after'

P~1 lays, with strength of 560 kg/cm2, had ex-

soaea strength of 458 kg/cm 2 was attained

fit Z0 (layS
For samples imimersed after 12 days, (the

strength, which was t hen 536 kg/cm^, ut upped
temuporarily to 308 kglcm2l tit 13 daiys, butt tit
15 days rose to 775 kg/ctii. Th'e expansionl was
5 percenlt, aind thle strength cot Yiinceased
reaching 1 ,016 kig/c 2" tit 60 days.

Similar results were olftained whenl samples
were iimnerse1 after 1.5, 28, and 60 (lays.

The curve in question shows t hat., with increase
inl specimlenl age ait thle t hio %u heti immlersion
begins, additionial recrystidlizat ion of the calcitim Ftr 10. Viwo SC hydrated specimen with 16 percent
hydrosullfoalltina111te occurs l)y adduitional water elontgation, immnersed 8 days after isolated storage (see
aibsorption, but in it lower dIegree and in less figure~ 9), in1 comparison with similar portland cement
destructive forum. H owever, aill specimens (luring (nonelongated) specimnen.
the int ial water exp~ansion period showed at

tmoay30-35 percent drop1 of st rengthI.

,'leexamllple ient ionedlshows that, thfe processes
of setting, hardening, and expansion of the tri- Cement dissolve rapidlly and a huage a1moun11t, of
componlent. Composition 0f portland ceme"nt, high- wvateri is absorbed. Ions of hydrated minerals
alumina Cement, and gyp~suml mlay he Controlledl. rush toward tile zones of lower Concentration of
Later we will shlow that it is possible to dlirect the( liquid phase andl crystallize, anin~tecting
these lprovesses lby optimumlil prop)ortioning of with gypsum grains they react, andl form lathlike
Components. Henceforth this Composition will splinles of calciumil hydrosulfoalluimninate Onl gypsuml
hle called stressing cemient SC (see tab~le 5-- grain surfaces.railin

S TechnIicalj~ C.ode). 553 The plastic strength of the systemnrpdl n
4. ~~~Self-s tselc etpate is Cooinsed Of creases, b~eginninig 2-3 inin after inixing".

selected ceioent. paste- structure with prearrange- 'Pie saturation with calciumn hiydrtie,' and thle
ilent, and reorganization of the entire structure limit ed water phase, hampers thfe growth of the
during cemnent, mortaru, andl Concrete setting and "hivhi-sulfate" formiation C3 A(C9)3113 "~wh is
hardening processes. P'reviously, examples of limited by- formation of a "low-sulfate" product.
directed interference with ceniet Paste existenice C3A(C)1 1 2 .
andl behavior were unknown. As a result, at branched framiewou'k is formied of

Pure portland cement. and liigh-idumninai Cement CA(Cg)ll 2 , C4A1I1a, and C3A(CS) 3113 1 lathlike
are best applied its clinker, first grinding themi splines.
for SC prepatration. It is advisable that thle TI'e last two ileedlelike for'mations are coini-
Cement fineness be not, less t1han 3,500) c12lg. pletely intertwined. The higher the wvater cemient
TIhe tricomponelit. powders fire lhatclie( inl the ratio at hydration, the more C3A(C) 3 1132 anld the
vibrating miill for 8-10 loin, to uniformity. less CA ShI 2 and pure gypsumi.

At low water mixt-ure (25-:30 percent, by weight), This intertwining is, during the initial period,
limie, portland cemient, find the CA of the aluinia rather loose gradually becoming coinpacted by
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TABLE 5. Technical code for stressing cemnent (SC) Lions) the strength Of t0ho ement, paste reaches
200-300 kg/cm'", fill(] the comet asecoauti-(8pecificatiols) crystaillizat ion structure is ellitraetcri zef by thoie

No. Qulit~espresence of a highly branched framework of inter
No.QulitesMeasuremnent twvilln heavy splinles of hlt, necedle1 aind lattice

Fitities of~tliilii~ ata like formations of liydrostilfoaluiminate structure
Seting~Id~OIset no bfor...............find chains of calciumn hydroaluinliiiate. Tfhe

f b I F i o l s o .o t b e o r e . . . . . . . . . . . . . .I : : : ! : : s p a ce e t a k e n u pl b y t h e s e c o rn , o t n d s i s f i l l e d w i t h I c a l t i n s r t r e o h y a e d s i a e f o n a
() titlde on s cet, N W,. not over-... -...... I Percent cmn

(hiPaslo thoiiiierell tia5notleslioiLW i ~ttti bs, dlisinitegratted nonhydra I'(dci ei kernels,
3 strenigth o f cub es, SIe Ot 'V 20 mm. mad of cv- an1d gypstiiii grains Coaited with it solidl feltlike

nient p)3-te of normal consistenicy, should bW 0,sel f('As'~
follows SolRCAC~l2

(a) For s )ieiinens calt iS-20 hr ait 2D0±2 'C. riot S enit ig-ae-olei iltle
(b) For spectimens csil IS-Shit20 ± Coi formIIs CIIA(C),1 131 ItliiCklY aind without inter-

thn I, r thotat molds) Ii water at 70'
. rit Its htoj-------_--- -- -------------- kgtclil' ference, becauise thle indefinite number of hydrated

(c) For siiciIllIS ghlo e hydrothermlle tre-at- 0olo Ao hig aIiil Coleiantie0110
metst lin coniformaince %%,ih *b' of thleI mif AoIiihaniilt'CIetmlheuniy
giveni Item oand thenl %tored In witter atl of C3A atnd C.A P3 inI thte portla nd l ci 'radua6l

Its, tilan~.._.... ............. ... &EM kil/cul delivered, rapidly react, withl the g undvr
ofeletaisteofiiortiail coliissteiley.gl~e~liiylro- But thle realctionl Of C3A(C) 31 132 formation .apidly
thermal treatmet Itecordtig to thle se'lieine lie-
sribed lit I "b". hoiaild beaot the end of trefttilett enlds (I tin i the ea rly harden ig p~eriod wh.lien tbe

hiotn such thetimnt In ~ iwrce streingth of cemient. paiste is low. Ini this case
tion to tie etonitita au t h h fi ir there is no noticeable expansion of thle system. -

111e tmlt iiud betait iTtorne 7-8 ecn 1hus, SC withI low watter miixture sup~plies the
Obl A ftcr 3 h r tIic:tteotei.i h aae-129 ec best Conid it ion for Obtasiinig in the System tile

Incre-'e of sliecih)Cti elongi1tion In water storage. Ill
relation to the ciongatiOi vAlle at the endi of tiaer* a I qutiity of CA(('SI,, reay for

After? 7days, niot ove .................... ic lwoit recryst IllIiea tio n.
fter 2q. datys, niot oser ................. I Percet If sucl at hardened system is iinmersel thi.

NorE. Cotaformfaike fill reqiilreltsett of 1 "
andl lbi, item 3, and 11 "a" and "'b". Item 4, cle is reiy i srswtra1( l
is raidi test of SC Ceen paste greiyauob iaerfn

8 Stre-nrtibof cubes, sl~e3) 30130 tutu, mod~e ofuor- reeryst aliiza tioit process rap)idly coilveiti

be (WSoMIcin- at152 or tiod t( 3 ( ,ll ifltO C3A(C) 3 1 32, With SifInltIlnou)
(a or ...i 2ot its miol............tit /O expanlsiomn of the system, for thle prlocess occuir;

(b r eficets cast IS-20 hours at 'N±2 'C' onl gyl)stiml grilifl suirfaces, afld cauises struceturtt.
tolid bet*. G hours to itlasut tulolds) Ill % ater

. 'C.~ not Its$ than .... q...........3 50 kgletus ri ral men Clt with lite absorption. The
(c) For .:aclltells given layilotlacraie treat. CA(C.1) 3 1132 structure is formled oil the gypsum

nient Ill -'iforiittve with) j *'Ii of rivea .
Itmalle tredI ill wiler at 20±):2 'C grtin fliiilte like directedl thn needles amid presses

Alter i dy . beltaa igenir
A flvr 3 days, rist lts train .. .... 340 cg/cil against, the adijacent flew forniatlis, (iistlirbiol
After 7 da5s, niot legs thanl ......... -sfrnI their adthesion. As at re'sult. of this growthl, the
After 28 dfaW. list Is than ...... kgr/coa

0 Elongation of priln SIM 315131 5 xIW min of nor** structure is Completely demolished find( b~reatks
nial consistencey SC mortar (1: 1) fiy suebht saoula ifnto sopatatle Silall p~ieces. T1hlis behavior wiis

Atendortiernol itreistloetit taccortilig tolI"h' I Observed ill coen~ft ptaste 5Jeeiiiiefll (fig. )Item 5). not les than ...................... il 3, , a d lay o
Daurig further itater storace 15-20 'C, I'linesedil water after 1, :,4fid6 (lso

I Alter I day, not tess thaui ............ I Pi ercet isltd toa'e Snuteo ly ue o
I After 3,(1 uys, riot less than ece oaed strg. Siutnosy le oCS

-fAr ily ,,hs than . i.......r...t......~ f 4A frnaton ilt
S7 pe ofteretatdaste ont 111.1l eoaIstiy, t ciior.ytalzt o f C 1, omtin it

tar 01:1) liy %egll dIrti ('otV1ig Ondss tfi 3 S) 31 132 OCCIII'S.
c eali of therinal treatmn t shouild ho enirely tit. 2 tIi-nr cy tlipermteable at pceasur............... ......... ~ tt If expansion of tile system duingrcytl

- ~zatioii is limlite'd to 15 percent, total (lestituctioll
does not occur, but ats mentioned ltl)o%-e, dlestruc-
tion of mnleclhllical adhesion between colloidall
Ptir-ticles Of C28112 idt CS!I1 leads to structural

ions and nlewly formed silicate comipouinds, whlichI weakenitng, wichl, after exp~ansion Stops5, lillib as
cryslallize in tile aluinfate and sulfoalumninate the result of delivery of jins of hydrated silicates
fflnlework. A feature of crystalline catlciumn of callciumi and thle dlevelopmnent of new Colilif'C-
bydrosilicate formation is thlat, if) media with at tiolls. For spetcimiens immerlised( lafter 15 days,
sf111111 itillotint. of wvater, dlevelopmilent rapljidly heatiling hproceedls very qjuickly, and1( somle weakenl-
stops, andl( the growth does fiot exceed thle limits imI g is observed only3 ill brief loss of striength.
of colloidal dimensions. T1here is stronlg cofnpoti- D~estruct ion of stirict ural adhel~sion as at result
Lion betweenl all reactinig flew formations in ile o ersaizto o(3(9,I. il[tlfr
Cemfent plaste Colloidal zone, which quickly lendts Ililationl of flew 'onnietct ionis, maly also l)e dirce
to exhaustionl of mioisture resoulrces aiid retardat- bIsitigth Ilsr~il Iii rpetatoi Iel,
tion of tli t hydration of tile i iiti md Cciemint ill a- ti lill fg tlm wil to ti eac n ill i Io nwhg
terials. After about 24 hir of isollatcd ntural~l streillthI silicate formlat ions, and1( superinlposiflg
hiardenifng (to p)revefnt carbonation of flew forma- tleni fo teit saiiain
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Hydrotheriliic treatiiient of the system is effec- more than 2 hr had no effect in any case. It might
tive for such formerly discussed adjustilient. be assumed that such hydrotherinic treatment

lhrough hatineg, the influence of the hydration during hardening would be selected as best for
of the silicate cement components is highly aceel- UIpplicai ion in structures; however, with mortar,
crated. Therefore the reproducing processes are difficulties were iet with. 'Phe composition of
performed rapidly and at. a certain temperature SC paste, which resulted in an increase of strength
do not lag behindl the processes of structure (I- aCconpailying 6 percent expansion during heating,
struction. During a definite time, as muany and sliowe( a nuch greater strength drop in mortar,
even more connections are restored as are de- sometimes 2-3 times, making this conposition of
stroved. Because of this, the strength is either mortar unfit for self-stressing.
maintained at the fixed level, or even increases on Actually, reinforced concrete self-stressing is
exlilsion. possible only when tile concrete bond with re-

lleati ag of the system makes it possible not only inforeement exists and concrete acts as a hard
to avoid excessive expansionf and destruction of body, deforining identically and simultaneously
tile cement l)pste, but also permiits time decrease with the steel. For such reinforcement action,
for all )rocesses, which, according to the curve concrete should continuously possess the required
(fig. 9), take so long to (levelol). strength and density. Insufficient strength due

investigations have shown that heating cemcnt to temporary drop causes plastic concrete flow
paste for 2 lir at 70-80 0C when the strenl th is around the reinforcement, without its significant
about 200-300 kg/cm3 gives expansion sufficient lengthening. Thus, we obtain large reinforced
for tie system wvithout any signs of strength diol). concrete expansion, but without self-stressing,

Figure 11 shows data on expansion and strength even though, during further hardening in water
incref.se of SC specimens heated at 80 IC for 1, 2, storage, the strength is not only restored, but
3, 5, and 7 hr when the initial strength was 200 significantly exceeded. This may be because,
kg/cin. All samples heated 2, 3, 5, and 7 hr ex- during the rapid process of SO expansion, cracks
panded 2 percent and reached strength of about arise frun the retarding action of the aggregates,
500 kg/cm2 . Further water storage of SC samples which (1o not increase in volume.
(lid not show more expansion, )ecause the gyl)sum All attempts to prevent the drop in SC
was fully consumed during the first 2 hr of heating, mortar strength lead to lower expansion power,
and all C3A(CS)II, was recrystallized into and in turn to insufficient self-stresing.
CA(CS)lII,. Self-stressing technology has therefore been

'However, die strength of tile cement paste con- greatly changed.
tinuously increased owing to the progress of the Investigations showed that C3A(CS)HI2 re-
hydration of the C3S and C2S of the portland crystallization into CQA(CS)3II 2, in calcium hy-
cement, leading the systeni to further densification. drate media, is retarded by further temiperature
Cement paste after 28 days reaches a strength of increase; simultaneously, hydration of C3S and
1,200-1,300 kg/cm3 . Thus, heating tile system for C'S is considerably accelerated at the higher tein-

.- A-_ _ A

Fiouitz 11. Expansion-strength diagram of stressing cement paste for
various durations of water heating, at 80 0 C.

Data in circies show number of hours of heating.
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perattire. Trherefore, the structure dlestructioni resistance Corresponded with a Certain Coefficient

period is mIoved backward, tuIld thle period whell of linear system reinforcement, i.e., reproducedH n~few Connections ri ile prcsso lt tiioll itny required pl ercentage of Concrete reinforcemecnt.
anfd hydration of silicate materials inl the ccmnient Prismls of sizes 100 >K 31.5 X 31.5 1111n and

Is mlovedl forward. As at resuilt the following :300 X 50 X 50 11nn1, With strips embel)dded at thle

sequence wits set for hydrothern tic treatmnenlt of faces, were selectedl as experimental Specejincas.

SC mortar: 6 hir livatiri' inl water ait 100 O((hll Cliders with transverse spiral wire coils wer

img wvater), with inlitial' strength ab~out 160-200 also inlvest igated, whereby limiited elastic voluime
kg/Cm12. H~ere miortar expanded Ver-y little, wi th expansion wits Obtained.

Specimen~I strengthl incresg to 300-400 kg/cmt. lhe inlvest igations of self-strsigsou

D)uri ng furt her mater IIi a rd cl ig ex panilon p ro- tilat. elastic resistailcteras aga ist specinien

gressedl rather evenly, stopplinig after 3~-1dy eXpllrsiori leading to self -stressinig variation 1111ky

of water storage. be expressed approxiriitely by tilie followving

I) iifng expanision, mortar strength eithIier did eq ra t loll:
riot change or slightly inicreasedl.

Ill this ease tile expanrsion aIiechanisi generally oo

acets, oiily' thle process takes Several days, givigV 0.24

tie ha1rdenling Of C3S aid( 02S timie to hecal the
recrystallization ruptutres which have appeared. where a,=unknown reinforced concrete self-

Further expeririierital workj f56J showedl thlat thlis stressing, inl kg/crin' with reinforcemient = ,
self -st ressing niechartisin is the hest available, fid reinforced concrete self-stressing with u'=0.2 4

it wats somlewhat, improved to riiiike thle allowed lerenrt, c=econcrete reiforcement coefficient.

epnsion time less tha : das Adiioa ill- 3 il vet igation, a vecry important and vital

vestigations were then urdertirkeii. Equipment, feature of SC structure wits found, relating both

wats built for self-stressin~g inechainin inivestiga-. to theory and practice. For very large free

tiori (fig. 12), which Could reproduce elastic resist- st ressdrg-ene elt expanlsion, urliaxialeati e

Mice of any amttounit. Eachl Chosen degree of rigid sistanee of sufficierit, intensity decreases expansion

Fmoulz 12. Measuing insrmient for teting cement pate epanion force.
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by 0% 10 tunies not, only in the direction of Essentially thle linear law of strength increase
acinof thle resistance bu. crosswise aswell, is 111itil',being expressed by tile equation.

'Tlis is ex lainled by tile stietigtli and vohine R= 10t, the strength required to be attained
Stjbi it of0 t ic systent resisting' transverse plastic during isolated hardening, about 200 kg/cm2, is

defrnatins uder uniaxia~ Oursi if reachied after 24 Ihr.
cemlenit comiposition and the hiy,rotherinic se- Thie selected SC components pasiedl systematic
quenlce of treattnient are optimalt and there is no and prolonged checking iii pastes aiid 1: 1 imortars,
drop inpiiule strength during scif-stressing. to establish the timec stability of their mechanicalEupetfor in vestigationl of self-ssin propleti.
Powel. is miua1de to imitate every hydrothermie investigations were carriedl out Onl expansion,
sequenc amid all conditions of variable, moistening water absorp)tion, strength in "free" and re-
and (rIryng of sp('ciiienS'. st rained conditionis, sefsrsigvlei relaio

Self-stressing investigations (55] have Show,, to degree of reinforcement (average for possible,
thlat every Portland cemnent, may Le emplloyed for use, 1 p)ercent,), and other properties.
production of SC by adlding hli dialumlinal cement For selecting the req[uiredl quantity of high-
and gypsuil. '[he oiily prob n is to find the ilunmina cement with 14 percent gypsuin, m1a11N,
optimial p)roportioning. conibinations were investigatedl, by varying high- ~f

1. if high-alumninate Portland cemnent has rich alumina cemenit content from 4 to 32 percentL.
*CA content, SC from this cemlent possesses high Results of 28-day investigation of SC mortar

expansion, but (toes 1101 stabilize rap~idly. are shown iii figure 14. Optimal high-alumnina cc-
2. If brownilillerite Portland cement is usedl, ment adlmixture of 18-20 percent. gives thle highest

Without C3A expansion, SC from this cemlent, strenugth, 650 kg/cm2'; highest expansion, 2.1
stabilizes rapidly, but with less expansion value. pecet.; and miaximuhm water absorption, 6 percent ' it

Good1 results in orepimnts were obtained (by w-eight).
with alite Portland cement hav.1ing the following Investigation of SC nir rtar properti es with
average nmineralogical content: respect to tine is shown in figure 15. Here during 4

_____________________________________ 6-hr heating: stren gth of "free" specimens in-

c~s C~ I CA C.AF C.0~ creased from 160 kg/cm2l to 268 kg/c andCI CIS__ I I I strength of restrained specimnens increased to 310
244 i2~~4 g/cm12; expansion and water absorption were

IIlow, 0.20 percent and 0.5 percenlt, respectively; j

comprisn wth te hghe acivit SCproor- self-stressing equalled 16 kg/ci. In further

74 Using this eement, the SC content proportions water storage, at 28 days the strength was 420
seiecte( were 14:20:66, which were checked in kg/eim2 for "free" specimens and 450 kg/cm2 for

tinons 18:22:60. -
Figure 13 shows the curve of SO strength in-

crease at normal temperature, 22 00, for storage -'

in isolated conditions under a paraffin layer.

-41

__ 01

4.~~i 0V 45 .@ MIa M

0 M~vJS so FtoURZ 14. Elongation, strength, and water absorption of
SC mortar (1:1) with 14 percent gyipsum, versus alumina

Fjotjit 13. Strength increase of SC mortar isolated in cement content. s
paraffin. Hested st 100 C for 6 hr.
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FIGURE15a. Eongation, strength, and water absorption of self-siressing SO mortar (1:1), versus storage condition (water
FIGUR 15t

Proportions 14 :20:68.

eated at 100 C for 6 ir.A

restrained specimens; expansion was stabilized at It is important that during water storage t3 days (at 2.3 percent) with slight increase to 7 strcn gth always con tinuously increases and reach
days; water absorption practically ended onf the a high value, approaching 1,0010 hfe"i -14th dlay at 5.0 percent, and onf tile 28th (lay wits We were more interested in t i c strength 05.8 percent; self-stressing endled comp~letely witin restrained SC samples, as this is tile chief charaic14 days and was 42 kg/cm2i. teristic limiting the relatively small deformationsAfter 6 mionthis, the following results were of reinfore *.ilf-stressed mortar.obtained: strength of "free" specimens, 0 4 At prsent, data tire available onf stable strengthikg/cm2l; restrainedl specimenls, 740 kg/cm2'; exparl- andt tile degree of self-stressing of SC mnortarsion, no change, i.e., 2.33 Percent; water absorp- samples storedl in water for 6 yr, this showing cOn-ition, 6.7 percent; self-stressing, no change, i.e., elusively that aill expan11sionl processes are over,

A 42 k/m.after thle first several days of Mortar existence.
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FLOURE 16. Water absorption and water loss depending on storage condition (water-air-water).

on the average 3.5 percent, retaining 2.6 percent. should be recommended for production of s
Combinations with 4 percent, i.e., almost without stressed structures.
any high-alumina cement, absorb 4.2 percent and Figure 18 shows investigations of strength a
lose the same amount. As noted above, water expansion of I: I toortar made with SC .prop
loss during 6 and even 8 months is slow, while tioned 14:12:74. In one case it received norn
absorption is rapid. hydrothermic treatment at 100 OC for 6 hr a'

Of some importance is the influence of the then water storage, in another case it underw
degree of repeated drying and absorption on natural hardening in the paraffin-isolated coil
self-stressing value. Does self-stressing disappear tion. Thes peciiiiens hardened in paratffin isolati
completely after some time? For determining for 14 monthis.
ths, expansive power measurements (fig. 17) have Trhe miortar (1: 1) that received norm al h d
been made on 5 series of specimens differing only thermnic treatment reached after 14 mont 1is
in hydrothermnal treatment period: 1, 2, 3, 4, and water storage at strength of 900 kg/cm2, and e'
6 hr (see graphs from top to bottom). The panded 1.9 percent at 10 days. Isolated dr
sequence for all samples: water-20 duys; air- stored Mortar had a very low strength-155 k
15 days; water--20 days; air-20 days; water- cm12 ; apparently, the calcium hiydratcs and hyd
25 days; air-35 days. sulfoaluiiinates during formation and partii

The investigations have shown that during recrystallization absorbed the entire mixing wate
drying about half of the initial self-stressing value reserve (30 percent); there was not enough wate4is lost. Repeated moistening restores almost the for C3S and C2S hardening, and hydration Stopped
entire self-stressing value. During these invresti- In this case, specimen expansion was 3 percent
gations it was determined that samples heated 6 thus higher than for the first group. Wh7len, afte
hr lose practically nothing, i.e., during moistening 14 mnonthis, samples were immersed, water absorP
they comipletely restore the initial self-strsig tion was so rapid aiid the forces caused by calciuni,The samples heated 2 hr irrevocably loeupt hiydrosul foal umina to recrystallization so laige that

e5 prent of the initial self-stressing after several tesamples were rapidly and compet de-
drying and moistening cycles. molishied.Cnsequently, 6-hr hydrothermic treatment has rhbeairoSCm trspcentatad'
several advantages over 2-hr treatment and it received hydrothernic treatment shows that SO,
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FIrounII 18. Influence of water storage on elongatiOn and strength of SC mortar (Id) ofter heating at 00 0C for 6 hr in corn -
partson with paraffin-isolated SC mortar (1I) hydrated without heating.

P'roportions 14:12:74.

is a fl-auhyruiceetbaseof it~s calibration". By special methods of stress appil-

reached during long-term moist storage. Tlhere- ment, it is possible to redistribute reaction forces
fore it should be employ ed for structures undler in a nmenmber to any limit, andI then the degree of
pressure, in pressure pipes, tanks, in underground fiber stresses in concrete may reach at least 150

22

structures, and in highly moist conditions. kg/etna.,
During investigations of SC mnortars (1:1) it It shoul be noted that inv estigations have been

was found that the lower the water-cement ratio, made in the USSR in th e coal muining industry
* the higher the self-stressing and strength. Very when designing structures for reinforced concrete

short S C mortar setting period, 2 rain, hampered mine propping. T he main requirements for prop-
mortar batching and placmng in nmlds. Vibratory ping mnembers are low weigbt and high load capac-

" mixing and vibratory e'asting, and cement retard- ity (about 10 tons/m'). "During investigaton of
; ing agents like hignosulfonates, were therefore self-stressed vibrated bracings (cu annel type) with

necessary (%j percent sulfate-alcohol waste additive 0.75 percent reinforcing of the bracing section andi
or tartaric acid, } o percent technical). These 1.8 percent in the bracing tensile zone reinforcedSsetting-retarding methods are effective, but in both with high strength wires, the following stressed
cases the degree of expansion is lowered and sellf- bracing cond~itions were obtained, by hiydrothernic
stressing is about 30 percent less. This is caused treatment for 6 hr at 100 00 and then 3.day's
by the fact that in both cases there is destruction wvater storage. Ihigh (6,000 kg/cm2) stresses in t le
of the initial, rather friable, burt very convenient up~per reinforcement and comparatively low (1,500
frame structure of self-stressed SC, owing to which kg/enii) stresses in the lower reinforcement resulted
the framie structure, an essential part in expansion, in uniform compression of the conicrete bracing,
is without strength in the spaces free of cement iiitensity 22 kg/cmn
glue. 'rho "stress calibration' (553 employed for

The self-stressing of 1 : 1 stressing mortar riakes bracings at stresses of 8,200 kg/cam' of the lower
it possible to obtain aii average concrete self- reinforcemient made it possible to redistribute
compression value in the range 20 to 50 kgfcni' the stresses. Th'len the "lower reinforcenient in
This self-compression us the result of the structural the niiddle part of bracings received a stress of

reinforcement's elastic resistance to expansion, 6,900 kg/cni' and the upper a stress of 800 kg/cni1.
there being stressing to different degree, depending 'Thle diagram of coiicrete stress distribution of
on reinforcement dimensions, over the range of the braciuig section now shows the following fiber
14,000 kg/cia2 to 3,000 kg/cm, for 0.15 to 1.5 peL- stresses: at bottom 200 kg/cm' and at top,.47
cent of reinforcement. For many structures stch kg/cm 2 (tensile). 'rhe method of "stress cahibra-
a prestressing value gives a satisfactory effect. tion" is still iiew arid practical application will b~e
With reinforcement higher than 1.5 p)ercenit, the possible, after much testin~g.
concrete self-stress ng intensity remains almost All above-nientioned Su mtrivsiain
tnhneb, setionser the self-stressing value ini refer to vibration during mmr ixiadpai

unchanged.. Howeer, ixin

thememer ectonsmay be changed as a result owing to which the average self-stressing valuieof a technological action, which we call "stress obtained-40 kgfcm'-is lower than the actual
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S0 mortar self.stressing value, about 60 kg/cnil , moment of moistening to placemelt by the gun,
not yet reached for vibrated sanples. The only hundredths of a second passed. Therefore,
actual self-stressing values, corresponding to the mortar placed by shotcreting is very dense, with
SO chemical possibilities, were obtained with SC mininiuni water content (about 0.20-0.22) and it
mortar by shotcreting. 'Tie dry mixture, delivered is placed long before SC setting begins.
from the cement gun by conlpressed air at a i p e n f S tg i
pressure of 3-5 atin through a hose to the nozzle, The advantages obtained by shotereting tech-
was moistened at that point by water tnnder nology can be enumerated: self-stressing reaches "N-
pressure, and then thrown with highi speed 50-60 kg/cni, and the strength at mature age isagainst the surface of the cast article. Fron the 80-1,000 kg/cn i .

6. Mikhailov2a described the use of self-stressing concrete produced

by expansive cement in the manufacture of pressure pipe as follows:

In the USSR the technology and equipment water, and into a cold water tank for 5-6 days
are simultaneously being worked out for three storage. Finished pipe receives face leveling and
methods of manufacturing self-stressed pipes: hydraulic testing, and is transfered to the ware-shotcreting, centrifuging, and vibrosqueezing. house, where it is kept for 21-28 days.
Each of these methods provides for manufacture The centrifugal technology of self-stressed
of pipe of specific diameters: shotcreting for pipes pressure pipes has been checked at a Moscow
of dia. 600 to 1,000 mn, centrifuging for pipes pipe factory. Self-stressed pipes of 400-m diam-
of (ha. 300 to 500 mam, vibrating-squeezing for eter, 50-nn walls, and 4 in long are mantufactured
pipes of dia. 150 to 250 mm. there, whereas open channel pipes were previously

The pipes manufactured by these technological made in solid molds using paraffin. Difficulties 2
methods retain internal pressure, without sweating, of the short setting time of SC were eliminated by
tip to 15-20 atm, and may be used for operations use of a mixer equipped with a vibrating device.
under working pressures of 6 and 10 atm. Ten miui vibromixing destroyed the initial struc-

A special two-seat automatic machine (fig. 19) ture to a degree, so that the mixture retained
has been designed for making pipe by shotcreting. plastic consistency for 30 in, sufficient for
The automatic machine is equipped with a slowly centrifuge casting. Pipe manufactured in this
rotating core (4), with foldable mechanism to way with reinforced fraine of stressing mortar
make clearance between the shotereted pipe and was held in paraffin coating 24 hr during which
core. Besides, the machine has a rotating coil the concrete strength reached 160 kg/cm2 . The 14
and wire reel (8), which may either be held by pipe was next heated in a bath 6 hr at 100 0C
an electromagnet (7) and moved up and down and then delivered for water storage. Internal
with a platform (3), winding wire around the pipe, pressure testing of these pipes showed that pipes

or may turn together with the core, remaining in with weak reinforcement resist internal pressure
the bottom no-work position (as shown in fig. to 11-12 atm. Wound with prestressed design
19). A set of nozzles is installed through which spiral reinforcement the pipe resists 25-28 atm
the SC mortar is shotereted on the core to form pressure without leakage. Pipes without stressed
the pipe. While the pipe is being, manufactured coils can be used for pressure piping tinder 6 atm
in one station (LH), the other (RH) is used for pressure, with winding for piping water at heads
preparatory operations. During rotation of core of 10 atn and above.
and motion of the platform (3) up and down, The technology of pressure pipe vibrocasting
shotcreted layers are placed at the same time as of small diameter pipe-150-200 mm, 2 in l6ig,
the reinforcement coils. When the last layer is and with 25-30-nn walls-has beenmastered on
being placed, the surface is smoothed with a me- a vertical vibrosqueezed pipe casting machine,
chanical knife. After the first pipe casting (in the now industrially used (fig. 21). These pipes are
LH station), the set of nozzles is turned 1800 and equipped with spigots and are for use in water
shoteretes the next pipe (in the other station), distribution lines and in pipings for water supply
and so on. In the first station, the core is retract- in rural areas with a working head of 4-6 ati.
ed and the pipe is removed by lifting it onto a The pipes have cold-drawn wire reinforcement,
round support and is transferred for further tech- diameter 4-5 nm.
nological treatment, while the core is prepared for The vibrosqueezing method of manufacture
new shotcreting. consists of a vertical vibrating mold slowly filled K

Figure 20 shows the technology worked out for from the top with SC mortar mixture. A simul-
self-stressed pipe manufacture. The shotereted taneously vibrating core, introduced from the
pipe, already hardened due to the quick setting mold bottom, moves up and (lown rotating from
of So, is lowered for 1 min into a pit filled with one side to the other repeatedly and distributes
melted paraffin to make a thin isolation layer, and and tamps the mortar into pipe body and spigot.
is then stored for 18-24 hr at normal tem perature, The simultaneous vibration of core and mold
which gives the pipe a covcrete strengtl of 200 aids in compacting stiff mortar and in casting pipe.
kg/cm'. Then the pipe is placed for 6 hr in boiling When tile vibrating core ii removed from the mold
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FIGuRt 19. Scheme of industrial automatic shotcreting machine for large-diameter, high-pressure pipe product

1. Stand

2. Lower platform
3. h eovlable afr
7. Colapslnetal c(orecuth

9. i oving tore

10. Motor for rotating table

it. Nozzles12: lEnd-fornhing device
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IFI~lat the toj) 011(l it W~ishes Ouit excess mortar (if
71 , . ... .. her is til) frnt ilepipe. At this titie vibration

0z1 l id tIi 0tl or side, is pusheCd down, sliding
aIting tile in terinal ipe PCsurface and1( smootihing it.TPhe mahinlle SiiltaIbieOUSly casts twVo PlI)eS overtwo cores. After heJi) cstilgl, oes

4 finished(, thIe inolds atire remo 0ved fromt the in anee
aiid atre storedI 12-1 ir dur1i, 11ng wh jel thle conl

-L--7-7Crete reaches it strength of 200 kgicin. Thenk
dcei vered pipes are e ated( 6 hr inl ait ail ait 100

I0(,, wh en thle pipe umorta r reachie CSt st rengthi of
a about 300 kgjem2in. D~uring subsequent w ater

storageP for 3- 5 (11la ie110-1W'.IWISal
pipe) cOncerete lu11( reinforcemnit are self-stressM. jHelre, its wvell ats wheii cenltrifulging, Vibrated nu'.x
ingit of tile mlortarl occurs before iil during tile
filling of thle iolds, due to which at significant
patrt of the self-stressing" is lost.

TIesting of such pipes by internal hpressurie has
shown thdat. theiy hiave Ii igh impi hermeability*Eve toughi 20-25 mnm thickness of tile wVIdl Is
Small11, thle lpI~S es ist anl internal pIssrlol1
and even 25 ai in without sweating.

Asiilallr sequence is emlplolved for inanufac.
turing andl testing pressure Pipes by shoterete
catig Ahoitidl spralyii"g filiiiie is used
for shotcr-ete casting (fig. 22). In 1958 this ma-
cline was rediesignedi uiid is now1 equippeMl Whith
mnehanism for winding spiral reinforcement at ~
the saime timie ats shotcreting. It mnust be p~oinited
ouit thalt previously whenever framne reinforcement

wa ),It oil the shotereting pr~ocess had to be
stoppIedm, and~ it waIs necessalry to remiove tile l)Ipe

~ ~ -With the core fromn the mnachinle, to tighten the
text reinlforcemlent framne, and then to reinstall

FIGURE 21. Research ribrosqueezing machine for small- LIcoil thle inadiinie for fute0*oceiidiameter, high-pressure pipe production, f lepp hadl miiore than11 two reiniforcemlenlt
framies, sliotereting hald to be stopped twice. Tis
colipillicated tile caistinig process and1( worsened the

FIounR 22. &perimnental shotcrete machine for caing high-pressuare pipe simnultaneously with ivire winding.
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density of mortar under the spiral frame. Sitnul best method of reinforcing self-stressed pipes.
taneous winding of spiral reinforcement during the Shotereting needs a nonre.arding admixture.
shotcreting process results in marked lowering in Under these conditions the structure formed can-
casting time, permits winding many rows witi, a not latcr be destroyed. Due to the very low watc-f
wide pitch, reliably coats mortar around spiral cement ratio, 0.16-0.22, tie maxinun quantity of
wire, and may eliminate the need for longitudinal "low-sulfate" hydrosulfoaluminate of calcium is
reinforcement. formed anti, consequently, maximun p6der ii

As a result of shotcrete casting, with simul- released for expansion and self-stressing during
taneous entire pipe-body winding (throughout the recrystallization into the "high-sulfate" form. This
entire wall depth) the spiral reinforcement with has been entirely verified by tests. In all eases
interwindin coils of adjacent rows is distributed shoterete mortar specimens had high expansive
uniformly in the concrete. In this condition force, and produced mortar self-stress o abot,
mortar deformations during expansion are slight, 40-50 kg/cin2. These results permit us to consider
thus insuring better use of mortar expansive power shotcrete casting as the chief method for ,nanu
and corresponding maxinmum pipe self-stressing. facture of large diameter pressure pipd. SelfM
During the mastery of new type shotcrete casting, stressed shiotcrete concrete has high stability in
it was found that sinmltaneous winding is the aggressive media, sea water in particular.

217. ikhailov concluded his review as follows:

lose their stable function and aid the direct co -
hesion of hardened cement paste particles. Sivert-

The idea of self-stressed structures, ... is zev is conducting very interesting investigations
new in the field of prestressed reinforced con- to corroborate and broaden his veiws on SC
crete. The present level of development of the expansion and self-stressing processes.
self-stressing method is progressive in char- In France much work in the field'of expansive
acter and has wide perspective for construction cement has been done by the French scientist
use, but also indicates need for further study to 11. Lossier,[57) who has produced his own expan:
improve cement composition and retarding admixm sive cement. This cement is composed df portland
ture for setting, and feed for investigation of more cement, sulfoalumiiiate cement, and slag, dry-
effective self-stressing methods, including water ground in the proper proportions. Fifteen;day
hydration without heating anti the method of hardening in moist conditioi causes complete
"stress calibration," in order that one may progress expansion and densifies the structure. According
front mortars to concrete with less binding to Lossier, resistance should give self-stressing.
material. The theoretical conclusions of Lossier clearly I

In the USSR, besides the explanation of self- show the established oider and views on cement,
stressing already discussed, G. N. Sivertzev holds and also show that scientists experimenting in this
another opinion, completely denying the possibility field must find the best ineralogical cemefit
of calcium hydrosul foaluminate formation in cc- composition, tie necessary additives, and the
ment media and giving a different explanation for appropriate water content. The view is that the
causes of expansion and self-stressing. Sivertzev structural synthesis during cement setting and
considers that expansion may develop independ- hardening takes place by itself, and fornis the
ently of formation or lack of calcium hydro- cement paste of required characteristics. This is
sulfoaluminate, and thatthecontradictory phenom- beyond human influence. At best, the required
ena occasionally observed during SC hardening structural formation processes may be accelerated
are explained only by colloidal chemistry. Expan- by normal heating or high pressure. This con,sion is considered by him to be determined by the siderahly handicaps the designer, when it coin'

unstable dynamic equilibrium of two mutually to the mixed cement passing through the requiied
contradictory processes, namely SC setting and stages (fig. 7) of structural formation and
hardening, and solvation processes of SC particles stren thening.
retarding coamL , i.n. SC is marked by the pres- P. . Rehibinder and N. V. Mikhailov proposed
once of crtain anti.gonistiC suspensions (portland intervention in the processes during the first stage.
cement, high-alumina cement, gypsum, etc.). When preparing very fine cement, ground sand,
Here each type of solvate shell of the particles and active mixture they recommend the use of
is formed separately, without disorientation of mechanical influence like Vibratory mixing of
water dipoles, preventing adhering of particles, concrete ahd inultifrequency vibration in all
As the solvate shells cause cement paste expansion, technological stages of mixture processing. This
the structure densifies and strength increases destroys the formed structure, to obtain denser
Solvation and expansion develop witi unavoidable destrof th e nd cemntur, te b ti e
structure friability and strength drop. During packing of concrete and cement paste particles
the hydration of ordinary nonexpansive-cemnents, and development of hydration processes deeper
in dense pastes, the solvate shells invariably inter- in the cement grains. As a result there is -a
fere, causing disorientation of the water dipoles significant increase of concrete strength and
and solvate shells. The solvate shells in this case density.
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Our aims are broader: we prepare it binder so to convert deforniation power into tile work 6fthat the stage of structure formation passes reinforced concrete stressing.quckly and setting is.also rapid. We assume that TuCmn cursnwqai.e, eils)

hus, in 5cement acquires new quahties, previofisy

t1e cement structure has entered far into the not Only not used, but even objectionlale andill. setting stage to form it sufficiently strong and every way undesirable.
of water into this structure, even though it is harin bides al( frel to deig " " " .
very Strong, expansion of cenient p~aste com- it ne dacdudraigi en1 tcei

• ]pltely destroys the structure, turnlwn it into it opening wide technical horizons,.it
Jellified substance. Thus, the createc structure Tile work performed by Soviet sciehtists inconceals possibilities of self-demolition. In this this field is a first step towards nsing the cheemiedrespect SC is completely useless as a binding power of hardening binders, and must be continuedagent. But here the researcher intervenes in m order to find the best way to release and mikecement paste structure building and by definite use of chemical forces inherent in tile binders forprocesses (moistening, ]eating, mechanical force) athantageous work in self-stressing. The effortsrearranges the system, destroying certain cement of scientists and engineers of many countriesl)aste structures, while others arise rapidly in the should be directed towards this end. It seemscombinations and se uence required for tire hard to us that maximum results are assured if 'pro.body to nemain unci anged, so that strength is dueers will participate in this work and intrbdacemaintained and even increased, while the cement new achievements in their experimental-plafiti.
paste volume increases, able in case of resistance

58 21.8. Brown noted, in discussion of Mikhailov, that:
The advent and rapid development of pre- reduces its diameter and tends further to weakenstressed concrete design and construction has the bond. This tendency is inherent in th eprocessopened a new field of broad application. Among and should ever be kept in mind. That is to say,tie more intriguing variations is that of an expand- the adverse tendency does not necessarily vitiateing concrete member, essentially an expanding the objective. It only means that one should-becement, whereby tle desired prestress is self- aware of corrective countermeasures. It maybeeffected. It is evident in the wealth of data that tile autogenous healing automatically restorespresented in this paper that tIe concept, both of the bond. Then again, it is noted in the paper-the cement and of its effective use, has developed that uniaxial restraint tends to transverse coin-into an established art. While tile accomplish- pression, an explanation that is subject to seriousmeit imerits high complinlent, there are two or challenge.three facets of tie report that may merit more Many properties of the eventual concretes ireextended discussion, investigated and described. Among otheti a'he unstable or expanding component of tile high resistance to sea water or sulfate exposurehcement (or concrete) is identified as low sulfo- noted. That probably is to be expectedi since theahmfinate, prol)ortioned about 35 to 65 percent aluminate is already in the stable high-ulfateportland co.ment. It is put into the ceilent as the form. The concept offers intriguing possibiliiiestwo subst,AuCes calcium alunlinrate and gvpsui, in respect to endurance of ordinary concrete.properly proportioned. It is preserved ill the low Nothing is said of one property that could be ofform by limited quantity of mix water. After wide interest. 'Ihat is resistance to frost action.thorough set, tile hardened member is immersedthorouge .Te ilarlity oilemextr iaterspro- It is noted that before expansion the concrete isn wrater. he availability of time extra water pro- very dense and that it dries out very slowlY.mlotes alteration of tile low sulfoaluminate to the When )rUt in water, however, it takes up waterhigh sulfoaluiinte. si expansio. is accom,- very rapidly. Tiis anomalous behavior isqtiiteptl.ed iy thlis inversion. The expansion teids different from that of conventional concrete. Qneto Isitegrate the formMerly hardened meber, may well suspect thereby that, resistance to frostwllc action of course is lminimnized by restricting action could be poor, but no freezing and thawingtie potential expansion, i.e., tie low sulfoalumli- tests were noted.Inte, to smaller proportions" If tre eXpansion- Much of the first part of the paper is made acuring is rugmented rud accelerated by eat, it is dissertation on the processes of hydration and setfound that stregth is iiitaied by rautogeous of ordinary cement. While it is evident thathealing. I'llus a iiieniber irmy expand 3 percent or intensive letrographic studies have been made,More, and the concrete still show a strength equal tie concepts derived do not appear in full accordto or greater than that of tile initial material. Tfest with conventiom thought. For example, it isdata, offered in some abundance, show this to be stth til ogt ent ple sthe eventual effect, stated that te original cement particles shatterIn practical application, a fixed principle of into much smaller colloids. Our petrographicsuch expalsion is that it is triaxial and that in- studies do not support this view. Present purposeterior voids or discjntinuities teid to increase in however is not to criticize the concept. It ii only.diamoter. lhat*is, til envelope of concrete about to note that the dissertation is not essential toatprestressin wire tends to elarge and thereby discussion of the mechanism of expansion'tidweaken bond and tire desired composite action. self-stressing. The discussion suffers somewhatIncidentally, elongation of tire prestressing wire from this earlier and lengthy conpideration.
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